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"The Sooth's feciopensioss MomM4-

'
Abused By Insurance Man,Polk
VOL. VI. No. 10

But Judge
Gives Boost
To Morale

Price 15c

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, JANUARY 5, 1957

Get Set To Finish Polio Job In 1957

If It's not union meeting night
or some other important occasion.
it's no touble at all to locate Wilie E. Williams or any member
of his family after dark.
The Williamses look upon their
home at 2167 Eldridge the way
Judge Beverly Boushe feels a
home should be looked upon
as a man's kingdom.
Judge Boushe's philosophical "A
man's home is his kingdom, and
it -doesn't matter whether he is
black, white, green or yellow."
was made in the courtroom lad
week as he dismissed assault and
• battery and disorderly charges
against Mr. Williams.

it

'LIKE MAD MAN'
' The charges were brought by
Joe Adams, of 526 St. Nick, who
claimed .that Mr. Williams
stormed out of a door of his home
"IA.& mad man" to strike him
while he was collecting insuranie. er
Mr. Williams admitted he struck
the Metropolitan Insurance comPOIJO MEET — An advance
,pany agent but only after Mr.
meeting of the 1957 Polio com•
\kclams talked "rough" to his wife,
mittee was held last Friday
stuck his finger in his face and
night at Sears Roebuck comtook a swing at him.
pany in the office ef Lester
Mr. Adams claimed Mr. WilGingold, chairman. Plans
liams stormed out the door and
were made for an intensive
attacked him when Mrs. Williams
campeign during the month
refused to pay two weeks insOrof January, using the theme
ance after he apologized for hav"Let's finish the Job in
ing missed the last collection date
Charles Bynum, interracial di•
Judge Toushe told Mr. Adams
he wasn't satisfied with his story
as he dismissed the charges and
gave the man the lecture on a
man's home being his kingdom. •

ii

reefer of the National Founde•
tion office in New York,,pill
arrive by plane Friday lo' confer with the local committee
and for press and radio interviews. Campaign leaders re•
cently returned from Tuskeeee
Institute. Alabama, for a pre7 01 meeting are Sam W
eampquail , jr., chairman; Harold
J. Whalum, and Mrs. Mary

Louise Davis. Shown In photo.
From left, are: — Standing—
John Lipford, teemage chideman; Lester Gingold, M r s.
Lester Gingold, publicite
chairman; Paul Davis, teenage chairman; Mrs. I,. P. Riley, executive secretary of the
Memphis Polio chapter, a n d
Mrs. Mary Louise Davis. coordinator of the local chapter.

Seated are Harold J. Whalum,
initial gifts chairman; Sam W
Qualls, jr., chairman, and Mrs.
Louise Price, Mothers March
chairman. The Polio office,
better knoen as "The March
of Dimes" is located at 390',
Reale st., upstairs, and all
donations are welcome,

A Round Over )Says He Gave Helping Frowns On Thi
Hand To Others, Now.. CP Maneuver
Liqu"If

"Leading ministers of Memphis are preparing to
take some steps regarding the city's segregation policies."
That statement was made Saturday by Rec. R. \V.
Norsworthy, president of the Ministers and Citizens
league of Memphis and pastor of Mt. Moriah Baptist

church,
Rev. Norsworthy stated that a 'sparked action to integrate the
meeting will be held during the I same facilities in Tallahassee,
Mobile.
week ending .lan. 5 to complete Fla.; Birmingham. Ala
plans. Ile indicated that action on Ala., Baton Rouge, I.a., and Nan!
the segregated bus seating here Ole. Tenn,
I In Mobile leaders are making
would top the agenda.
thorough preparations tor an &RREFLECTS CONCERN
out campaign en,:he barriers,'s
'rhe announcement here last Rev Wulhl
M Smith, president
week that a meeting would he of the Mobile United Citizens asheld of the Citizens Committee,
the white unit, was believed to See BUN BIAS. Page 2
reflect concern over the spreading inns ement hy Negroes In the
South to break down the barriers on buses The Citizens Coin - 1
mitree, composed of moderates
nd reactionaries, was formed to I far
serve as a kind of island of a rbi•
a nd mediation on ra cia l is
a
trtiott
sues in Memphis. It II as organizThe report of tile House district ed during the early part of 19;s:
A move is underway to gag filisubcommittee ond Washinston's in- when tension was high over the bustering on civil rights.
tegrated school system was des- Supreme Court's ban on segregaSenator Estes Kefauver.
Tenn ) said in Washington last
cribed last week as rigged to bring tion in schools.
After the Milli, group was formout slanted answers.'
week that he is in favor of Senate
ed Negro leaders were asked to
Rep. A. Is Miller (Rep., Neb.)
organize a unit. After formation it Rule 22, which would permit
a member of the committee who WAS supposed to
hold meetings two-thirds of the senators press
opposed the majority report at.
with whites.
cot to cut off debate on an issues
tacking the school system said:
Rev. S. A. Owen, a member
Kefativer is is menthes of a pro"! don't know why they say it of the unit and pastor of Metrocivil rights bloc headed by Senaintegration) won't work, when as politan Baptist church, said Saltors Paul 14. Douglas t D.,.Ill.) and
a matter of fact there never has
urday that there had not been any Irving 111. Ives (R,. N. Y.). The
been anything but in
across the table discussions he. getup will attempt. it was reportschools north of the Mason•Dison tween the white and Negro groups.
ed, to effect the change Thursday
Itine and it has eorked."
of this week
'WE WILL LISTEN'
WRONG APPROACH
He said, "If the white commit- I Kefaiiver said that he had al.
This report. Rep. Miller explain- tee wants to talk to tis we will 1 waYs thought the present "coined, is -an attempt to get IMMU- listen. In am: case. we shall Promise- rule adopted in 1949,
oition to hold up to the Supreme continue our plans and action to which r 'quires the votes of 64 out
sourt, if it ever comes to that obtain compliance with the law of of 96 senators, is "too strict."
.tage.
the land here I "If it is changed so an to pee"I don't thi* this is the apMeanwhile, the historic ending of mit two-thirds of those present to
proach legislators ought to take segregation on city buses to Mont- i cult of debate, I will vote for
tower, a couple and diffieult Romeo', Ala. on Friday, 1),e. 21, it," he said.
problem."
The legislator said that he s'ould
not sign the report and that he
might have some other views after he has read the revised report
Will Gerber. lawyer, a former
cog in the old Crump machine
served as counsel for the "investigation." Gerber said in his report that integration in the district's schools is driving whiles
from the city, lowering the standard of education and resulting in
a
orbleii:s.
x erpbre
seG
nswering Rep. Miller said that the statement of the
Republican from Nebraska w a s
based on hot air."
.

Solon Raps
R ort On
D.0 Schools

efauver Okays
!- busier Gag

Can You Help Him?

At home, Mr. and Mrs. Williams
and their oldest daughter. Gloritocarn
/
ia, who will be 16 in March. told
about events leading up to the in.
cident in which Mr. Williams man is taking part in the op aSponsorship of a dinner dance
Thomas Jackson. 56, of 1314 Michigan. is over on the for All-Memphis and All-County
struck the agent several times aft- tion of the club, don't you
ink
er he came to the home and you should hold ups ."
other side of the charity fence now and he's become pretty football players and their dates by
eursed Mrs. Williams.
_ _
_
Citieens For Progress has been
eorge discouraged. at some times even ft bit desperate.
Att
as
,
fre
as
was
That
They have a smaller daughter. Grids/ got before
frowned upon by a well known
rnissioner
believed
I
money
was
I
"Vl'hen
working and making
! Funeral services for Dr. Miles
.
Memphis attorney.
Sj.atiley Dillard betike in to say
v. l.ynk, founder of the old UMMrs. Williams said Mr. Adams. sl•Dont• try to put words in my in helping others," he told the Defender. "There were
Ally. Hunter Lane, who played
versity of West Tennessee. were
d,'"
Who started on their street aroun
always these drives to raise modfootball and baseball at University
7- mouth. George."
held
Sunday! afternoon at Collins
,. /
It happened last week at a ey for this and that charity and security as a disabled person.
a member of
of Tennessee and
hapel CMS; church, Revs D. S.
See ABUSE, page 2
But Mr. Jackson finds that giv• the Vol Club, said he did not apmeeting of the City Licensing everywhere I worked here the
C unningham officiating. Rev. J. C.
Committee of which Commissioning to charities and being able prove of the political group's pryMiller assisted.
. employes gave."
.id;
eonu. nAst:iy.f,Gmi
.r.i .
,,1asrdu esrceha.
,!
e r 1)
to cash in should you Yourself fall ing into private affairs and sue.
Rite. for Dr. I,ynk, who pioneerThere's very little work that Mr. into had times are two extreme- gested that next time around
ate Peddlers
ed in mans' fields, was in New
group seeking to prevent the Pena- Jackson can do now because of ly different situations.
cr. would he trying to -run a,
Park cemetery, T. II. Hayes and
ma Liquor store on Beale at a pulmonary emphysema and fiA special handicap, he finds, is horse show or something else." Sons, in charge. He died at F.. IL
eligible for hin social security '
JACKSON.. disabled
Fourth from moving to 1028 Mis- brosis condition. He needs a job being a disabled single man in
Ile said he did not believe as ('rump hospital last Friday night THOMAS
but un• payments this SUMMer, looks
sissippi,
that takes little effort and he Memphis. There seems to be no Citisens For Progress, "a politi. after being confined there a week. by a pulmonaty condition
for a light job in the Want-Ad
Atty. Grider has sought to show needs help to tide him over un- agency to lend such a person a cal group. they could has e obable to get enough -help from
Oui01Clinton
He was 64 on Dec. 1.
section of a newspaper. (Withers
! that the whiskey store owner, tit, summer comes and he starts hand no matter his plight.
welfare and charity agencies to
tained Coach Wyatt as the speakThe son of ex-slave parents, Dr.I
Photo).
tide him over until he becomes
collecting money from his social , A tour to various places induct- er
• CLINTON. Tenn. — Rabid segred See LIQUOR STORE, page 2
gationist John Kasper and thel
ing the welfare department and
Coach Bowden Wyatt will ad.
White Citizens council know nov.'
the Salvation Army, prompted the dress the dinner dance group on
if there was any doubt, that it
dejected man to say, "If I ever Jan. 12
their
get out of this, I think I'll just
Would be wiser to peddle
Atty. Lane said his invitation
trouble-making elsewhere.
make my home some place else." came through a letter on Citizens
For Progress stationary and was
This is Mr. Jackson's story:
!As', Friday night a dynamite
•
•
explosion blew a large hole in the !
He came to Memphis in 1938. signed by John F. Canale, administrative assistant to Dave Harsh,
Side of the White Citizens Council'
His native home is Linden. Ala.
county commis.
eipeadquartees building, soon after
Before becoming ill he had work- chairman of the
CP leader,
Funerals for three widely known Memphis women
Whiteeting.
Some 10 or 15 Chicago hoodlums spoiled the holiday ed at Nickey Brothers and be- sion and a
According to two members of
Handle
Hardwell
the
at
that
fore
BADLY
WIN
TO
WANT
held here in the past two weeks. two on Friday.
were
vacation of a Fisk university music student when they atthe council Kasper, who is execufactory in Hollywood.
Atty. 1.ane wrote across the hot.
Dec. 28 and one etcher on Sunday. Dec. 23.
tive secretary of the Seaboard tacked him and a friend on Chicago's Westside Christmas
About five years ago Mr. Jack- torn of the letter, before returnThe Friday services were for Mrs. Beatrice Toles. of
White Citizens Council from Wash- night.
son said he started suffering from ing it: Dear Friend John: You
ington, has been using the second
1055 Latham, who died on her birthday Christmas morn20, suffered bruises of the face. what, he considered to he gas fellows sure must want to win
O'Bannion.
Delano
floor 'of the etructure for living
attacks. There would he a fullness badly when you have to resort
s—
ing at E. H. Crump hospital after a lengthy illness, and for
John Lillybridge, 19.
fr
quarters. He could not be contact- The friend.
in his chest and his breath would to tactics like this. Politics has
Technology,
an
Institute
nois
of
Mrs. !liable Winfrey Kelly Wright. of 896 Polk, who sufmanaged to escape and inform
ed,
its place, of course, but please
hiss family live in the interracial See JACKSON, page 2
The building, a two-story con" relatives who found O'Bannion lya fatal heart attack Sunfered
Addams housing project, The
crete structure, is mate less an ing in a vacant lot. He was taken Jane
See FROWNS. page 2
day night Dec. 23 at Walnut and were for Mr.:. Jessie Billoups, of
night
ais
also
youth
19-year-old
S.
U.
on
Crump while driving her automo- 852 Alaska, who died during morna mile south of Clinton
IMIIII111111111111111111111119M1111111111111111111111111111111111
student at Crane college.
to County hospital.
DR. M. V. LYNK
Highway 25-W.
ing worship al Bethlehem Baptist
bile.
were
O'Bannion
and
Lillybridge
,
the
of
member
a
O'Bennion,
at
building
the
in
was
No one
The earlier Sunday services church on Sunday. Pee, 16.
Lynk's life was one of remarkable
at Doolittle elementary
classmates
SingJubilee
Fisk
femous
world
deputy
a
blast,
the
of
time
the
Rites for Mrs. Toles were held
achievements. Though he did not
em, was in the city to visit his school and Phillips High school.
sheriff said.
at Metropolitan Baptist church
get it until he became 17, he qualiO'Bannion returned recently
Jerry Voorhis, executive director
The council, through the in- family and friends.
with Rev. S. A. Owen, church minfied for a teachers certificate at
flammatory efforts of Kasper, ! Ile was to have Christmas din- from a goodwill tour of Europe of the Cooperative League of the
ister. officiating. Burial was in
13, he was a licensed physician
was responsible for the friction nee with his lifelong friend, Lilly- with the Jubilee Singers. The two- USA. has been named national
cemetery.
National
INDIANAPOLLS (INS ) — at 19. ionnder of a medical jourNEW YORK — Roy Wilkins, ex- Born in West Point,
caused over the integration of a bridge and the latier's wife and month tour carried him to nine chairman of community organizaMiss . Mrs.
the
are
and
medifor
a
21
at
of
Police
nal
searching
founder
of
cities
leading
and
countries
NAACP.
the
be
of
to
Week,
secretary
Brotherhood
ecutive
for
tions
dozen Negro students in Clinton two children.
Toles had lived in Memphis since
27.
at
college
cal
thief
of
continent
stag
a
at
meanest
attests
in
the
Yuletide
the
was
the
under
17-24
February
tile
among
observed
two
Mrs. Lillybridge said the
High school.
a Young age She attended local
lunchoon in the Waldorf-Astoria schools, graduated from
The contemporary singers are sponsorship of the Nstinnal Con- Indianapolis,
AN AUTHOR
The straw that broke the cam- friends left the house to get some
LeMoyne
JaMinister
Jews,
Prime
of
and
Christians
of
ference
honor
in
and
ordrink;
group
soft
original
by
the
to
attocked
related
were
when
recently
came
el's back
Re stole a life-sine figure of
Additionally, he was a prime
college and had taught at Fl-wt.
The
India.
by
waharlal
of
week
Nehru
last
announced
was
it
how
Asked
group
gang.
first
the
The
of
could
1871
in
minister
she
ganized
Turner,
Paul
Rev
da school for a number of years.
mover in formation of the National
the Christ Child from the crib
luncheon was an official New York
Clinton's largest Baptist church, explain the aesault. she s a i (1, 1 raised 6150,000 during their first Louis 13, Seltzer. editor. The Cleve
was a member of the Debin front of the Knights of Co- Medical Association in Atlanta, City event to which invitations She
was attacked by several hoodlums "There away% is soincthing like, seven years to purchase the site land Press, who is serving as genorah Sunday school class at Metand
1895
Ga.. in
gained wide note
were extended by Mayor Robert
of the pr:sent campus and to eral chairman of Brotherhood lumbus Club.
tter he es-vrted Negro students !het hadeening arotrot bere "
See RITES, page 2
, Week.
F, Wagner.
Lillybridge, a cook at the Illi- erect famous Jubilee Hall.
the school.
4111111111111111111111111111111111H1111111111111111M111111111111111I See DR. LYNK, page 2

Bury Dr. Lynk
Man Of Noted
Achieyements

L

H
Told.To Get

Hold Rites For 3
Prominent Ladies

oo ums t ac
ISk U. Singer

Voorhis To Work
For Brotherhood

fa

'Meanest Thief
Swipes Holy Child
Figure From Crib

Wilkins At Luncheon
For Jawaharlal Nehru
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Tri-State:

'Nine Given
Awards For
Nutshell Service

4 %.

THE

Dr. Lynk —
(Cmatimsed rrom page 1)

as an author and civic worker.
Dr. Lynk was born in Haywood
county near Brownsville. Tenn..
and attended school there. Much
of his education came through
home study and special tutorship
of individuals he called upon as
The sixth annual holiday dance
he moved Coward medicine andl
given by the Memphis club ofi
law goals.
Larry Joiner, 3, the sow of W. week. The lad, with a skull fear Tennessee State university drew a
He graduated from Meharry
standing room only crowd —.
So many hunters have been for.' 20 minutes to the pound. Thicken
T. Joiner and Mrs. Mary Cole lure and internal injuries was rush
, Medical college at 79, second in
erally — io Club Ebony on Beale
tunate enough to bring home ven- the drippings with:
Joiner, of Sardis, Miss., ve a
ed to John Gaston hospital where at. last Thursday night.
a
class of 13. He started his prac-;
i
ison from the hunt this year. Nat- Flour
d
I
trampledy
Miles Chapel CME, with Mrs.
tire in Jackson. The young medic
serious condition.
Consomme or chicken stock
,Charles Jackson„ president of
urally; the family is plenty excitin the yard of his home last be was in
passed the state bar exam for law Linnie Robinson directress, i?reSalt as needed
this, Memphis club, had the agreeed when this happens. W h o
_seanyted a Christmas cantata on nunPort. Madeira or claret and Feb. 13, 1901 after attending al el
ment, of Andrew (Sunbeam) Mitwouldn't be? But you will want
Dec. 23.,
class
special
started
which
at
Lanei
to take time out from jubilation
sour or sweet cream
chel. Ebony club operator, that
program was not largely
The
college
initiated!
;
June
1,
1900.
He
Mrs. Ethel Lucille Benton,' Alley, last week, Judge Beverly the detect crowd was one of
with
Garnish the platter
to think of preparation.
ales. Benton's bond at
i attended but it was highly enjoy.
the class,
white, of 51$ Jacklvn, was held Boushe set
the large's; the place ever played
Old cooking pros say venison
Orange slices, currant jelly
'
The
d Iser money
able, and a financial success.
Orange sauce for game
should be hung in a dark cool
FIRST JOURNAL
tte state for the theft of $70 from ci.saPpeared while she was work host to, \
More than e130 were raised.
cumberland
airy
from
sauce
even
days
place
four
to
Or
George Coleman and his band
Dr. Lynk published the first Nethe billfold of her Negro maid, ing at the Benton home on Dec
The committee on arrangements '
two
basement
venison
The
weeks
more.
with:
Serve
or
Iiirnished mwtic for the dance.
SENSATIONAL Menard 'Rhythm'
gro medical journal, "The Medical,
Mrs. Mary Orsby, of 906 Palmeri 13.
was complimented for the unicjee
Wild rice
The !Wore theta 270 members of Rogers. of 759 Scott ave., a blues or garage is ideal for this. Then
and Surgical Observer," on Dec.
and timely manner in which
the Memphis club were joined by singer is winning raves from aud• place in a home freezer. This is
I, 1892. ln the issue he boosted a
the p r o g r a m was conducted.
scores of other guests, many of iences where he appears here. a matter of taste. Maybe yours is
national medical organization for
Soloists were Mrs. Magnolia John•
Police said that Mrs. Mary Lou-' Officers say that, on the basis at them Memphians attending other Two factors have placed him on in the home freezer already. In
Negroes which finally was reekson, soprano; Mrs. Ann Wheel.
Ise Whitfield, of 3203 Alta was an' evidence found at the scene. the colleges throughout tbe U. S. the road to top recognition: stage that case set it out well ahead of
ed at Atlanta in 1895 as the Na:
er, alto; Mrs. Earlean Hallibur.
cooking time in the airy place.
rested last week for the hit-run driver may not have been at taut
Medical
tional
Association.
personality
promising
and
a
voice.
INTERMISSION AWARDS
ton, alto; Levi Moore. tenor; In
Venison may be prepared in as
death of a man identified as Lee exceptfor leaving the scene. Mrs.
(Continued from page 1)
The
year
after
Dr. Lynk pub- 0. Gillespie, baritone; Rev. B. F.
College-type metes were featurmany ways as beef in and much
McCoy on Highway 61. Police had l Whitfield was quoted as saying
fished his medical journal he mar- Harris, pastor.
ed during a lively intermission.
the sante manner. However, to- sociation told the Tri-State Defenlaunched a search for the driver. she thought she hit a dog.
ried
the
former
Miss
Beebe StevAnother highlight of the intermisSaturday:
day this meat is an unusualder
treat
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Alexander
ens, a Lane graduate. She died in
sion was the presentation of ,
and the addition of wine, mush- PLAN MASS MEETING
of Memphis, Tenn.. visited Mn,
SP
1948.
In
1949
he
married
a
Tusachievement citations to n i n
rooms, cream etc. seems in or- „
The Interdenominational Min- kegee graduate, Mrs. Ola Herin and Mrs. A. D. Barbee and mother,
(Continued from page 1)
Jasper Veal, 27, of South Wil- Veal was out of the pen in time Memphians in honor of college r
der to make a super dIsh of a sin
isterial Alliance held two meet Moore, who survives him. They re- Mrs. Anna Sanford, of Ripley,
low rd. received a holiday gift to get home for Christmas. H e connected participations.
meat.
There is a ennservous
7 a.m, in the morning, had been per
Term. Miss Alfred Jean McLin, of
ings here this week and a special sided at 1322 Willett.
was convicted on a charge of
Officers of the Memphis club
opinion that venison must be
from Governor Frank Clement.
Tenses': Detroit, Mich., visited her grandmass meeting will be held during
shooting A man with shotgun. are Charles Jackson, president: short-changing her and iefusing served rare.
The
University
of
West
mother, Mrs. Jennie Glass dun,
to take her payments unless she
The chief executive commuted The incident occurred May 14
the week ending Jan. 5. 'We are see, founded at Jackson,
• Johnny Clayborn. vice president;
was mov- ing the holidays. Prof. and Mrs.
SADDLE OF VENISON
Uears sentence from not mat 1955. His term behind bars began Miss Celestine Perryman. secre- either had the correct change or
going to do three things before ed to Memphis
in
1907.
The
uniservings)
Nelson Winbush, of Florida were
(8
sent one of the children to get
launching our drive;
than three years to ''time served." March 5, 195e.
tary; Gilbert Fisher, assistant secversity offered medicine, dentistry, home visiting mother, and other
Lard; with strips of salt pork,
it.
retary; . W. J. 'elate, treasurer;
"(It Prepare ourselves financi- pharmacy, law and nurse trainwith
rubbed
garlic
relatives
dusted
and
and friends.
Their premium calls for $1.70
Charles Owens,' chaplain; Donald
ally for the test; (2) solicit the ing.
with cinnamon) a 6 to 7 lb. sad•
each week which they had been
Miss lsabell Nelson, William
Perry
publicity
cooperation
and
organNegro
every
Fay
Mitchell,
of
Off the highway on the wrong not very long after when arrested
die of venison.
paying every two weeks for a
Wright III, George Lee, Ruth liarsgt--al•armin
ization in our city: and (3) be- MANY FORMER STUDENTS
Rub the venison with;
side streaked the car. It smashed be a deputy. He was wide awsk C
long, long time,
Many Memphis physicians and din, Elaine Purham, Marvin MontA
dance
decoratiens
gin classes for our people on how
committee
when Sessions Judge Jack W. Har•
cut
garlic
A
clover
of
Mr.
Adams
supposed
was
gomery,
to
all students at A & I State
Into shrubbery at 7606 Macon rd
, was composed of Hal Wifrey,
to conduct themselves in riding the dentists still practicing are former
ris fined him $25 on a "sleep'
butter
students of the university. Othees university, Nashville, were home
buses."
The driver settled down for a driving charge. The man — Jac Thelma Fields and Charles Owens. come collect on the 10t h of the
month but he did not. Mrs. Adams Sprinkle it with
for the holidays and visited the
efts.
Earlier in the week Rev. Smith are located in 21 states asd some
Snore unruffled doze. He woke IT, Rogers, 27, of Rocky Point' rd.
PePPer or teaspoon
called the company to find out if '
foreign countries. Many of the high school. Home also were Ham
Defender
The club roster includes:
that
Tri-State
the
told
he was still on the route an was ' 'a paprike
Stockard, Joe Neal. along with Jo
aeasP"a
the Mobile city commissioners upiversity's grads are retired or
Celestine Perryman. Joyce Mc- informed
a few grains cayenne
Ann Lackey and Spivey of Owen
that he WAS.
seid
,y.
by a delegation deceased.
asked
been
had
Anulty, Melvin Owens, Ruthie
Place
the
roast uncovered in 3
• NASHVILLE — Freeman John- was ordered released after Rober
nk's last book was an college of aleniphis!'rhey are for.
to bus seating bias on the basis
Johnson, Lonnie Carr, Robert Lee XMAS EVE
moderate
oven
degrees.
325
Allow
"sixty mer students and members of the
autobiography
Son, 23, who was kept in jail for Samuel Lewis Carr, 17, told polieC Greer, Hugh Strong, Frederick Friday night
intitled
before the Christ- 25 to 30 minutes to the ound. Or of the precedent set in the Mont
Years of Medicine *or The Litn.1 1256 graduating class of the high
four months on a cleft/ of elem. he committed the attack on the Payne, Jeanette Watkins, Harold mas eve incident Mrs. Williams you
gornery case He refused.
may
the
in
place
roast
a
ho'
white woman last August. It wa3 Eyam, Gladss toes, DeVerne
and Times of Dr. Miles V. Lynk." I school here. Joe Neal Sanders was
had suggested to her husband that oven 450 degrees for I hour. then ARGUMENT DEVELOPS
inal assault he did Ste commit,'
one of six boys that was selecte
Attorney A. A. Looby, cit y
rnay receive some compensation councilman. who said that David Johnson, James Gailey, Ora .Lee 'they give up the insurance. They reduce the heat and continue to "Currently" he said, "an argil- VERSATILE AND PROLIFIC in.'from an exceptionally large group
Wallace,
Stella
Wright.
M
a
r
y
had carried it ter 20 years and : cook at 300 degrees allowing in all
Other publications by him
of the injustice, officials in Nash- sonCounty may be asked to
to attend school to prepare for
.cnent has developed between the
Rhodes, Jessie B. Harris, Henry Mr. Williams thought it would be
ville stated last week. Johnson:"make some retribution."
city cdrn.T.?
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Monday morning when he came
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NEWTON, Miss. — James L. trolman during 2 hold • up on .1 anies Herbert
ShiP,..
group of LauderSons in charge.
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dale County. in behalf of the corn.
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o w d Y. right and after that I don't know
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But, whenever I go to the store, In December, Dr. R. B. Turn- (ay,„„. Ruby
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that, There is never a day yet , the following letter:
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'Ike' Urged To Propose
Civil Rights In Message
President Eisenhower has been I
urged to include in his State of
the Union message at the opening
the 85th Congress a strong call
sir enactment of civil rights legis
lation, "especially. . .relating I.
the improvement in the protection
by the federal government of the
right to vote."
In a letter to the President dated Dec. 7 and made public last
week. Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the NAACP, endorsed
the administration-backed eiv
rights hills introduced in the 5-4th
congress.
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southern BelUps Turner

NEED MORE
group of professinal segregation
From my two-day experiences ists surrounded by those of moin Montgomery last week observ- ronic capacities.
ing the transition from segregaDirectors of Southern Bell Tele(5) A cs.npaign to break down
tion to integration in city buses
segregatio.i in schools in Montphone and Telegraph Company on
! gained several definite impresgomery would not have met witn
Dec. 27 elevated Fred J. Turner
sions which I feel are worthy of
the success attained by the bus
relating here:
to chairman of the board and
' boycott. Why? The issue would not
elected Ben S. Gilmer to succeed
(1) Where a year ago there was have had wide enough appeal
widespread contempt for Negroes Citizens of dark hue from every
him as president. Mr. Gilmer was
among Montgomery whites, there' walk of community life had enopesating vice president. T li e
today is a bit of concern and a dured abuse under the Jim Crow
ROLE OF FILIBUSTER
changes were effective Jan. I.
measure of respect. In at least a bus system. Thus when a Moses
Mr. Wilkins said that it would
Mr. Turner, who has been preshalf dozen instances I found cour- arose in the person of Rev. Marbe "helpful" and "realistic" for
ident since 1951, has headed Southtesy bordering on bids for friend- tin Luther King, jr., to lead the
the President to point out in his
liness. Probably the gr ea t es t people out of the wilderness of
message the role of the filibuster ern Bell during its period of greatchange in attitude is reflected by injustice. he got support unheard
in preventing enactment of civil est growth. The company n o W
the bus drivers. A year ago they of before from Negroes who were
,
.i million telerights measures, lie also remind- serves nearly 5
vere arrogant, abusive and gross- supposed to be fully conditioned
ed the President of the increasing phones in 1,070 communities in.
41s- discourteous, in some instances1 by white oppressive tactics. Now
southern
nine
states
and has altensions in the South arising out
to children and pregnant women.1 that unity of the people has been
of resistance to the implementa- most 70,000 employes.
LINCOLN SCHOOL GLEE
Yuletide emphasizing the birth
ing at the piano. Mn. Joseph
Prof. E. L. Washburn is school
Mr. Gilmer becomes president
(2) Lip service in the cause of responsible for the achievement of
ion of the U. S. Supreme Court's
of Christ. Miss Hattie BrittenCL UB sang spirituals and
T. Moody, pianist, Is seated.
principal. (Hooks photo)
. of the company after extensive exjustice is .like tinkling bra
and a democratic goal, now that comanti-segregation ruling.
um, music directress, Is standChristmas carols during the
cymbals. Montgomery Neer
perience in a variety of import- munication can be established be"You have stressed that action
ant telephone positions. A native
sens do not boast about their i - tween the races, progress c a n
must be taken on the local level,"
tory making effort. But every one
entually be made in removing
Mr. Wilkins asserted, "but many of Montgomery, Ala., ne joined
with whom I talked showed a kind obier barriers to wholesome comof the persons who would act there Southern Rea in 1926 following
of humble pride in having helped munity life, and in so doing gain
need the support of government graduation from Alabama Polyto make their struggle for justice more support from the very forctechnic instItute (Auburo).
if they are successfully to combat
a success. Each one appeared to es that resisted the initial effort.
lawlessness in their communities.
feel that every hardship endurPickles, condiments and fruits •
As we rode the Montgomery
It is the federal government which
ed was worth the ultimate re- buses last Friday, the thought
must set the tone, not necessarily Racked in glass containers were
NEW YORK — (IN) — Conward.
among the foods used in Arnett.
came that no longer would
by waving a big stick, but by emMississippi State college snatch- troversial
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(3) Montgomery Negroes have mothers have to board well nigh
ed its basketball team out of an
phasis upon. the obligation of ev- ca's first preserving operations in
Adam Clayton Powell said that if
added a new dynamic feature to empty buses and tow their chilery citizen to uphold, the courts Boston around 1819.
invitational tourney Saturday night the
Democratic party attenipts.to
what is known as fervent, old dren to the rear. No longer would
and the law ami upon the deterNew church 'construction in 1,44
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"purge"
him, it will be "because mination of
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pionship game because two of
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law shall prevail."
Richard Nixon was the teams had Negro players.
million.
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The Democratic Congressman
inspired leadership their unity rushed into a bus and found a seat
Oddly enough, Mississippi State added that if the "purge"
fight to limit the filibuster as the
the
key
figure
in
,occurpacks explosive Power on the oth- or seats that "you can't sit
moved up to the championship red he woulcIsfight
back with a
er human and material things that there" or grasp them by the hand Senate opened on Th rsday.
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round in the Evansville College "purge" of his own.
would fetter their daily live s. and lead them to the rear in anThe battle for cloture hogged the spotlight as the 85th Invitational basketball meet by
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of
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Hence their old time religion is gry silence. A shackle of imposed session of
beating the University of Denver, stormy controversy
Congress got under way.
when he threw
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which has Negro players.
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Eisenhower
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the close lineup of the two paralive. If denied the latter, as they those to come.
The congressman was interview-.1
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were, they gird to drive t h e
Certainly, we thought, it will be sition as presiding offieer of de- civil rights, but they voted against players.
ted on the Dumont,television show:
"thieves from the temple" in much
easier fur social science ciding whether a motion to adopt Democrats because they disapDon Ping, Evansville college ath- "Night Beat."
mass action with non-violence.
teachers to add zest to their inHe asserted that if the "Demo' proved intensely of the anti-Negro letic director told the srowd:
(4) I gained the haunting im- structions on the democratic pro- new rules was in order, be
the, actions and statements of South- "The Mississippi State college cratic caucus in January putges
Nixon could conceivably
pression that the average white cess of this great counry. Though
ern Democrats.
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basketball team has been ordered me —'the first person in the hisbusinessman, the average white there are certain to be dark days lever to break the log jam on
"The party must deliver now if: home by its school administration'story of the Democratic. party to
citizen was willing to go along ahead, the future never looked so civil rights legislation under Rule
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with the new pattern in bus trans- bright for the realization of this 22 of the Senate.
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crats with Sen. Price Daniel of it," Brown added.
come to a miArity hard core equal."
Powell said that if he w oi r
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I "purged," he would seek a
come governor of the state.
Dr Ben E. Hilbun, president
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would be respected. When I learn- ed a letter frein House Speaker
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which informed him
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vers, who bolted to Eisenhower
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set
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flees
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'I;ke Jewell Gospel Trio, appear- presented their highly unique and a Rejaublican to fill the vacancy.
had the athletic director call up
Served All Hours
In accordance With congressional
ing- Monday, Jan. 14 at 8 p.m., widely heralded gospel show beOn -this point, Sep.Francis ton B. Davis, principal of the Toul- there and tell the boys to come
seniority,
at St. Andrew AME church, 246 fore an estimated 30,000 lovers of Case (R), of N. Dakota wants the mmville Elementary school, was home."
Powell quoted. the letter as
He declared "It Is contrary
E, Calhoun, brings to Memphis true artistry in song In 50 leading Senate to defer permanent organ- the victim of a brutal besting by
sayYour Host Walt Doxey
is country's most outstanding cities of this part of the nation. ization until Texas has elected a three white men last Tuesday. to our policy to play against teams ing he would not get the new offices because "you did not supDavis
entered
reportedly
the
and fastest moving upward Chriswith
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players
on
them."
next
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new Senator
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port
the nominees for President
tian and gospel-song show pre- OWN ORCHESRA
would automatically hold off the Ideal Auto Parts, Inc., at 1456 Da- There was no explanation as to
Appearing with the trio will be touchy filibuster question.
vis ave., to check on a glass he who Coach J. H. McCarthy play- and vice president on the Demosented by any spirited and talent
was having repaired. This was ed the team Friday night against cratic ticket."
ed young group of singer: in this their own orchestra, five pieces
Meanwhile, in other developsaid to be Davis' fourth attempt he Negro stars.
field of music
of expert accompaniment, t h e
ments, Sens. Irving Ives (R) New
Both the coach and his players,
to secure the glass.
Already popular and w id el y only such gospel-song show arYork, and Paul Douglas (D)
Upon finding the merchandise who left the campus immediateknown in the Eastern arid West- rangement in existence. The orin a hi-partisan move, met togeth- not ready, tie requested his money ly after
with
recitals
at
all
chestra
plays
the order to come home,
ern sections of the U. S., the
er to formulate strategy to kill back and a representative of
the refused to comment on the situJewell Trio's appearance here con- the trio and press notices have
the
filibuster
which
they
said
company refunded part of the ation.
tinues their second grand-scale pointed out many times that just
must succeed if there is to be ef total ainount.
BAD SPORTSMANSHIP
tour of the South. They come to to hear it play justifies the evefective civil rights legislation.
Davis is alleged to have demandEvansville Mayor Vence Hartke
Memphis from sell- out appearanc- ning for the audience.
Ives told a news conference that ed all of the money and this re- charged that
Mississippi State
es at churches and public audi- The Jewell Gospel Trio is namhe had had "White House encour
'suited in a scuffle between the showed bad sportsmanship.
toriums in Philadelphia; Tole- ed for Jewell Academy and Semagement" on the anti-filibuster two. During the scuffle two other
He said "Apparently our Southdo and Cincinnati, Ohlo and Hop- inary at Nashville, Tenn, where
move.
white men ran in and 'aided in ern brethern have learned very
kinsville, Ky.
the three young singers, Naomi,
LEAD
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beating Davis.
little from the game of basket.
Before their Southern tour is Harrison, 14, Canzetta Statton, 144
Ives and Douglas are leading a
A pistol, which Davis had in his ball. They failed to lear either
over, the trio of three girls all and Maggie Statton, 16, are junNorthern
liberals
hard
core
of
of
possession
because he had a large good sportsmaship or fair play
uner 17 years of age, will have ior high school students.
both parties who are determined sum of school money, was im- Some day, perhaps, we all will
that for the first time since 1875 pounded by police and Davis was come before one Great Judge. I
some civil rights legislation will to answer "concealed weapon" hope our Southern friends then
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pass Congress. The group in- charges.
learn what justice is."
eludes:
Sens. Hubert Humphrey, Minn.;
Wayne Morse, Oregon; Patrick
McNamara, Mich.; Joseph Clark,
For ADVICE and HELP ON ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE
Pa.; all Democrats; Sens, Clifford Case, N. J.; Charles Potter,
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU! — Call For Information
Mich.; and H. Alexander Smith,
NOW OPEN — JA. 6-2430 or EX. 7-4688
N. J. Republicans.
Smith, who in 1953, voted against
DIAL
DIAL
efforts to adopt new Niles in the
Senate, now says he favors allowing two-thirds of the Senate on
a roll call to limit debate, rather
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than a simple majority.
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RAP BUTLER
They are also dissatisfied with
Chairman Paul Butler's omission of any Negroes in the national advisory committee he named to help formulate legislation
in Congress.
Seventy people met at the invitation of Brown in Washington.
In a statement Brown said, "It
should be clear by now that the
party cannot woo the South and
simultaneously win the Negro. it
must choose between again becoming a mere sectional party or
remaining a national one.
"It can do so only if it is
successful in gelling civil rights
legislation through Congress."
Brown predicted that the Democratic Party will lose even more
Negro votes in 1958 and 1980 than
it did last November, if the filibuster rule is not changed.
Brown asserted that Negro vot-
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Sometime ago a wayward young amples. I feel that every man
man sat one day watching the. should have a worthwhile goal in
hogs eating and came to a sud- life but I also feel that every
den realization! "I will arise and man should have a worthwhile
go to my father and I will say to means of obtaining these goalhim: "Father, I have sinned and i Now I grant you that &Heine,
am not worthy to be called thy these goals that will last. some
times — and most times—prove a
son."
As we go into a new year we long drawn out process, but it
too, must evaluate our action in pays off in the final analysis.
• ••
terms of God's will. Every day
see people doing those things
It seems to me that as we
.which I know, and they know too, begin a new year the story ei
are not condoned by God. Many this prodigal son brings us a real
times our actions are apparently lesson. Here we find a young man
small but they represent a fall- who was getting along nicely tining short on the part of God's will der the protection of his father.
nevertheless.
The restrictions of his home life
dis Yancey, Ernest Moore and
WMCT introduced the singers.
SOUTHERN WONDERS
A few days ago I was traveling became too demanding as far as THE
Ernest McKinney.
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of WLOK were ethe chief enman
a
highways,
one of our busy
he was concerned so he went to
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tertainment
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me
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beside
up
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kehis father and
9:30 a.m. and on Sundays from
dinner meeting of the Grocery
little space between me and the was legally his and went from
19:30 a.m. Seated front is
Manufacturers Representatives.
man in front of me he cut his thence to set up a world and a
Jack Franklin and standing
at the Peabody hotel, Friday
car immediately in front of me life according to his plans. The
from left are: R. L. Weaver,
and jeopardized the welfare of my journey did not last too long. Fi- evening, Dec. 21. Earl More.
Louis T. Blair, guitarist; Ar•
land, general manager of
ear and myself no end.
nally, we see him ,coming back
Maybe he soothed his conscience to his father admitting that he
by saying, "Oh well he was a had fallen short of the mark, he
person of another race so it really had done those things that had
dal rot matter." Many times we made him a borderline failure.
The very plan that he had enassume the same attitude. "Oh
well that person is not in my deared to himself so much was
circle so it doesn't matter." Many but a path that started off so
times we feel that it does not rosy and ended up with such bitmatter beesusc this thing is true ter disillusionment. To many of
or that thing is true, but irrespec- us today life demands that we
iali Goodrich, jr will conduct the i
ST. JAMES AME
tive of the ether prevailing con- stop and once again reset o u r
St. James will hold its annual Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.
ditions and circumstances the fact sights and move toward those
conference this Monday at At 5:30 p. m., Miss J. Flowers
remains the same. We must con- things that make life wor t h- church
Members are asked to will direct the ACE League.
p.m.
7:30
life
analysis
final
the
In
while.
and
tern ourselves with principles
Prayer meetings are held on
present.
be
those
nucleus
its
as
have
must
social
not personalities! In our
the Sunday School Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Conducting
and
integrity
moral
—
love
things
eerat
wink
we
times
lives many
lies. H. W. Hennings is the pasJacktam n things because certain per- spiritual insight that will make for at 9:30 a.m, will be William
tor.
sons are involved. We feel that those forces that will make this son. the superintendent.
A sermon will highlight t n e MT. NEBO BAPTIST
Since so and so is Involved it does world a better place in which to
Recommendatien of officers for
morning worship at 11 a.m. Prenot constitute a sin. But I am live.
Rev. positions in the church will be held
As most of us look into\ his new senting it will be the pastor.
forced to believe that as I have
with H. M. McDonald Nelson. Commu• at Mt. Nebo Baptist church, Sunheard the older people of my com- world we come face to fa
day. at 3:30 p.m. Officers are
Dien will be administered.
munity say on numerous occa• t h e fact that most of us h a
Mrs. Dora Whitson will direct urged to be present.
lions. "God is no respector of been prodigals along life's highHarry Joyner, the superintenway. When we come to the the ACE League at 3.30 p.m. Depersons."
the pas•••
; basis of things life amounts to a votion and a sermon will be held 9:25 a. m. At 10:40 a. m.,
9.25 a.m. At 10:0 a.m., the pan•
Much to my regret many of us series of falling down and getting at 7:30 p.m
Mrs. Thelma alcKissie is the tor: Rev. Roy Love, will deliver
are building words to fit our con- up. We all have our shortcomings.
a sermon.
ditions. Many of us are busy even There is nothing for us to do but church reporter.
Baptist Training Union is schedmaking a god according to our to admit that we have failed to BETHLEHEM B aPTIST
The pastor will preside during uled for 5.40 p.m. H. L. Hunter
specifications. We want People live up to expectations and try
in charge.
around us who condone our ar- in the new year to rededicate and the morning service at Bethlehem will be
The Lord's Supper will be held
lions whatever they are, we want consecrate ourselves to those Baptist church, Sunday. Ile will
at 7 p.m.
people who are going to place things that will bring about an speak at 11 a.M. Combined choirs
ST. JUDE
their approval Upon all that we do, improved life on our part and a of the church will render music.
Climaxing services at the St.
Sunday school at 9.30 a.m, will
good, bad or indifferent. We move new evaluation as far as God is
be under the supervision of B. Jude Baptist church, Sunday. will
around in a society where ef• concerned.
be the Lord's Supper, It will be
This son made a great achnis- H. Holman.
fitiency is based upon agreement
The Baptist Training Union will held at 7 p.m.
rather than an ability to do a job sion, one that each of us can
William Davis will conduct the
well and the earnest desire to de make. Whether in things small or commence at 6:30 p.m..). a ni e a
Sunday school at 9:15 a.m. A mesit that way. Somewhere down the things big we have come short Peoples will be in charge.
A sermon will be heard at 8 sage by the praetor will be heard.
highways of modern life man must c.,f expectations. Sometimes motiat 11 a. m.
come to grips with the moral stun- sated by tempers. greed, selfish- p.m.
At 630 p.m., Baptist Training
Rev. J. ,R. Bibbs is the minisdards that make life worthwhile. ness, or jealousy we have done
Union will be held.
I know when .many of us lookc things that were contrary to the ter.
; Rev. W. H. Mosby is the pastor.
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around we cuss ourselves with ' will of God.
Services for the Gospel Temple ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
Instead of us mastering these
the idea "Evegybody else is dot
Rev. 0. C. Crivens, pastor, will
things they have been our man- Baptist church. Sundey. will be
leg , it."
speak on a special subject SunSuch a philosophy is ruining our ter'. as the new year comes into regular. F. L. Phillips, jr. will
day at 11 a.m. The No. 1 and 2
' world today. Our world today, our each of our lives today we must begin it with conduction of Sunchoirs will render the music.
local communities, and our fami- recognize failures and shortcom• day_school at 930 a. m.
Benjamin T. Lewis. jr. will conRev Charles T. Epps, the paslies, nerd men who are made of ings as such and having done this
the Sunday school at 9:15
such moral and spiritual fibre that move forward with' a erim deter- tor, will officiate at 11 a.m. The duct
they wiil not bow to short cuts 'lunation that we have been given church choirs will furnish the mu- Cm.
Rev. Joseph Wilson. jr. will di.,
to popularity, success, or high po- a new chance — a secopd chance, sic.
Baptist Training Union is set reel the Baptist Training Union
anions Many — far too many of if you please, and we are going
p.m
our men today concern t he tn- to live on a higher plane in an for 4:30 p.m. F. L. Phillips, Sr. at 6;30
There will be a sermon at 8 p.m.
is the director.
selves with goals rather than ex- other year.
There will be service at 7:30 THOMAS JACKSON, disabled
by a pulmonary condition but
p m.
unable to get enough help
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from welfare and charity ag
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ship will hear two inspiring meshe becomes eligible for his sosage, by the nastor, Sunday. The
cial security paements this
sermons will be delivered at II
summer, looks for a light
a m. and 7:30 p. m. The Senior
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he survey also revealed'
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1. The ministers disagree on a. Baptist church, and should ae•
Thirty-nine percent of Southern
-Baptist Oren
Baptist clergymen In Tennessee such ibliUCS as capital punishment, cept by letter a nun
immersed.
approved the integration of Ne- integration of races otherwise and though lie has teen
3. Their differences of opinion
groes and whites in public schools, performing marriages where one
result more from educational backparty has been divorce:.
A survey disclosed here.
ages.
The 'survey was made by siu•
2. Ninety per cent or more ground than from
dents of Dr. Herbert J. Miles, so- agree that Southern B a p t ists 4 The average pastor is 11
ciology professor at Carson-New- shculd join the National Council j ears old. has been preaching II
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Baptist Convention here.
A total of 1,005 pastors out of]
"
1,070 answered questionnaires.
The answers indicated that young0
er and more educated pastors generally favor integration of schools
0
Sixty-one per cent of ministers
aged 29 and under approved such
0
integration, whereas only 16 per
0
cent of pastors in the 50 to 59 age
0
it.
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; group
pasof
cent
per
Seventy-three
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That you have luxuries jou shop for your Xmas gifts for the
couldn't ordinarily afford by sav- ones you love at Quality Stamp
beautiful Redemption store in Boing quality stamps to buy them.
mah Center at Xmas time. in 1057
That you have the pleasure of
Wishing you and yours a happy
shopping in the pleasant Big Star
New Year.
Stores where you are always welBy. for now,
comed by the cheery smile of the
Jana Porter
oener-manager who has a per-

QUALITY
STAMPS
ARE
BETTER
BECAUSE.

1. More name Brands (Westinghouse, Spalding, Remington, G E., Samson, etc.
2. Federal Excise Taxes paid for you.
3. HI Books faster. 'Only 1200 stamps to
fill a book)
4 Church ond Club Plan. (Special arrangements can be made wherein your church
or club con obtain organs, chair robes—
or anything you need )
5. Convenient location of redemption store.
216 S. C!cvelond - Bomah Center).
6. More Memphis and Mid-South firms give
'quality stamps

OU CAN BUY Willf

EACH SAIL RD al morning youthful stars take the spotlight on
the Big Star Show over 50,000 watt W'DIA. Rig star is happy to
give talented boys and girls an opportunity to appear on this show.
If you have any talent which can be expressed on radio, you are
ins ited to contact station WDIA and ask for an audition try-out.
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Do you know saving quality
The old year has passed away
cash?
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The group pictured above appeared on a recent show. First row
left to right: Julius Smith Jr.. and Helen Smith. Second row lett
to right: Glenda Faye Harvey, Fanny Farmer, Annie Spearman.
Martha Beach and Charles Smith,
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Says Texas Jurist 'Not Fit To Sit On Bench'
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BATESVILLE
By REV.. MATTIE WATKLN

Andrew Clark and Rascor WUlimns of Past Oak and James W11.
JACKSON
hams of Newport visited relatisis
By MRS. GEORGIA McVEIGH
and friends here Sunday.
Perfect attendance for the three
Billie Brown is in Batesville
!moths at the Merry High school. Clinic.
This is to encourage perfect atAnderson Jones is ill in Veteran
tendance• 9-1 grade, Ce ceiia
hospital in Little Rock.
NEW YORK — United Stated
Because the attorney had quesChrisp. Charles Clark. James R
Mrs. %mei, Smiley of Saint
District Judge William H. Atwell tioned the validity of the testimony,
Chearis. Milton Davis, K i on ni i
of Dallas, Texas, is "not fit to sit of the arresting officer, Judge At
Davis. Jimmie Edmunds, Robert Louis, Mo, is here visitinst for the
en the bench," New York Su- well berated him and cited what
Cox, Patricia Dennis. Martha Coy. holidays with her mother and fapreme court Judge Meir Stein- would happen down in Texas.
Charlene Bond, Donald Dolls Er- ther, Mr. and Sirs. Zonnie Weuds,
Rev, Albert St. Clair left Saturbrink said here last week.
"Now, in my part of the country,"
nest Chrisp. Noel Berry, Charles
Judge Steinbrink served as he said, "had you made such an
Buchanan, Herbert Culp, Medora day for Chicago to visit his relatives.
chairman of a special committee accusation against an officer of the
Cherry and Ernest Brooks.
of the Brooklyn Bar Association law, he would have smashed your
Clyton Watkins visited in Ne
9-2 grade: Betty Foster, Calvin
which censured Judge Atwell for face before you got out of the
Godwin. Mary A n n Gilstrap. port recently.
prejudicial remarks made from courtroom. Or, if he had sufficient
Annie Ciivens. Catherine ilofoe, The Missionary Society met Frithe bench at the conclusion of a control over himself, he would
Georgia Hobson, Claudette Hunt. day at AIME church with presitrial here in 1928
have waited until he got outside
Ernest Jones, Gertrude Jones, dent Mrs. Collie Harper presiding
The New York jurist recall- and then kuffered the consequencMary It. Jones. Beverly Kennedy at 3 p.ni
ed the findings of that commit- es."
Mr and Mrs. Ramon Waugh reand Frances Kendrick. The Bar Association committee
tee after Judge Atwell Caustic9-3 grade: Chester A. Kirkendoll, turned to their home in Kansas
ally criticized the United States condemned these remarks as "enillie M. City after visiting in the home of
Johnnie It Lou,
Supreme court Dec 19 when he tirely unjustified and unwarranted
Long. Raymond D. Mies. Leon his father, John Waugh and his
handed down a ruling that the Dal- and clearly in violation of every
Miliken, Wm Muloy, Wesley C. sister, Mrs. Nellie Mar York.
las, Texas, school board could not dictate of common courtesy and
Rev, T. W. Daniel and wife a
McClure, James McKinney, Fonbe compelled "at the present decency." Further the committee's
tella Mallory, Crease M. Manning visiting in Chicago for the h
time" to desegregate its schools. resolution charged, the remarks
and 'remetra Mays.
days.
The 86-year-old Texan assailed the "were intemperate, vituperative
Mrs. Bennie Dood and dau ter
9 4 grade: Dorothy Northern,
Supreme court's anti-segregation and malicious, were deliberately
Mary Northern, Jimmy Northern, iif Indianapolis. Ind. are spen ing
ruling as based "on no law," teit made and were calculated and deThemirstmdee Neilson, Eric Perlis. the holidays with her parents, Mr.
rather on what the court regarded signed to humiliate the said F. R
Rose C. Parrish. Sarah N. Per-,l end Mrs. Neely
as "more authoritative. modern Serri. Esq. before his client.''
son, Mary 11. Phelps. Bertha PopBishop and Mrs. Q. L. Greene
, Serving with Judge Steinbrink
.psychological knowledge.'
lar, Marion, Pyles, Evelyn Ran- and Miss Alice Clabron and Rev.
Judge Atwell "should have dis- Os the committee were Atterness
dolph, Shirlene Rose, Leven Rob- T. J. McMillian were the guests
qualified himself" 'n the Dallas Robert H. Wilson, a former presiinson. Willie G. Shaw. Lynwood of Mr. and Mrs. Hersell Finley
ease, Judge Steinbrink a a Id, dot of the Brooklyn Bar Associastuffs contributed by students
FOR THE NEEDY — These
coniniittee which worked on
Milton; Dorothy Pryor, Chesahead.
diming the ANIE Conference.
"because he showed himself to be tion. and Edward J. Connelly, a
memhere of the YWCA at
for distribution to a fen needy
the project are trom left to
ter, Va.: Ruth Felton, chapter
9-5 Grade: Richard Sl.tek, ie.,
Those who attendee the Meetanti-Negro back in 1928. I don't] trustee of the association.
families in the tereeneboro
A & T college. Greensboro,
right: Carolyn Alston, sum.
president. Hertford. and turnNeils Smith, Annie Springfield, ing at Shorter college last TuesIn the Dallas case, Judge Atwell
believe he's ever changed his atN. C., prepared boxes of loud'
community. Comprising t h a
merville, S. C.; Mary Jeltries,
out' Ross, Charlotte,
Carl Swink. Earline Thomas, How- day were Rev. T. W. Daniel, Mrs.
can,
titude and he now puts himself ruled that the public schools in
Vieton alcSpadelen. Mrs. R o y
ard White George Taylor.
above the law as interpeeted by a not now be constrained to
NEWBERN
10-1: Chester Barnett, Clara Lewis Bone and Herbert Milon,
unanimous Supreme court bench. grate Negro and white students
WOODS
ARCHIE
By
Bigby,
Thomas
Bond,
Herbert
,He believes in a government of into the same classrooms
Mrs. Bell Walker from Holland,
Brooks. lame. Butler, Nellie
men, not of laws "
The jurist contended that Dal
Ohio is home visiting her mother
Brinkley, Joe lielsen Bowers, Mary
The Brooklyn censure of Judge las schools were ''hardly suffici•
Bills, Ross Cheques, 1 . innie ChurSaturday in January. All ladies and other relatives,
Atwell stemmed from abusive re- ient" to contain the white students JACKSON
Rev. 'I'. Brown from Covington,
chill.
marks he made in court to an at- and "it would be unthinkable and By MRS. GEORGIA McV IGH are urged to be present
, Tenn. preached at St. Paid CME
10-2: Elaine Davis, Barbara
All choirs of the First Baptist
torney representing a case before unbearable wrong to require the
Rev. U. Z. McKinnon was minBerry, Evelyn Glenn, Percy Giphim and his gratuitous remark white students to get out so that church presented a Christmas can- ister of the 11 o'clock hour at Lib- ' church Sunday.
Rev. Brown and Rev, D. W.
son, Willie Givens, Mary Sue Hol- DAWSON
that "white and colored People the colored students could come tata entitled "His -Star Still erty CME church Sunday. It was
Ionian, Jimmie Hobson, Albert II. Wonderful services
Shines." Sunday, Dec 23, at 7:30 a wonderful service. The Mission- Tinsley were the dinner guests of
cannot live together" The Texan in "
were enjoyMrs.
John
Mr.
Weinright
Sunand
Johnson, jr., Glenn Johnson
An appeal from the ruling has p.m. The program
belittled the attorney in the presdirected ary Society sponsored a Christ.
ed throughout Sunday at Hopewell
day.
10-3: Jeanette Jones, Ronald Baptist church.
ence of his client and threatened been filed by W. J. Durham, NA- by Margaret Savage.4Itwas quite mas tea in the home of Mrs. BurMr. and Mrs.
St.
ifemnary SoI McKelvy,
Sharron
Kendrick, George Warren of
ACP attorney.
interesting.
to tail him when he protested.
ly Booth on Pine et.- This proved
Corsicana, Tex.
ciety met in the home of Mrs.
James Montgomery. Garline Long, and Mr. Dod of Dallas were yds.
Mrs. Marie Penn of Lane col- to be quite a swell affair. Mrs. Data Mae Smith Tuesday night.
' Joe Montgomery, Ella McKinney, , dors. Rev. C. A. Burdie of Dallas
lege entertained the Civic Pride Tom Walker, guest speaker gave
Mrs. B. M. Branford went to
Alex Murray, Constance P o e, also visited the church. Rev Gerclub in the dining room of Lane a travelogue of her tour over in Hans. Tenn. to Doctor Coleman's
James Northern, Peggy Pollard, ald is the pastor
college. Thursday night. There the foreign countries, which all Monday.
Ezell
Perkins. Katherine Pugh
were many lovely, useful gifts giv- enjoyed very much. Mrs. Lucille
Joseph Green of San Antonio,
Mr. and Mr James E. Ellis.
and James Ratliff
en. She served a lovely turkey Hurt and Mt". Willie Reid were . or, and
Tex visited in the home of his
n and Mr. Floyd
Robinson,
10-4
grade:
James
dinner with all the trimmings in- kept very busy registering the
wife. Mrs. Amonda Hopkins Green
outh Bend, Ind., visitwas gladdened with a holiday vis- cSided. The club will enjoy its money. A large number of guests B
Marvin Wiston, James Young, An- and a
STARKVILLE
cousin.
it from Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Din- annual Christmas breakfast Christ- acre present. We realize a nice ed Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Ellis la...1
Vl'ortham
and
Rebecca
YarBy MRS. FANNIE MOORE
nie
Rev, and Mr. Major Fountain
Mr. and Mrs. George Wither- kins 1Hazel Sartin) of -Baton mas morning in the beautiful financial sum. R 'freshn tints were Sunday night
brough
Mrs. Carolyn Hassell was the
II-1 grade: Harold Berry. Bab- and little son Bennie Lee of Dallas
spoon and son. Lamar, have gone Rouge, La.
home of Miss Ora Ellington, E. served by the h less. ev. C. D. week end guest of her mother. derson has been selected for
k were the week end guests of Mrs
to Washington, D. C. where they
by
Jones, Davis Fields, Fran
,
The Norris McGee clan of Day- Baltimore. The club carried many McKelvey. pastor.
rs. Georgia Mrs. Viola \Davis in Woodstock, Who's Who Among College Sin.
Fountain's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
will make their home.
Jones,
Annett
Hunt,
Gloria
Montton. Ohio and the Melvin 'Tuck- gifts for the less fortunate people. Kelley. president.
dents in American Colleges and
Tenn.
Frank
Box.
Mrs. Henry .Gipson spent Christ- ers were among the holiday visiery
go1T-2
Our sincere sympathy is extendMr. and Mrs. Clay Williams are
Rev. and Mrs. P. E. Coleman Universities. A senior at Fisk uniMrs. A. B. Coal and little son
sees in Detroit visiting her hug- tors in Jackson.
'
grade!
Pauline
Coburn.
ed
to
R.
E
Cheatham
and
faintly
spending the holidays in New Orwere the dinner guests of Mr. and versity, Nashville. Tenn., with a
•••
IP "and and sister, Mrs, Peter Drake,,
Jehnnie Parker, Bettye Cherry, of Wee were the week e n
leans, La., with friends and sight during the passing of his broth- Mrs. D. L. Anderson Sundae.
pre-med major, Anderson le the
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Circle No. 5 of Second Baptist SENATOHIA
W illie NI. Perkins, Doyce Lee, sirs,
seeing. On the return home, they er, Mr. 1,orenza Cheatham. to Dr.
St. John Baptist church observ- son of Benjamin S. Anderson. Sr.,
Joe Somple.
church met in the home of Mrs.
Prof. and Mrs. Mary E. Burton will atop over at Newburn, Ten- I. L. Hildreth and family during ed Appreciation Day in the hon- associate professor of agriculture Robert Bowman, in, Delores Mc
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd N. CoroKorcle, Bobby Miller, Erma McJoe E. Witherspoon :stonday eve- had open house Sunday night, De- nessee, with relatives. Mr. and the passing of his brother, Mr. or their pastor Rev. P. E.
State
Cole- education at Fort Valley
threarnscimwoetrh
Corkin and Clarence Montgomery. g
eerhoN,
ning, Dee. 17. Those present cember 16. The home was beau- Mrs. Deal Anderson. We hope fir Ezikiel Hildreth and to Mrs. Ella man.
. m
ires to
rdavrlysitGh
ipsm
lo s
college.
11-3 grade: Carroll Rosin, Horwere: Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Rob- tifully decorated for the Christ- them a successful trip.
Mae handing during the passing of
Rev .1. H. Firmer of Dyersburg,
Also
hie
brother,
tence
Smith
Prank
Russell,
Mary
inson, Mrs. Robert Henderson, mas holidays.
Mr.
and Mrs.
Berean Baptist church present- of her father. Mr. Ezikiel Rice. Tenn. preached Sunday.
Walker, William Pollard, Rosie Leon Shaw.
Mrs. Charlie A. Simmons and Mrs.
• •.
Many friends attended and play- ed its annual Christmas program We pray that God will sustain
Warlick,
Bessie
Seward,
Prince
Henry Gipson of Josey Creek M. ed games led by Mrs. Hazel ParMaggie
Williams was in F 0 r
JOHNSON CITY
Sunday. Dec. 23 at 5 p.m. A ser- them in their hour of sorrow
Willis and Shirley Winston,
Worth Sunday for the marriage of
B. church.
tee. Others helping were Mrs. Wil- mon and songs were presented.
Mrs. Fannie Mae Melon was
By ('ORTLAND R. RHEA
Dillard,
Marher
Miss Francis Green, who is a lie R. Turner and Mrs. Edna Par12-1
grade:
Albert
daughter,
Mrs. Kattie B.
The choirs and local talent of the guest of the Chicago Defender
MINNEAPOLIS — The story of
The Dunbar Elementary school
student at Stillman Inst., Atlanta, tee. Also Mrs. Anna Laura Terrell
quits Bolden, Tommy Fuller, Spriggen
the city were featured. Rev. A. office and also Mr. and Mrs. L. observed "Open House Day" on community life in Minneapolis is
Ga., was home last week for the and Miss Ora Mae Tappe.
Mary Bowers. Ann Ballard, DorMiss Charlie Mae Price of Log
D. Yarbrough. We are always glad the afternoon of Dec. 16.
L. Campbell, minister.
told in huge dramatic photograph• •.
othy ('ulp. Legena, Joe Ann Den- Angeles, Calif. is visiting her faholdays. Miss Green is the daughto have visitors
Mr. Felix Bowrs is confined to ic displays which are on exhibit
The
Madison
County
Council
of
ter of Mr. a n d Mrs. Leonard ETHEL
ther, Charlie Price.
Mr. James Long of 523 S. Liber- his home, due to injuries received at 2950 First ave. S Plans are nis, Francis Parker.
Home Demonstration met for the
Green.
12-2 grade: Lynwood Hunter, Et. Zack Williams and Mrs. Toles
ty died last Monday at the Matti- as the result of a fall.
By MARTHA ASHFORD
now being completed for a studio
last meeting of the y e a. r Dec.
• ••
fie Hollis, Erma Glass, Maxine Are doing nicely after being ill.
County hositaI. He was a
house. Jan. 6 to Feb.opn
1.
Sunday was regular pastoral 15, at the Court House. Much has
Prof. Wm. H. Claiborne, from
Johnson, Ada Taylor, Connie Lee,
HOLLY SPRLNGS
The collection of magazines
Mt. Leveston Methodist been accomplished during t h i; member of the First Baptist St. Louis. Mo is spending h i s
at
Day
• ••
Mrs. Annie Moore died suddenBertha Hodges. Bettye J. McClel
books, newspapers and my'
H. VauXh is the year under the supervision of our church.
church.
Rev,
J.
Christmas
vacation
in
the
city
ly from a heart ailment. She was
lain
pastor. He was also the dinner agent. Miss A. B. Jackson. Offi- TIPTON
with his mother, Mrs. J. N. Clai- !toted to community life in Amerthe mother of eight children, six
13-3 grade: Evelyn Montgomica is a major part of the preBy MRS. CLRTIS HILL
guest in the home of Mr. and Mrs. cers were elected for 1957. They
borne
and
family.
Prof.
Claiborne
boys.
She
leaves
a
and
two
girls
ery, Mary Pack and Carmena PerWillie J. Harris is home from is religious director at Central sentation.
Turnbow.
are as follows: Mesdames Edna
Nusband and her children. Funeral Otis
pener.
TISSCBCyMMBRAS.
A. mum
Among • the morning visitors Johnson, press Ella Winston, vice the Navy. He is stationed in Cali- Baptist church, of the same city.
Illeservices were held at Hamilton
Tommy Alexander, who now reC.
were Mr. and Mrs. Sunnye Dobbs. president. F;ssie Mae Hunt. sect., fornia.
S-gt. and Mrs. Douglas Owens church on the night of Dec. 20th
Chapel Monday. Rev. Stockard ofsides
in
Chicago,
spent'
several
Alex Wooten is still on the sick from Fort Dix, N. J. are in the before a large congregation.
S' and Mrs. Collie Janterson Louise Greer, asst. sect'y., Minficiated. She was buried in the
(lays here visiting with his mothFuneral services for Mrs. Maude
of Chicago, Ill., are visiting her nie ('only,- treas.: Theus, leader list.
city visiting S-Sgt. Owens' parents.
The Tr -Cities club sponsored a em', Mrs. Sallie Mitchell a n d Meredith of Sheffield,
church cemetery.
Ma. were
Landing- Committee Chairman; Ruhie In- Alex Alexander had to go to the Rev. and Mrs T. K Owens and banquet in the cafeteria at Langand
Mrs.
parents.
Mr.
Dillard won the basketball game
friends. All were glad to see him. held Sunday. Dec 16. 2 p.m. at
family.
grain, social committee. Marion doctor.
ston High school, on Dec. 21.
116 to 82 over Rush. M. I. college ham.
anniversary of the the Mt. Pleasant MB church in
The
fiftieth
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Winters, ey; publicity, corn. N. L. SennMrs. Ora Ealy was hurt in an
Mrs. Ella M. Cunningham and
The Langston High school bas- founding of Alpha Phi Alpha fra- Leighton, Ala. Rev,
won over Dillard 24 to 14. Byhalia
Wm. Ford ofof Muskegon, Mich., are visitors son. Many gifts were exchanged automobile accident.
grandchildren, from Warren, Ohio ketball team won over the Dougwon 32 to 21 over Liberty Hill.
ternity, inc.. was observed with
ficiated Survivors are: thre•
Ruth in keeping with the Christmas spirsister,
Mrs
Annie
mother
ef
his
Phillips'
spent
Jefferson
several
Mrs.
days
here
recently.
las
High
school
team
of
BrisThe Union Usher Board met at
public program Sunday at 4:30 sons, one daughter, 15 grandchilDotson.
Sister Rosetta Thorpe, of Rich- tol, Va. in a game played there
it. The club presented Miss Jack- fell and broke Sec leg.
Hopewell Sunday.
p.m. Atty. Henry Richardson of dren, four great grandchildren,
Mrs. Ludie Smith, of Koscius- son with a nice. gift. Installation
• ••
Mr. and Mes. Eddie Robinson mod, Va. rendered a musical pro- on the night of Dec, 17 by the Indianapolis. Ind., w a s guest two
sisters and two brothers.
ko, Miss., spent the weekend with services will be held on the third have started on their new home.'gram at St. Paul A.M.E. Zion score of 54 to 46.
BROOKHAVEN, Miss. — Santa
speaker. A native of Huntsville. Thompson & Son directing.
her sister, Mrs. L. V. McDonhas come and gone but the inemAla., he received the LL. B. deFuneral services for Mrs, Ines
ald.
Dry of his presence lingers on. On
gree from the Indiana Universi- Coffee of Leighton, Ala. were held
Robert and Limmye Alston of
all sides it appears as if he was
Law.
In
ty
School
of
1931
he
was at Mt. Pleasant MB church SunPainsville., Ohio, spent the holigenerous with everyone. Thot a
appointed judge pro tern of the day. Rev. Wm. Ford officiated
days with their wives and children.
who could not provide for themSueerior court of Indiana. and in Survivors are: her husband. Mr.
Mrs. Johnye Clyde Adams of
selves
werq, remembered by
1932 he was elected to the Indiana Bennie Coffee, one daughter, one
Chicago, Ill., spent the holidays
clubs, churches and fraternal orState Legislature, He is a mem- son and son-in-law, a daughterwith her parents, Mr. and Mrr.
ganizations
ber of the speakers bureauof the in-law, five sisters and one brothJohn R. Greenlee.
We were favored with an annuState Democratic Central Codimit- er. Thompson & Son directing.
Mrs. Mary Smith and s o n
al visit iron; Angenetta Downs and
tee. and is listed in Who's Who
Pvt. Robert D. Horton, jr. hue
Charles, are visiting her daughher hubby of Grambling college.
in Colored America. The celebra- band of Mrs. 011ie M. Horton is
ter, Mrs. Jessie Hinton in Gary,
This year they were accompanied
lion was sponsored by Beta Pi spending the holidays with his sisInd.
her mother. Mrs. Thompson of
chapter of Lane college. and Beta ter, Mrs. Minnie Johnson
Mrs. Hellen .lett. of Detroit,
oe Angeles, Calif.
Upsilon Lambda chapter, a gradThe Mt. Carmel MB church
Mich , was called to the bedCongratulations are in ertler for
mite chapter with Jackson as the ponsored a Christmas program
side of her sister, Mrs. Annie E.
Rita Barton and William Auther Carr.
seat of the chapter. which is corn- Sunday at 4 p.in. Rev. .1 H. CaJett who said I do Mc. 24. The
posed of a number of leading bus- ble, pastor.
Mr. and Mre. Charlie Crockett
ceremony was performed in the of Kosciusko spent Christmas in
iness and professional
e n of
Mrs Sylvester Johnson is home
home of the officiating minister. the home of his sister, Mrs. Earl
West Tennessee and South Ken- resting fine after being dismiss.
Rev. N. G. Crawford. After a brief Landingham.
ed
from E. C. M. hospital In rottuckV.
honeymoon the bride has returnAlpha Pi Alpha fraternity was ence. Ala.
Mrs. Hattie Fondren is home afed to her studies it Jackson State ter being called to the bedside
founded on the campus of Cornell
Sylvester Floyd is home from
college and the groom is back on of her son, Alfred Fondren.
university, Dec. 6, 1903. Although the hospital
the job in Chicago where he will
conceived ae 'a literary and soMr. and Mrs. Theodore Dotson
be joined by his wife in May.
cial club, the organization has
were the visitors in the home of
Orchids to Esther Rose Camer- Mrs. Martin, of Thomas Town,
always been in the forefront in
on, Jackson State college and Nan- Miss.
rendering service to the commucy Winston, Alcorn college, two
nity.
R. B. Becke. jr, of Sprinefield,
Brookhaven lassies who crossed III., spent the Christmas holidays
It sponsors annually The Go To
the burning candy of Greekripm with hi parents Mr. and Mrs. ft.
High School — Go To College cam- MCRAE
into the realms of AKA-. Sam e B 'Beck.
paign, and the Citizenship Cam•
By VIOLA THOMAS
goes for Robert Tyler, who can
paign and has been affiliated with
Mr. and Mrs. :Tim Henry AshThe New Shiloh church and pasnow sing the Alpha Hymn.
the American Council on Human
ford are visiting him mother; Mrs.
tor were called to Macedonia A.
St welcome Christipas vis- Lula Bell Carr,
A
Rights. Thousands of dollars in
B. church in Helena. Ga to paritor in Brookhaven was Mrs. Dore
scholarships and fellowship, ire
Louis Howard Greer spent a
ticipate in a program Thursday
Bartlett Hedges of Chicage. She few days in Jackson, Miss., visitmade for youne rr:•n acroes the
night. Dec.. ta.
was house guest of her sister. Mrs ing his mother Mrs. Mallets
nation. Large attendance w
s
Sunday school was called to orNance Winston
Greer.
present to witness the celebration
der Sunday. Dec. 16 following that
Early Christmas morning we
end hear the dvnaVe smaker.
joined the morning worshipers at
who was considered by .1 former the regular s.ri:ice.s were held and
church. Hear tell that all 5 To Mark 75th Year
president of the U. S. as ems at 7 p. m. Des. R. L. fvery called the members together for prayeerviees were well attended.
ernor of the Virgin Islands.
Texas, recently. From left.
RECENTLY ELECTED OFsecretary-treasurer, pr es I.
president-elect. dean. More
PETERSBURG, Va. — Virginia
to Birmieeham ale. end
Mr awl Mlis. Richard Bridge- er services
they are: Dr. John E. Codwell.
FICERS of the Association of
house College. Atlanta: (' W.
dent. Barber-Scotia College,
Monteelima. Ga. 'see! the towis State college will celebrate the
man ofs'itis city are the proud
ti,„..
first vier president, principal.
and Secondary
.Seas, past president. principal,
75th sear of its founding March 1-, Co1lege
Concord, N. ('., and Dr. James
Crewsee
Parents of a fine baby girl horn sary a few days ago. Many cote
Phyllis
s
.
dealley
shown
high
school,
Schools are
here follow Dunbar high school, LynchA. Coston, second sire presi•
'I. it Ives ennopeecti by !he Kee, rf
grateltions to them mope f n r
'his month
Houston, abr. II R. Brazeal,
leg their election in Dallas,
burg, a'a.; Dr. I,. S. Cozart,
den.. president, Knossilic Col
ident of the college. Dr. Robert
'
511- and Mrs. .1 I) Hort rely them many more hale anniverel,
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Dear Mme. Chante: "Five years
ago I was divorced and for three
years lived a single lite, Then two
years ago my husband and I decided to try a "test" by agreeing
to live •4gether for a while before remarrying. For the most part
the plan has worked out despite
continued interference by my
mother-in-law who does not care
very much for me.

POLIO

American lady between the, ages
of 23 and 30. I will answer all
mail. Greta Office, Rush Green
Hospital Romford Essex.
• ••
Dear Mme. Chaste: I am 32
years old and dark complexion. I
am a hair dresser and I would
like to get some pen pals. I will
answer all mail. Runty Murphy,
3 Pliflip Road, Hagley Park P. 0.
, 'She has repeatedly told us both St. Andrews Jam. BW1.
• ••
that remarrying won't work with
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Jaus. She says we'll get back into
the same situation that existed maican now living in England and
If only a dime were needed from you to finish one of
at time of our divorce. Frankly I I would like to get pen pals. Brown
a dread disease, would
don't think so since my husband eyes, black hair and a fair com- the most dramatic fights against
appears to have changed a lot of plexion. I am 34 years old, weigh you give it?
Well dig down anil get It ready. Somebody will be
things that kept bobbing up be- 160 lbs. and 5 ft. 2 3-4 inches tall.
tween us a n d causing trouble. I will answer all mail. Edna Reide, along this month to Eollect it.
Just how he feels I cannot truth- 44 Carleton Road, Hollaway N. 7 If you and 4,690,000 other pered as one of the great medical
fully say even though he appears London.
sons give a dime, the National
•
•••
discoveries of all time and Salk
very well satisfied except when
Foundation for Infantile ParalysDear Mine. Chante: I would like is thinks it can complete the job was honored by President Eisentalking to his mother and me toto join your column for pen pals. of wiping mit polio which has: hower and the world of science.
gether.
was a constant reader of Your crippled millions of souls over the "A evidence reviewed by the
ever
this
Christmas
some"Ho
column at home. I am stationed years.
Mar
of Dimes in 1956 gave stathings
gnhea
jjj jawny on in South Carolina. I
will answer
isti 1 proof of the immunizing
BEGAN IN 1938
thingJstr.4e happened. That is I all mail and exchange
photos. I
pow r of Salk vaccine against poth
ht it -'range. Just before prefer girls as pen
The real serious fight against ho. eading authorities in virology
pals. A-2C
Christmas my husband had a large
since then are onfident thtt the vaccine is
and
1938
began
in
polio
Charles E. Brown, 17th T.R.S.
diamond ring delivered to the Box 44 Show
millions and millions of dimes 90p cent effective if administerA.F.B. C.C.
house for what I tbought was a
raised through the annual March ed
5*0
the full course of three inChristmas present for me since I
Dear Mme. Chante: I am seek- of Dimes and other dime-raising noc lations, properly spaced.
knew he would not be home until ing
set in moNFIP
of
the
projects
to hear from young ladies beIN 1955
after the gifts were opened. So tween the
movemen that was
ages otiS and 32 any- tion a mighty
n estimated 16,000 persons
of an
when I opened the package and where in the USA
with the discov
climaxed
and ETO. She
the till
saw the ring I was very happy. I can weigh 165 or more. I am 31 anti-polio vaccine by Dr. Jonas fel efore the attack
very .•tent disease in
'llowbegan wearing it and everyone adyears old 5 ft. 8 ins, tall, weigh Salk.
mired it greatly except his moth- 185,
the ever, th was a drop of almost
After extensive•field tests
dark brown complexion and
om the
55 total.
er, who began fussing because
the 'is- 50 per cen
single. I will answer all letters greatest ever conducted in
It was a drop
r cent be.
Tom had b6ught such an expensive
vacci
and exchange photos. James Fair, tory of medicine — the
gift even for his wife, as I am
effectiv low the five-year aver
4422 South Drexel blvd., Chicago, was declared to be
55.
considered by all the neighbors
against the polio virus.
Ill.
"Health authorities believe
who think we h
re-married.
The vaccine was universally hal.
comprehensive vacc,ination pr
Well when Tom came home
am can eliminate sepid
c poWednesday I was surprised when
ene. But
from the nat al
he awakened me with a package
th means shot or 9l,000,000 perthat he said was my Christmas
through, 35 years of age. At
so
present and added he hoped I
yea 's end the schedule was so far
would like it. I though it funny
behi , it was certain that parathat he should give me two preslytic
IM would AGAIN claim
ents, especially when I knew the
new vi ms in 1957.
ring had cost him so much.
'More
n 80,000 patients disFinally it came out that the ring
abled by poll, in previous epidemfor
his
mother
and
not
me.
was
ics still need t kind of care pro.
Hie mother's face brightened and
sided by the Ma oh of Dimes. For
LLOYD BACHUS, 33, Is a vieshe kissed him as though he were
patient aid in 19 , $15,700,000 has
a child when she learned the true
tim of polio. Physical Therabeen budgeted.
facts about the gift she had preNO VICTORY
ET
pist Althea Warner is shown
viously condemned him for buy"Obviously vie
over polio Is devising exercises to strengthing. Oh, yee, my gift was a house
not yet compl . It will be won
en paralyzed band muscles.
coat with matching shoes but not
only when mass accinations have
nearly as expensive as the ring.
idemics and the When polio strikes adults, the
wiped out the
Bad part about it all, so far as
last polio victi has been restorI can see, is fact that he has
ed to a useful life in society.
were isolated. These discoveries
shown no embarrassment at what
"In 1956 med cal care and re- open up a vast new'panorama to
happened. What do you say to this
habilitation
costs totaled $23,- the "men in white" Who probe
Incident, Mme. Chaste? Do you
200,000. Over a quarter billion dol- the causes of human ills
think I should consider remarrylars have been spent since 1938 abilities.
ing a man who is so constructed
to help 322,000 patients back to
Since 1938 the March of Dimes
and careless of his wife's feelingi?
useful lives — children, men and investment in research totals $27,E. W. Detroit, Mich.
women who never gave up try- 800,000. In terms of saving and
ing.
Answer: Dear F. W. — Your
restoring human lives the value is
"The March cl Dimes will pro- inestim able.
ease is similar to one previously
vide $3,300,000 in 1957 to keep p0called to my attention. I shall anThe training of specialist in the
ho research moving forward. Alswer yours in the same way I did
treatment and care of polio-disthe previous letter even before
though Salk vaccine has providabled persons will be given high
What happened did happen.
ed a powerful weapon in the prepriority among projects the March
vention
of
the
crippling
disease,
, I am convinced there is someof Dimes will support financially
much
remains
to
be
done.
thing lacking in your setup and it
in 1957, So will the professional
'For example, scientists are
could be love. No man with a wife
education of research workers.
moving today toward further imand mother even though yours is
When the National Foundation
provements in the vaccine, learna sort of trial with hope of makfor Infantile Paralysis was organing more about the duration of
ing it legal would dare show that
the immunity it confers, and im- ised in 1938, only 300 hospitals in
much difference in favors for the MRS. M. M. MAJOR, Norfolk,
took place at Tuskegee Instiproving production methods that the United States would admit potwo if he were in love with both. Va., treasurer, Virginia grand
tute, where National Foundawill make future supplies plenti- lio patients in acute stages of
However, I do think the spark chapter. Order of Eastern
tion sipports a battle station
ful and simple to manufacture. the disease. Thanks in large part to
for it all stems from your decision Star, present Charles R. BY.
the training financed by the March
in fig'ft against polio. Other
OTHER DISCOVERIES
to live illegally with a man you num. director of interracial acmembers of the Order appearThe arduous search for a polio of Dimes organization, over 2,000
could not, or decided you could tivities for National—Foundaing in the picture are Mrs. Anpreventive through the years has hospitals today provide the needed
not, live with as his married coln• tion for Infantile Paralykis,
nie Pierce, Suffolk; Mrs. A. 0. turned up many discoveries use- medical treatment and the vital
panion. Of course an old adage, with check for $2,100 as an adDavidson, Norfolk, and Grand
ful to research in other fields. At early convalescent care.
never proved is that love flies out vance contribution to the 1957
Patron David Muckle, Portsleast 50 viruses which heretofore SHORTAGE NOTED
of the window when two sweet- March of Dimes. Presentation
mouth.
were unknown to medical science
But there still remains a trehearts say "1 do" or when financial problems arise. This 1 cannot
subscribe to .11 a man loves you
PARDON •AE Sig...8U1 CotItli)
as his sweetheart why should he
You -CELL mE. 40w) FAR 'S r lo
change once he's married to you.
l‘kE. NEACT ctu.ING slAA%0844
In the case of the other person
who wrote me my theory, same as
I am offering here proved to be
true. In less than six months the
man who was living with the person who wrote me had left her in
his home and gone to live with
another woman. It was a simple
ease of the love being heavily
weighed on one side—the "wife's"
side. And my dear I am afraid
you will end up in about the same
-way. Just a heart broken deserted
little girl. Don't force his hand by
demanding marriage. It might not
work out just as in the first instance.
But, as I must asekune there are
no children involved, you should
feel free to get out of this setup.
Look around or be looked at, as
ease may be, and I feel certain
'TAKE NA
the right man will come along Coctiq lAmul'ES CCA:r
with love and respect in his heart
'TviERE!
for you and intentions of legal
marriage.

for
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Dear Mine, Chante: I am a Jamaican girl age 20, height 5 ft. 5
ins, weight 130 lbs. My hobbies
are sewing, reading, dancing and
cooking and I would like to correspond with male Americans between the ages of 25 and 35. Will
answer all mail. Elorah Brown.
4 Friendship Lane, Cross Roads
P. 0. Jamaica BWI.
• •
, Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with some pen pals.
I was born in Jamaica I would
Jake is correspond with some nice
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CALVIN MAYFI
sisters, ten-year-old Sankhoye t
ically ill for years to come.
Paula, who are also
dra a
Four-year-old Calvin Mayf
of Cleveland, Ohio, a polio victim
When Calvin was admitted to
attacks are frequently more
since he was 16 days old, is 1957
University hospital in Cleveland on
severe than those suffered by
March of Dimes poster boy.
Oct. 31, 1952, doctors found that
children. March of Dimes LIVING PROOF
polio had damaged the muscles in
fund aid polio patients, trees-.,
litwide-eyed
inquisitive,
This
both his arms and legs.. Be has
professional workers, support
represents
many
who
tle boy,
had constant medical care evet
research and polio prevention
thousands of people for whom since and he will need help -foe
programs._
the Salk vaccine came too late, is years to corns. ,
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Calvin now walks with the all
endous shortage in specially Mayfield. Calvin is living proof of braces and Canac4an crutches.
ained nurses, hysical and oc- that there still remains much to He takes physical therapy treatcupational therapists and medical be done before the polio job is ments to correct weakness in his
social workers.
finished.
arms so that he will be able to
All told, the Iti,„arch of Dimes The $46,900,000 needed by t h e walk even better. Over the years,
has financed professional educa- 1957 March of Dimes will help Calvin's mother has been devotlion for a total of $24,900,000. The carry on an intensive rehabilita- ed to his care, and she is most
1957 budget for this purpose calls tion program for polio victims like conscientious in carrying out the
Calvin, as well as finance a na- doctor's instructions.
for an additional $2 800 000.
tionwide vaccine education pro- Calvin's treatment has cost
Far beyond the current and fu- gram, train needed
medical $5,187.70 in March of Dimes funds
ture needs of polio treatment and workers and sponsor research. to date and you, if you havc Ors
care, the programs will benefit
Calvin's twin, Alvin, has had his en dimes in the past, helped Calthe millions of disabled and chron- Salk vaccine shots, as have the yin to walk.
changes in your living conditions
that will make you much happier.
If you will write in for a sl'vats
reply, I shall be happy Pr help
you.
ANXIOUS. Will I get the job?
I do get the job, will the pay betlffir.
much better than I alit getting
now/ Should I really make a
change?
ANS. Only one question is an.
swered in the column dne to the
limited amount of space. I feel
that the new job would not only
offer a raise in salary, hut an op.
portunity for advancement in
many other ways, by all means
consider it.

the authorities. A tracer will be
put on it at once and hi this manq..iality of our home ner they can determine the exact
To
as being of ex- cause of delay.
life is
importance. Whetreme na
•••
ther t
ome is humble or one
R. R. Will we move to another
1th does not matter as
of
long as it is the place where the city soon?
ANS. I am sorry but I do not
individual is loved and encouragvision your moving to another
ed.
however, see so m e
We do not always recognize the city. I do,
responsibility that falls upon the
mother or father or both, but
the home represents everything in
the early training of our young.
However, Mother and Dad do
things at home, so the child reESE ACK cALLED SIGAS
members — if it is a happy home, OF LIFE'. OBEY 'NEM Cst40
he will remember that, and if it
LIVE LONGER! SPEAKt14,6
is a very unpleasant one, t is e
Of 1,0446
qou
child will remember that, and
WW1
try to get away as soon as he can.
StE h4INEVY...
DOW( LOOK VOii1 o•J
To help lighten the task and to
guide us there is always One who
vouCt SPEE00MEYEA.
will lend an ear and helping hand,
don't fail to call upon Him at
any time!
•••
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Dear Prof Herman: It seems
that I am always writing to you
for help. Time after time you have
come to my rescue. I don't know
what is wrong with me that I
can't seem to get straightened
out. But will you help me again,
please? A very worried mother.
ANS. You are just having problems with your children, that are
no different from anyone else, but
they are coming rather fast, I
admit. But you must try to face
them one at a time. They are
really not so had if you will realise that family counsel Is a good
way to iron out many problems.
May I suggest that you try this
more often. You will soon see r
marked improvement.
1. M What happened to my
check?
ANS. 5. careful snalwals of your
question indicates the fact that
you should report this at once to
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What'll I Do?

A.B.C.

SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

ix, Arizona, Takes Lead In
_mployment Of Negroes

HIM. Office. 236 Smite Wetherell — Pesos JA. 6-8397
I.. ALEX WILSON Editor end Gentrei Honest*,

JOHN N. SENGSIACKI. PIA1016.0

tors, dentists and rcsi estate spc,.talists.
Less than a decade ago, Phoe.
tux adopted the integration phi
cy and opened the doors of cutSebassiiiiiee totes: Ono yes.. $C out iiposoWts. $3 30. (2-yasr spacial Subscription rata, $10)
ployment, which, before that
The Tri-Stote Detoodor Doss Not Also Responsibility lot unsolicitee Menuectiptc or Photos.
time were closed to Negroes.
governments1 agencAs a result. Phoenix, "Vacation !jay' in the
Published Every Thussihty by the Tri-Stoto Defends, Publishing Co. Intsioil as Second
..es, for instance, competent, quailLand of the Nation," is also the
tied
l
Class Motto, at tOso hatrisphis Pest Office March 20. 1952. Unsloi Act of March 2, 1979.
colored workers find employ.
metropolis of Arizona, whose population, according to the 195o cenmeatta
s te!t county nand
a"
lnd
iisteriatst:"T
— i"
htose
'
s;l .
sus, is 1.040,000, a remarkable 7
if not . all, doing a creditable job
growth in the short space of 44
years For Arizona is the 'Baby In various capacities.
It was heart-warming for this
State of the Nation,' having been
reporter to visit the state House.
admitted to the Union in 1912
t"ity Hall and County offices, and
Population of the Phoenix__ met. hod
ind Negroes, Mexicans. whitNs
and Indians. all working in
population
of
the
the
total
cent of
ar
.
breakdown
state. A census
population
snows of the posit
according to their atiltPhoenix
'
ity and experieme.
gs percent: Negro, 13 percent.
Maricopa is the county seat of
Mexicans are considered "White,"
and Indians, for the most Part, :he Phoenix metropolitan area and
.
As 1956 closes We may pause a moment
In Montgomery. Ala., segregation of dwell in reservations and their -great credit for this marked adto count our blessings. True, we have not the races on public transportation came to ,'ensus is apparently restricted to
invace
human relations goes to'
the Counts. Board of Supervisors.
obtained all of our objectives; true, we are a triumphant end following a final court those. areas.
still suppliant at the foot of the temple of opinion. Thus the rampart ( segregation One-seventh of all Indians .ii headed bs James G. Hart; chairSupers isors James E. Linddemocracy; true, we are still petitioning has been breached.. In time o her artificial America live in Arizona. on lanman:
d
4
T. O'Neil (called
for social- and economic justice. But the barriers which ave kept usjt bay will col- set aside for their use by the --Y
-- m"
Three
Jameses) and County
weight- of enlightened public opinion, the lapse also. /
government and totalling more the
Manager Tom Sullivan.
steady pull of social forces have elbowed
Howevee racial issues, important than 20 million acres.
• Among the first public institu•
us forward.
though they e, are not our only concern. As contested with the millions lions' to employ persennel regardof Negroes living in other U. S.
Momentous events in 1956 have brought Like other A1$ricans, we watch with in- metropolitan cities. the colored' less of rare or greed, was the
us closer to our goals than at any previous terest world developments. The second population of Phoenix (13 percent), Maricopa County General hospittime in our history. By dint of persistency postwar decade_Jis,- one of great promise and is small, probably not more than al, which last year treated more
than 90,000 persons in the hospitand planned strategy we have won spectac- opportunity::
5,500, and although they earn a
al and clinic.
ular victories on two notable sectors. InThe Soviet Communist structure,..ii de- living in much the same way so Here are just a few top hospittegration in public schools is moving for- terioi atiug. Communist pa ties throughout do their brethren in other cit- al positions now beitig held by
ward with "all deliberate speed," although the free world are in dis rray. There is ies. new avenues of employment Negeoes, through efforts of t h e
in some instances compliance with the law unrest in the satellites. Vt 1t14,n the Soviet are being opened to them
County Board: Henry Jones chief
Union itself there are internal p ssures for Many now vierk in the cotton X-ray technician: Daniel Myers.
is done under duress ,
In.Clinton, Terfit., where a f v months more liberalization, more intellectual free- and cattle tedustries- and in serv- bacteriologist, first of his race to
establishments, such as laun- hold that post, and Bill Mills, civago resistance to integratiOn
d eached dom, moreyersonal security and personal ice
dries, food marts, chain stores, il engineer in the highway dc-psi I.
a boiling point, high sch 1 s den s last enjoyments. There is good reason to believe barber shops and other
businesses
jeNveek were called together
t the forces so manifested will ultimate- catering to the general public. ment. And there are scores of othea
their
er colored men and won-en who
ly prove to be irresistible.
‘"fauditorium where a county attorney re
The school system also has its have measured up to all requireLet us hope that 1957 will find us quota of efficient Negro teachers ments and arc now irosled enito 'them an i unc
Mired by a federal
court. Th , were warned that they face farther down the road to world peace and and there is a notable increase plo)es in the various pli,nts. offederal 'arrest if they violate that in- universal good will; let us hope that man- in the number of highly-qualitied fices and buildings of Maricopi
kind will be spared
awsome use of professional people, lawyers, doe- County.
junction. Teachers were told to report
the5 atom bomb;• e us hope that civilizathe FBI, any violations by the students.
ARITTA J. POLK, Comeliest,' Manage.

MOSES .1 NEWSOM. Aetlie Meemseee lateN

EVANS L. ChAt/NT. Astr•

g Manager

PHOENIX. ARIZON has t h e
unique distinction of being one of
the few municipalities in America,
where all these governmental
agencies — State. County end City
-are located within its boundar•
•

Our Opinions

*Happy New Year

•

The county attorney said: "To my
knowledge, in all of American history,"
such a procedure had never before been
necessary. The purpose of th-ist_prosachLre
'ivas to enforce racial integration in Clinton
High school.
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Suggestions For Happiness
For The New Year Of 1957

TELEVISION killed by the British in Kenya about the other man mother. But
CONCERNING
earAND RADIO: I suggest that mass and would like to live in the land his curses were soon out of
entertainment stop being so lils - of the free and the home of the shot. One of the colored women in
the bus murmured gratefully
white American, and become all- brave,
There are a lot of terror•strick- -Mister, I thank you!''
right American, and let colored
performers have sustaining shows, en and freedom-hounded people in CONCERNING BUYING BLACK:
commercial shows, serial show.; the world besides Hungarians — if Negro buying power is enormous,
ti
will find )a lights shining brighter
and every other kind of show that President Eisenhower wants to even though individually many of
d brighter upon the altar of progress.
white performers have on the ear. let a few more immigration bars us are ift rich But, put all 15
In sum, let us hope that poverty, disease'
down and open up our shores to million 0 us together. and what
eye-and-air waves.
newcomers. I further suggest that IS million. people spend-Na year
and crime will no longer plague humanity.
Also, is it not about time that
our State Department let Paul Ro- runs into billions of dollars in
Let us usher in the NEW YEAR with the
we has. some Negro comments'
and terms of food, clothing, drinks,
boom of the highest expectations.
and telavision? beson have his passport back
di
tors on
migrate anywhere cars and other things.
ree S. Schuyler. permit him to
Ilow shout
To help establish a Negro midhe wants to go — since the powfor example? e could commeners that be don't want him here, dle-class and to support colored
tate up a bree , and start just
either.
businesses, wherever and whenevbut won't let him out
as many controv ties as Walter
For a Happy New Year I say, er possible, even if we have to In
Winchell. How about Roy Wilkins
all come in who ehoose, out of the way to do so. I urge
of the NAACP, or Lester Grang- let
headieg and all go out who choose, and that we trade with colored merLeague,
Urban
the
of
er
defeat of the plan can bfr expected to have "ere is much being said about carry more weight than that ot
migration chants. If there are none in your
.5iinion or interview draw no color lines in
two effects. Southern D mocrats who didn't "rights" during this period of the aggressor is by hating more one I these
Statue of Liber- communilititrade at shop. which
forums once a week on a major and immigration.
give a whoop which w4y the Negro vote many changes, also, there is much efficient evidence on the defend- network?
ed personnel
employ c
ty, let your light no shine!
CONCERNING GOOD MAN- This wi I help all of us economiwent last November, wjfl have full sway in being done to defend these rights. er's side.
And .ehy net elevate pretty
The key to receiving and enjoy- Hilda SiMilis, or charming Betty NERS IN PUBLIC: Just beetling@ cally and job-wise, and stimulate
the new Congress.
nd, any hope for the It is a common thing to hear an
pride.
enactment of civil ights bills is thus fore- individual speak of defending his ing rights is to know. Know your- Granger, or the conversationally lot of us, including myself. are Negro enterprise and race
rights. No one can dctead_kisf self, know others, know the facts
not need In those shops where no Nedelightful Alma John to a major poor in pocket. we do
doolned.
rights alone, There are three perin manners, as well— groes are employed, but whirls
The resulV of the Presidential election sons to be taken into considera- and know what's going on, Also, national hook-up, no the whole to be poor
damning and loud - have many colored customers,
know how to do what you say.
country could hear (and on TV. cussing and
seemed to h ve taught no lesson of import tion when it comes to getting
Where rights have been denied see) what some if our lovely talking on buses and in public speak quietly and courteotisleith,,,
to the Southern wing of the Democratic your rights:
we had no raising at the management, and see if perfr any reason: It is not enough
d intelligent colored women places as if
party. Surely
e defeat should have jolted (1) The defender or vindicator to simply equal the aggressor. a n
all—as some few too frequently suasion cannot be brought to
pathis
of
readers
You
like?
are
it into full realization of its shortcomings. (Sr The agressor or unjust at- You must surpass him in order
But those few are too bear to integrate Ne oes into
per can help on this by writing behave.
Though the Dem rats enjoy a majority in tacker and
to unseat him.
the sales force.
letters to NBC and CBS asking for many.
and
I suggest if You see or hear
Also, have your
both houses of Cótsgress, it is a majority (3) The evidence or testimony By simply being average no it.
to
These
factoss
are
significant
in
a
race
in
the
against
disgracing
contender
can
win
a
race
your lodges form
so marginal that it Ma.y be offset anytime
CONCERNING MICR A- semeone
since in
on any important national Atte by the deciding whether rights h a e a champion neither can he win TION AND IMMIGRATION: Since public place. try discreetly to calm bring about such
been denied. They are also stum- by equaling him, he must excel
th, and group
down to the level union there is st
slightest defection or by death among some bling blocks to all who have learnthe USA is letting in o many him or her
ective usually
behaviour. I dare power is more
him,
refugee Hungarians. I think it of less notorious
of its members.
ed to depend upon hear say eviContending for your rights is
Africa not suggest more drastic means, than individual effort. T h e
The party cannot expect to capture the dence. Hear-say evidence is not important, but not conclusive. .would be nice if South
em
and let in a such as I recently saw employ- more shops and businesses
presidency by the mere control of Congress. conclusive because it is a child Prove the point. Contending for would drop its bars
ploying Negroes, the better your
million Dixiecrats wile ed.
couple
of
of
ignorance of the facts.
It must win the affection and approval of
your rights without proof or eviIn New York not long ago, in a own chances to get a job, and the
like to escape integration
Social, economic and educational dence is like ,gettine hit at a might
the masses by lessening the negative influcrowded bus full of both whites greater the opportunities will be
into the South — because in South
advantages
and
disadvantages
red light without proof of who was
colored drunk was for your children when they finish
ences of its Southern bloc and by adopting
Africa they segregate back, no a and Negraes, a
a !Thera) legislative program that would in- have to do with one being inform- at fault. By simply defending one's Dixiecrat or a Citizens Coun- using extremely profane language school.
Do not spend your money whete
sure positive action on civil rights and con- ed. Tradi:aons and sentiments are rights he can be destroyed To cillor certainly ought to feel at without regard for the women or
also stumbling blocks to rights, be- be destroyed while defending your
children around him. This went you cannot work. Do not support
sequent successive victories at the polls.
home there.
cause of their powers to color the rights without evidence is a useon for several blocks and a full business which will not allow
The Democratic leadership must fol- evidence in favor of the aggres- less sacrifice.
I also suggest that our own
you a chance to earn back some of
15 minutes.
the
with
along
admit,
country
low the drift toward liberalism that has sor.
All who are denied any rights Hungarians, South Africa's colored
Finally another colored man the money you spend. Do not be
brought smashing victory to the RepubliThe importance of eye witness that American Citizens should enhis loud vulgar- an economic nitwit ia 1957. Hapvictims of apartheid, any Arab got fed up With
can party in two consecutive presidential cannot be overlooked. "I know" joy must learn to excel in all of
simply rose piness znd well-being seldom come
refugees from the Gaza Strip who ity and, at a bus stop,
elections or else resign itself to a long siege is an eye witness. "I heard" is the points where they are unjustly might want to come here, or and grabbed the drunk by the about without effort. If you wish
of paralysis. For, the disastrous conse- the hear-say witness, The only accused or opposed in order to re- any colored Algerians who might neck, marched him to the door. the New Year to be a really
in happy one for you, your relativee
queaces of protracted years out of power way that the defender's word can ceive full vindication.
with to flee French bombs and and pushed him off. Everybody
pulled
and friends. and your race, get
it
as
relieved
felt
bus
the
or
U.
S.,
would surely be the fate of a continued
the
settle
in
to
air raids
man busy yourself and help make it so.
uncouth
the
leaving
away
there
are
Maus
(if
black
Mau
any
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any left) who are tired of being on the curb talking obscenely HAPPY
leadership that had kept the Republicans
out of office for twenty long years. But,
they have learned their lesson, and learned
it well.
Let the Democrats beware!

The Defeat Of Liberal Leadership
Democratic Congressional leaders have

spurned a plan by party liberals to form an
advisory legislative planning committee
which would, in effect, retrieve their national organization from the clutches of
Southern brethren in Congress.
The committee's main objective was to
foster passage of liberal legislation which
Would offset heavy Republican voting' inroads in Democratic urban strongholds. To
du so it would have been necessary to muster enough party support in the new Congress to defeat the dilatory parliamentary
tactic known as filibuster. This is the artifice used to block the enactment of liberal
bills.
The rejected plan was intended among

44,11eir

other things to help promote favorable legislations in the field of civil rights. This,
the advisory committee had proposed to do
lqy the simple device of maintaining dose
touch with the party leadership in Congress. Opposition to the plan was led by
Senator Lyndon B. Johnson of Texas, Democratic leader of the Senate, and Representative Sam Rayburn of Texas, Speaker of the

a House who declined the invitation to bew come members of the advisory committee.
Sources close to both men saw a total defeat
for party elements.that had sought to challenge the Congressional leaaership.

.. Those who have agreed to serve inviude Adlai E. Stevenson. Senator Estes E.
Tiefauver of Tennessee. Senator Hubert H.
Humphrey of Minnesota, former President
Truman, Governor Harriman of New York
and Representative Edith Green of Oregon.
Adoption of a more liberal party pro-gram in Congress would augur well for the
Democratic party in future elections. The
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From Other Papers
Why Not Drop Joe's Tox Bill that America can offer a haven to
CAN Dear Editor: FOilowIng is a let- these fleeing foreigners, but on
ter which I recently sent to Presi- the other hand, why can't we also
give mental relaxation to one who
dent Eisenhower:

bear Mr. President: It was with has contributed a great share to
deep concern and keen interest Americanism in..his morale buildthat I listened to the news com- ing of American youth. A share
mentator say that the government that cannot be weighed in dollars
was planning to seize the trust and cents.
fund set up for the children of Joe Louis' back taxes could be
former heavyweight boxing cham- forgiven without the slightest displop. Joe Louis.
Now I ask you, in all fairness. Is
this true democracy? This seems
to me more like the tactics of communism than the sirit we preach.
NEW YORK — Local units of
no convincingly, so dogmatically.
the NAACP in Louisiana have
Our Government tells us that been' advised by Executive Secreminis promises the world a tary Roy Wilkins to suspend acUtopia, While her own go begging, tivity pending a determination of
eking out an existence.
the validity of an injunction issued
• Now look. at us — some 21.000 against the Association by a
Hgitgarians pour Into our country. state court.
al the expense of taxpayers, and
A Louisiana state Court of Apope of these taxpayers, a native, peals ruled on Nov. 26 that the
who has given so much in con- injunction granted by the lower
tributions, benefits and charities, court on March 28 was "null and
lb the only way he knew how, is void" on the ground that the ac.albleing harassed and heckled for tion was taken after the NAACP
`91"
0 tones, the hulk of which is inter- had filed a motion in the U. S.
est.
District Court petitioning removal
1 am proud and thankful to God of the case to that court.

turbance to the national budget.
And I think every TRUE American would raise their voices as
one man and ask congress to pass
a bill to this effect. It is as important to me. and I'm sure it is
to him and is family, as the 5 million dollars we are trying to raise
for Hungarian aid. Respectfully
yours, Tillie Virginia Sprat, Indianapolis. Ind.

La. NAACP Halts Activity

.
S

Filing of this motion automatically removed the case and stayed all action by the state court
until the federal court held a hearing and granted the injunction banning NAACP activity.
Following the March 28 ruling,
the Association suspended activity pending outcome of an appeal
filed with the Circuit Court of Appeal The suspension remained in
force until the Appeals Court ruled on Nov. 26. Pursuant to this ruling, the Association proceeded to
reactivate its units,

Sandwiched in between t h e tive questions and he seemed dephony cheerfulness of the holiday termined to put his best foot fortelevision programs last week was ward and te do it gracefully. If
the telecast of the press confer- his missionwas to win friends
ence held for Prime Minister Neh- and influence people, I would say
ru of India athe National Press his mission was te win friends
Club in Washington. It was de- that he was overwhelmingly successful.
lightful.
In the firs( place, this suave, I will agree. however, tha t
handsome, brown man with the when you read what he actually
white cap and frock coat is just said in cold nrint, he did not say
as attractive to look at with west- very much. The conversations beern eyes as with any other. The tween him and the President
guy literally reeks with culture and were confidential and when the
his Oxford speech is applauded by best newshounds in the business
those who regarded him as a fa- got through with Mr. Nehru they
ker.
still did not know much of what
The antagonistic Chicago Tri- was said down on the President's
bune said of one of his speeches farm at Gettysburg.
last week: "In fact, Mr. Nehru's
Despite their failure to pin him
speech proved once again the use- down and dig out any important
modulata
beautifullly
fulness of
information at the press confered voice and a graceful vocabu- ence. I think all the newsmen went
lary." The Trib, seeking to break away with more 'respect for the
his spell, warned: "Mr. Nehru. soft-spoken Indian leader. If he
like statesmen, who speak in less had anything lip his sleeve other
cultured tone, can be adjudged than genuine friendship, at least
better by his deeds than his it did not show. words."
One of the reasons. I think. that
However that may be, I enjoy- Mr. Nehru has been criticized so
ed the skillful give-and•take of severely in tnt past is that we
the press conference and I be- Americans like to put a man in
lieve the newsmen, who did their a pigeon hole, classify him and
best to take the lid off Nehru's put a label on him.
mind, got a big bang out of it
We always want to call a
too.
spade a spade, pin everything in
'Why should I join the lonely hearts ... I'm lonely all over!' I noticed that the Prime Minis- terms of black or while and "get
ter smiled at the most provoca- down to brass tacks." This kind

of approach, however practical
and rational it may seem, does
not always work in the broad area
of social and political relations.
About the only important American who seemed to have escaped
censure despite the fact that it
was difficult to tell just where he
st ood on many matters was
President Calvin Coolidge. For the
most part, he said nothing, although when he did open his
mouth, he was precise enough.
Speaking of Coolidge. her@ is
what H. L. Mencken wrote of
him:
"The editorial writers who had
the job of concocting mortuary
tributes to the late Calvin Coolidge, LL.D., made heavy weather
of it, and no wonder. Ordinarily,
an American public man dies
by inches, and there is thus
plenty of time to think up beautiful nonsense about him.
"More often than not, indeed
times before he actually does
so. and each threat gives the elegists a chance to mellow sod
adorn their effusions. But Dr. Coolidge slipped out of life almost as
quietly and ea unexpectedly as he
had originally slipped Into public
notice, and in consequence the
brethren were caught napping and
had to do their poetical embalming under desperate pressure."
So much for great men and se
long for now, Happy Holiday...

Tenn. Staters Host To Throng At Holiday &mai*

LLOONS IN HAND two
Tennessee State grid stars
liclite positions by the TS1.1 Welcomes You sign which greeted
rfT'sts and members of t he
Memphis club of university as
they entered Club Ebony for
alga annual holiday dance

sponsored by the Tennessee
students. Gent at right is former Douglass High prepster Fay
Mitchell, Tennessee State AllAmerican this season. Mitchell,
6-foot-Idnch. 205 pounder,
was also on the MWAA

Conference team. Robert Craw.
ford, left, former Melrose
quarterback, also made t h a
MWAA All-Conference squad
from Tennessee State in the
quarterback slot. (Newson
Photos)

WITH THEIR SCHOOL EMBLEM an impressive part of
a colorful background, officers
of the Memphis dub of Tennessee State university take a

bow during the Intermission.
From left are: Robert Crawford, athletic epresentative;
Fay
sgt.-at-arms;
Owen
s
chaplain;
Ch

Charles Jackson, president:
Perryman,
Celestine
Miss
secretary; Gilbert Fisher, as.
sistant secretary; Donald Per-

O)

ry, publicity, add W. J. Tatar;
treasurer. Not present f o
Claybort
picture. Johnny
vice president.

C

•
BANDLEADER George Cole'
min gets "sent" smiles from
Ms Rose Marie Caviness,

left, of 991 Alaska. and Miss
Jaqueline Townsend, of 509
Wicks, as he riffles some solo

notes. Band's music seemed
real popular with the college
goers.

CITATIONS were part of the
lively intermission and they
went to this group of Memphians who have earvel niches
for themselves. F::oni left are
Charles Jackson. piesident of

the Memphis club of Tennessee State university; Gilbert
Fisher, president of the sophomore class at Tennessee
State; Robert 1Villiams, president of the university student

council; Robert Crawford,
football player; Miss Josie
Raldridle, freshman alternate
to Miss Tennessee State; Fay
Mitchell, Jesse Witham and
Ernie Mayes, football players.

Miss Joyce McAnuity. sophomore alternate to Miss Tennessee State also recelsed an
award but was not present for
the picture.

•
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AMONG STATE'S GUESTS for
their annual dance were Augustus White. left, Brown univeksity senior, his date Miss
Maxine McCain, and Esker
Harris. U(1,A student. Both
lads have made outstanding
records al their respectise
*Owls in sarious academic
and athletic fields. White, a

good wrestler as well as foot'
hall plaser, was a hero for the
umpteenth time) at Brown university theweekhefore
Thanksgiving when he ni•'-ed
off a pass and sped 17 yards
for the lotiehdown that gave
Brown a 13-6 victors over
Cornell. He ended his play

against Colgate Thanksgiving
week. Harris, w h o started
making quite a record for him•
self as a boxer while still a
student at Melrose High here,
made the All.Pacifi team this
season. 1
sear he played
in the Ro e Bowl game against
Ohio Slate,

CHEER TO CHEEK is the old
expression that often describes
dancers, but for this crowded

floor, shoulder to shonlder fits
the hill just as well. T h e
dance began at 10 p.m., ended

at 2 a.M. amid floor space was
At that it was
at a pre..
better than the sit•down space

which soon ran nut on lb
large crowd. (Newson photer

•
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Miss Lily Patricia Walker Makes Debut In Spectacular Events

DEBUT OF LILY PATRICIA WALKER—Highlights of
tffe brilliant and spectacular debutant reception at Memphis and debutante ball at Little Rock, Ark., of Miss Lily
Patricia Walker, lovely daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Antonio
Maceo Walker of 1266 South Parkway East, Memphis,
Tenn., are seen in the above pictures. (1) Miss Walker,
standing at the middle of her bevy of beautiful assistants.
(2) Mr. and Mrs. Walker, with their daughter, Miss Walk-

er. (3) Miss Walker poses with her escorts: (left to right)
Walter Gibson, jr., of Meharry Medical college: Augustus
White. a senior at Brown uniVersity, and James Stafford
of Chicago, Ill., a senior at Fisk U. (4) Three generations
are seen as the lovely debutante stands with her parents
(Irlt to right), Mr. and Mrs. Walker: her paternal grandfather, Dr. .1. E. Walker; and her maternal grandfather,
Dr. G. W. S. Ish, sr., prominent physician of Little Rock.
Ark. Miss Walker's father is the president of Universal

life. (5) The beautiful (.ebutante, Miss Lily Patricia Walker, a vision of loveliness. (6) The beautiful mantel with
its flanking vases of white chrysanthemums, and the indirect-lighted oil portrait of the deb and her young brother,
Antonio Maceo Walker, jr., is (shown) behind Miss Walker and her father. (7) Miss Walker was the queen of this
bevy of lovely debutantes at, the Pi Lambda chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity debutante ball, Wednesday,
Dec. 26, at Little Rock, Ark. (8) Following the presenta-

tion at the Ball, Miss Walker posed with her escort, Au.
gustus White, a senior at Brown U., her father, Mr.
Walla.
er, and her grandfather, (foreground), Dr. G. W. S. Is
a charter member of Pi Lambda chapter. (9)
A family
group shows (left to right), Miss Annette Foster of Masli.
ville, Tenn., the honoree's cousin, Miss Walker. her father
and her mother. Mr. and Mrs. Antoino Maceo Walker, and
her step-grandmother, Mrs. G. W. S. Ish, sr., of Little
Rock, Ark.

1

Mrs. Alexander Dumas, Mr. and'
Mrs. George Stevens, Mr. and Walkers
Mrs. It J. Roddy, Mr. and Mrs
E. V. Tarpley, 1dr. and Mrs. H.
Tarpley,
dinton Ray, Mrs. J.
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Young, Mrs.
Ann F. Benson, Rev, B. T. Hunt,
Mrs. Aline E. Franklin, Miss
Harry Mae Simons, Mr. and Mrs
Miss Lily Patricia Walker was
Hollis Price, Mr. and Mrs. Harry honored by her parents, Mr and
PrestA.
Mrs.
and
T Cash, Mr.
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker at a brilwood of Dallas, Texas; Mr. and liant supper dance at the Uni(See Photo Layout on Page 9)
Mrs. Thomas Willis, Mrs. A. W. versal Life Insurance toting e.
Willis, Sr. Mrs. Roslyn Walker. Thursday night, following the forBy NIARJORIE I. ULEN
Dr and Mrs. A. K. Smith, Dr. mal debutante reception held at
Making her bow to Memphis soand Mrs. Cooper Taylor, Mr. and the home of her parents earlier
ciety at a brilliant debutante reMrs. I. S. Bodden, Mr. and Mrs. in the evening.
ception last Thursday evening,
Caffrey V. Bartholomew, M is s
Approximately 75 members at
Dec. 27, the likes of which h a s
Ann C. Bartholomew, Mr. and
the younger set were invited to
never been witnessed in the hisCeMrs.
Thornton,
Powers
Mrs.
the lavish an exclusive affair that
tory of Memphis, was a popular
celia Bowlea of New York,
lasted from 9 until 1.
member of the younger set, Miss
Mrs. N. B. Humes, Miss MarPatricia Walker.
The dining area of the beautiLily
predominating,
whites
with
n
y
I
sri,
garet Hubbard, Miss C
Last week's whirl of Christmas or —
Mrs. Antonio Maceo Walker, the
ful lounge was converted into an
rosand
gardenias
camellias,
Morris,
Jean
Bertha
the
Miss
left
Rhodes,
parties and social gatherings
authentic supper club scene, commother of the debutante, and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt H. Simon,
Memphians and scores of out-uf- es.
plete with tables on either side
Walker, were hosts at their pahon.the
.
orchids.
Ward,
D.
of
Elene
Sawyer,
Speaking
Wendell
no
.with
town guests breathless. .
of the dance space, and a huge
latial home at. 1253 South Parkmagnificent
a
wore
Mrs.
Kirk,
R.
E.
Mrs.
and
mother
Mr.
oree's
Year's
New
respite in sight for the
backdrop which extended
way East.
Raymond Lynon, Miss Joyce Ann mural
one with a red throat —
eve celebrations that were yet to white
from ceiling to floor on one enSeveral hundred guests called
the red and
out
Isaac WhitMrs.
and
Mr.
Lynon,
carrying
again
come.
seven o'clock for
of the room. Artist drawthat prevailed from four until
aker, J. D. Springer, Mr. and tire side
Things got off to a grand start white color scheme
depicted still life, art, surthe elaborate reception that has
Mrs. F. R. Kilpatrick, its, Mr. ings
occasion.
the
night
Christmas
superb
with the
chanipagne and highball
set a high precedent.
and Mrs. S. W. Qualls, Mrs. Har- realistic
party held for the second year THE SUPPER DANCE
PRESENTED AT LITTLE ROCK
glasses, dancing couples, top hats
Glen
of
Hayes
old
Ridge,
N. J•;
nightclub scenes on the
by the Thomas H. Hayes and thei The dance for the younger set, Miss Walker was first introMr, and Mrs. William Luster of and other
beautiful mural. Each table was
C. C. Sawyers at the palatial that followed the same night at duced at the traditional debutante
Ohio;
Eddie
Mrs.
Cleveland,
0.
table cloths exHayes residence at South Park- the Universal Lounge was the coz- ball of Pi Lambda chapter of
Rodgers, Mr and Mrs. Samuel R. laid with white
way and Wilson ave. Guests be- ies, night-club scene anywhere I Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity at Littending to the floor, with inoi.
and
Mr.
Brown,
C.
Edwin
Mrs.
until
of serpentine
have seen outside of swank New tle Rock, Ark., Wednesday, Dec.
gan arriving early.. .staved
Jones, Dr. and Mrs. E. Frank vidual assortment
the wee hours. ,enjoying every York clubs. Euless Hunt did the 26, at Robinson Auditorium ballWhite, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hayes, and confetti.
atmosconvivial
moment of the
art work for the massive mural room, with eight other debutantes.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Howard, Miss MIDNIGHT SUPPER
phere. Throughout the spacious that covered one entire wall from Her debut at Little Rock was
Throughout the beautiful dance,
Alva Jean Jamison, Mr. and Mrs.
with
foyer
grand
ite
sentiment
from
home,
ceiling to floor. And. . the mid- marked with family
Harold Jamison, Joseph P. Shan- where feminine guests were atIts gigantic Christmas tree. . . night supper can be judged for since her mother, the former Miss
non, Adeline A. Pipes, Mrs. Fred- tired in pastel hues of short forthe brightly lighted wall recesses itself by the superb menu outlin- Harriette Ish, and her maternal
die L. Wesley, Miss Carole Jami- mals and young men in black tie
of the living-dining area high- ed in the story elsewhere on this forebears are frsin that city. Her
evening dress, punch was served
son.
lighted the bright Christmas dec- page.
grandfather, Dr. G. W. S. Ish, Sr.,
highlight.
Dr. and Mrs. B. F. McCleave, from a beautiful table
LamtaPi
of
member
orations seen throughout t h
charter
a
is
That it was a wonderful occasby a huge crystal punch bowl
ed
and
Brownlee,
Mr
Is
G.
Mr.
Mrs.
home. 'Twas wonderful seeing ion for the young debutante. can da chapter
and Mrs. F. M. Jordan, Mrs. R. entwined with garlands of red
so many out-of-town guests. . be attested by the fact that she DEBUTANTE RECEPTION
Davidson,
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. carnations. The buffet slipper V. as
in
was
Cascading poinsettas and white
and all in all a wonderful
and her houseguests were still
apd Mrs. W. W. Gib- laid on a handsome table wit h
Dr.
Willis,
day.
Christmas
fern in tall
which to top off
sound asleep at 2 o'clock the fol- chrysanthemums and
Miss
son,
Alison
Vance, M r 3. gold crusted china. a gleaming
goregeously
the
decorated
Feminine guests were
lowing day — gathering fortitude milk glass vases
Vera Stockton, Mrs. P. B. Bur- sterling flatware centered by a
cockWalkMiss
which
beautiful
white
attired in so many
for the full calendar that lay mantel before
ford, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Me- floral centerpiece of I w
er, her parents and her t w o
hied carna, tail frocks. , .it would be a her- ahead.
bane, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Owen, Fuiji mums and tal
out
of
Walker
them
E.
J.
Dr.
single
flograndfathers,
to
handsome
task
the
--culean
Mrs. Addle D. Jones, Mrs. George tions. Flanking
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Memphis and Dr G. W. J. Ish,
ral arrangements were two tall
.for comment.
were
guests
W.
Mrs.
J.
Lee,
out-of-town
Andrew
Among
Danaey
candles festooned with
- The big news of every conver- Cecelia Bowles of NYC, visiting Sr., of Little Rock, stood beneath
and son. Mrs. Benjamin Hooks, styroform
a handsome oil portrait of the
small bright Christmas tree balls.
sation centered about the pending her
and
Humes
Nellie
and
B.
Mr.
R.
Mrs.
Sugarmon,
Mrs.
aunt,
beautifully prepared catered
debut of Memphis' young lady oi Sam Skipper. . .Minnie Bell Red- debutante and her brother, An.
sr , Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Johns, The
Walker, jr, to receive
the hour. . .charming and lovely
menu included stuffed breast of
In• tome Maceo
Sir
Hampton
from
Mrs.
and
W.
Bowles
John
mond
Whittakto
ham. p0guests.
Lily Pat Walker, who was
er and son, Mr. and Mrs. R. E.---fin'kQ' cranberry glazed
stitute, visiting her parents, Dr.
: spinach mound stirvitleinabr
Her mother wore a becoming
make her debut the following night
Curl of Nacogdoches, Texas, Mr. halo
Mrs. K M Wilkins...Marand
white
at
shirred
of
ball
Harvard bects,
limed of rows
at the Alpha Phi Alpha
and Mrs. L. F. Briscoe, Mr. and rounded by tiny
garet and "Bo" Spearman from
cranberry salad and apricot nog
Little Rock, Ark. . .and the deb-, Arkansas AM & N, visiting her alencon lace fashioned with a
Mrs.Ashton
J.
Hayes,
and
Mr.
strapless bodice outlined at t h •
cookies and fruit
ntants reception to be given in mother. Mrs. J. E. Herndon. .
Mrs. C. D. Davis, Mrs. Ruth F. with Christmas
her honor on Friday at their South Eloise Lewis Woods of Los An- Empire waist with crushed white
Miss
Y.
Collins,
Grace
Collins,
satin, extending into a full circuParkway home. And. . .therein
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Beauchamp, THE HONOREE
geles — visiting her parents the
hangs many an interesting bit of Robert . Lewises, Sr., and Ruth lar skirt of the tiny rows of lace,
Throughout the exclusive dance,
Mrs. Vivian Tarpley, Mrs. AdeMISS LILY PATRICIA WALKER
worn over hoops and crinolines.
i
news! So here goes.:
Photogra her from Jet and Eblai
jr.
Settle,
de
Owens,
Noble
Bland
and
Lewis...Texana
Robert
Her mother ore a becoming reit., Whittaker, Miss Patricia min Washington Miller, U. S. Air I traeted sesietts from distant points
THE LITTLE ROCK DEBUT
on hand coland Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Neal
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest B. Abron, ony magazines were
sheath frock of black chantilly Lynn Walker, Miss 'arole L tt g Force; Miss Carolyn Fay Whit- throughout t h e country, w a
Your scribe drove over to Lit.
lecting pictures for the coverage
of
visiting
—
Edger
the
Chicago
r.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
G.
J.
jr.,
Isla
of
apntes
a
qebut
The
Byrd.
nk net, and Miss Lula
more, daughter of Mr. and Mit.' Fred
en.
as
lie Rock Wednesday evening to H. Devises and Elizabeth Young lace overlaying shell
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. D. to be given in the publications,
archOther out-oidov n frit its of M ss Clyde Swedborg of 1523 Pulaski,' proached through a white
be on hand for the brilliant for- . .Mrs. Calhe Stewart of For' trimmed with black taffeta circuthey also did at the reception at
H
II'
C
M
•
either
•
on
flanked
gate,
and
way
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Mrs. Cecil If, Robinson, 1217 %V. tante's aunt and uncle. Mr. and Calif.; Mrs. Mildred Crawford, assistants and out-of-town guests
fathek
eels, the W. F. Taylors — and
sented to one of her two hand- we're sorry to report that Thel- tire wall was lined with more of June Renee Becton, daughter of 22, Little Rock, who is a freshMrs. If. B. Anderson, Mrs Eve- Mrs. Charlesteen Mites, Miss Ut- and were: Miss Agretta Whittakcome and stalwa4t escorts, Gus ma's visit ended on a sad note the scores of baskets of flowers I Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Becton, of man at Lincoln U., escorted ba
oka Quarles, Mrs. Loretta Kateo, er, Miss Carol Latting. Miss MarJackson. and her•parents.
White, who had th ladies —young when she had to be rushed to the that were sent to the lovely young 1412 Izard, Little Rock, a fresh- Williarn L. Hightower, jr.: Miss lyn
Miss Annette L. Foster, Gus E. ion Washington of Los Angeles,
RECEPTION GUESTS
man student at Arkansas AM & N Virginia Sue Washington, d
and old alike — d poling as they hospital Friday evening because deb.
h
Among the hundred of guests Bowers, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Calif.; Miss Patricia Lynn \Valkcollege, who was escorted by ter of Mrs. Cortez Washington,
beheld him in his white tie and of a severe illness. Other visitors RED AND WHITE COLOR
Branch of Tougaloo college, Jack- er, Miss Annette Foster of NashSamuel Edwards of Camden. Ark.: 1100 West 17th street, Pine who called at the Memphis debu- son, Miss.; Dr. and Mrs. G. W.
tails. Little Ruck belles were flus- included Darrington Pines el SCHEME
ville, Tenn.; Miss Norma Watson
reception were Mrs, Ruth
tered likewise by good - iooking Washington. , .Aline Upshaw of
From the handsome entrance to, Miss Marion A. Watson. (laugh- , Bluff, Arkansasa, a student at tante
of Pine Bluff, Ark.; Miss NorUoyd, Dr. and S. lsh, Sr. Little Rock, Ark.
Walter Gibson, who looked equal. Chattanooga. . .Mr. and Mrs A. the beautiful contemporary home,'ter of the late Dr. J. B. Watson Arkansas AM & N, who escorted Parker, Charles
ma Walton of Cleveland, Ohio;
Mrs. J. H. Seward. Mr. and Mrs. SUPPER DANCE
ly as sharp in his formal attire Prestwood of Dallas, Texas — guests were greeted with brilliant' and Mrs. J. B. Watson of 1379. by William Johnson of Saulsberry,
Woods, Mrs. Mary D. Following the lavish debutante Miss June Stann of Jackson. Ter..
The entire proceedings were tel- houseguests of the Harry Cashes outdoor Christmas house decora- Eureka, Pine Bluff, Ark., a fresh- N. C., and Miss Walker, a fresh- A. M.
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Cleveland. Ohio, visited the J. A "Merry Christmas' and tall light- U. S. Naval School of Teennolo- White of Brown U. and Walter
Mr. the Universal Life Insurance Owen and Louis Hampton. jr., GilBeaming with delight and hap- Hayes. Also from Los Angeles 'ed candle door decorations flank- . gy; Miss Peggy LaRue Williams, Gibson, jr.. of Meharry Medical Or, and Mrs. A. B. Carter,
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Masons Give
• 266 Baskets
The Prhice Nall Masonic Lodges and Eastern Star Chapters of
Memphis, under the direction of
Roy Mays, distributed 213e, bags
of food to the needy Saturday,
Dec. 22.
For 10 years the lodges and
chapters have responded to this
worthy cause. Rev. Chas F. Wilhelm, Grand Master, has been
present to greet every recipient
and to wish each a Merry Christina!,
Each bag contained a ham, potatoes, salt pork, flour, meat su
gar, baking powder, salt, canned
goods, vegetables, cereal a n !
fruit.
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AKA INITIATION BANQUET
—Beta Epsilon Omega chapter
of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
honored eight neophyte members at an initiation banquet
held at the Parish House of
Emmanuel Episcopal church,

Saturday, Dec. 22, following
initiation rites. Members of the
chapter and the honorees are
seen at the beautiful banquet
tables that were decorated
with poinsettias and Mexican
palms and highlighted with

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Hayes Briscoe and Mrs. Briscoe's mothI
and Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Sawyer er, Mrs. 0., D. Curl of Nacogentertained friends and out-of-town doches, Texas, Jesse Springer,
guests at their second Christmas Mr. and Mrs. Frank Williams, Dr.
Open House at t he home of Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr., and
and Mrs. Hayes,. 1329 South Park- Miss Marion Speight of Daytona
way East. Christmas night.
Beach, Fla.; Mr. and Mrs. Sam
The Hayes' distinctive contem- Qualls, jr., Mr. and Mrs. Harold
porary home was embellished Jamison, Dr. and Mrs. E. Frank
with their traditional blue-lighted White, Dr. and Mrs. Julian Kelso,
giant tree, forming a focal point Miss Jewel Gentry, Mr. and Mrs.
in the foyer of the lovely home. Robert Lewis and his sister, Mrs.
Throughout the epacious living- Eloise Lewis Woods of L o a Andining area, highlighted with it geles, Calif.; Mrs. Charlesteen
NEW YORK — White Catholics
glowing indirect lighting, a n d in Miles, Elmer Henderson, Law- can help convert Negroes to the
the gay basement recreation with rence Westley, Charles Tarpley, church by showing their faith to
its unusual collection of masks Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt Simon, Mr. be "integrally and truly catholic,"
that adorn the walls were scenes and Mrs. 0, Picket,, Mr. and said a noted priest-author in a disMrs. Otha Sawyer, Dr. and Mrs. cussion here.
of bright Christmas decorations.
I I. A. Watson, jr., Dr. and Mrs.
Father John LaFarge, S.J., an
BUFFET SUPPER
'Theron Northcross, and Mr s. authority on race relations, made
A festive table held a delicious Northcross'
sister, Miss Dorothy the statement during a panel disassortment of hors d'oeuvres and Patton
of Nashville. Tenn.; Mrs. cussion of his latest book, "The
canapes and provided interesting
Texans Bland David and Mrs. Catholic Viewpoint on Race Relaconversation and impetus to the
Charlie Neal of Chicago, Ill.; Dr. tions." at the weekly Catholic
Ingala party.
A. B. Carter, Mr. and Mrs. R. terracial Forum
Mrs. Hayes and Mrs. Sawyer B.
Sugarmon. Mr. and Mrs. TayTaking
issue with some who feel
received their guests attired in lor D. C'. Haves
and Mrs. Hayes' that Catholic interracial activity
cocktail frocks of black velvet aunt. Mrs. Carrie Stewart
of Fort should be concerned with convertwith accordian pleated skirt, and Smith, Ark.; Mr. and M.rs.
L. C.
a white wool trimmed with gold Sharp, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Branch ing Negroes to the church nefore
.and green decorations, respect- of Tougaloo College at Jackson, taking up the question of Negro
rights, Father LaFarge said:
ively.
Miss.: Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Wil"Conversion of the Negro is
QUESTS
lis, Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Frazier
Seen at the beautiful party were and Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Phillips. largely conditioned on his situaMr. and Mrs. William Owens, Mr. both of Louisville, Ky.; Dr. and tion in the community. He is not
and Mrs. Peter Jones, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Horne and her sister, converted in an abstract world. be
Mrs. Marvin Tarpley with Mrs. Miss Darrington Pipes of Wash- is converted in a world of sitTarpley's sister, Mrs. Chrystal ington. D. C., Dr. and Mrs. Frede- uation. To invite people into the
Luneeford Hayes of Baltimore, rick Rivers with Mrs. Rivers' fa- church and then tell them that we
Md.; Mr. and Mrs. Alex Wilson, ther,- Dr. U. L. Mayfield of cannot treat them as equals is deception.
Mr. and Mrs. John Outlaw, Chap- Ft Worth, Texas;
"There are thousands, possibly
lain and Mrs. L. A. Thigpen, Mrs.
Also Mrs., Ann Benson and her
millions of Negroes in this country
Lillian Jones, Atty. A. A. Latting, sister, Mrs. Aline Upshaw
of Chatwho would be inclined to join the
Mrs. Minnie Smith, Mrs. S a wer's mother, Mr. and Mrs. John tanooga, Ten n.; Dr. and Mrs. church if they fully iealized that
L. Brinkley, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- Charles Wallace of Beaumont within the Church they would be
win Prater, Mr. and Mrs. John Texas; Buddy Dancy, Mr. and treated as equals," Father LaWhittaker, Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Mrs. John Arnold, Mr. and Mrs. Farge continued.
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the home of the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Witimams of 1732 Greenview Circle.
Mrs. Harris is the former
Miss Loretta Ann Williams.
Mr. Harris is the son of Mrs.
Evelyn Harris of Mason, Tenn.

Her attendants were Miss Mil.
dred Sykes, Bettye Cash, Mae
Lou Bowden and Delois Miller.
Groomsmen were Robert Allen,
Tommie Bonie, Benjamin Byrd
and Robert Bowles.
The ringbearer
Rickie Horne
i'dr. and Mrs. Walter L, Robintilde Whalum, Mrs. Earneswore a white suit and carried a
tine Martin, Miss Velma Lois
white satin, lace trimmed pillow. son. sr., announces the engagement of their daughter. Miss ShirJones, Mrs. I,eoda Gammon,
The flower girl, Wanda Weather,
ley Marie Robinson to Chaplain
Dr, Clara Weisner, Mrs. Ill.
was attired. in white organdy with
James Vernon Lyles. The wedlian Crowder and Mrs. Estela halo of flii-wers around her head.
ding is scheduled for Saturday,
le Cash.
She carried a bksket of roses and
Feb. 9 at First Baptist Church
carnations,
Chelsea.
The bride's mother was attired
The bride - elect is a graduate
via of Philadelphia. Pa.; M ma. in a light-blue print creme frock of Booker T. Washington High
Betty Bland, Atty. and Mrs. H. against a navy background, its school and Griggs Business colL. Lockard, Mrs. harry C a s h, net - trimmed neckline accented lege. She resides with her parMrs. A. Prestwood of Dallas, Tex- with sequins. She wore a black ents at 651 N. Decatur at. She
as; Mrs. Claiborne Davis, Dr. and velveteen dome-shape hat a n d is a member of Beautiful
Star
Mrs. R. Q. Venson and Mrs. Wal- black accessories, and a corsage chapter No. 4, OES, which she
of white carnations.
ter Gibson.
serves as associated matron.
THE COUPLE
The groom - elect is a First
MISS SHIRLEY ROBINSON
Miss Williams attended Klon- Lieutenant in the Air Force stadike school. She plans to enter tioned at Chanute Air Force Base
E. H. Crump hospital school of at Rantoul, Ill. Son of Rev. and
nursing.
Mrs. F. 0. Lyles, sr., of TexarMr. Harris attended Gailor kana, he is a graduate of Southern
Methodist university of Texschool at Mason until he entered
WASHINGTON — The American
the Armed forces in 1954. He wan as where he was awarded the
stationed in Richmond, Calif., fol- B'nai B'rith award of outstand- Red Cross is greatly encouraged
lowing training at Camp Chaffee, ing achievement in t h e field of by expressions of support from
social ethics.
prominent leaders of the Negro
Ark.
He is a member of Alpha Phi community of the special t3,000e.
Immediately following the cere000 appeal for emergency relied
mony a reception was held at the Alph fraternity.
to the Hungarian people, E. Rohome of the bride's parents. The
land
Harriman, Red Cross elm*
house was decorated with pink
man,
says.
roses, and the bride's table was
Endorsement of the campaign
adorned with a three tiered cake
with pink and white ornaments,
came in wires and letters front
poised on a in,:ror atop a lovely
Channing H. Tobias, chairman of
YAOUNDE, French Cameroons
white lace cloth. Gladiolias and
— (ANP) — Voters in the French the board of the NAACP; J. Ercarnations surrounded the cake on Cameroons
nest Wilkins, assistant secretary of
have elected two candithe candle-lit table. Hostesses at
dates who had been murdered labor for international labor af.
the lovely reception were Mrs. and
two others who are missing, fairs; Alonzo G .Moron, president
Williams and Misses Beatrice Dic- in an
election for a 70-seat Ag- of Hampton Institute, and E. Fred.
kerson and Mildred Sykes assist- in
an election for a 70-seat as. crick Morrow, White House act.
ing.
sembly to draw up a consti- ministrative assistant for special
projects.
tution.
The murders and kidnappings
.
were blamed on left-wing extremists who boycotted the elctions.
The two bodies were found this
LOANS — INSURANCE
week in the brush country near
72 Union Avenue,
their homes One of the dead
Serving Memphis SO Years
candidates was a prominent AfriJA. 6-0341
can doctor,

Christmas decoration, lit by
glowing tapers. The new members are seen standing behind
the seated officers of the chapter. Left to right are: Mrs.
Attie Mae Roberts, Mrs. Ma-

Leaders Back
Red Cross Appeal

Cites Duty
Of Catholics

Elect Dead Men
To Africa Body

J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.

Bart
DETROIT NEWLYWEDS —
Of interest to many Memphians is the announcement of
the wedding and reception of
Mr and Mrs, Albert Lee Mason. jr. The bride, the former

Miss Naomi Anne Register,
was married Dec. 15, at Second Grace Methodist church,
In Detroit, Mich. The couple
are residing at 17924 Mackay,
Detroit.
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MR. %ND. MRS. JOHN E.
HARRIS—Following a beautiful wedding ceremony at
Vance Avenue Church of
Christ, Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Harris are shown cutting their
bridal cake at the lovely re.
ception Sunday, Dec. 23, at

Miss Robinson •
Betrothed To
AF Chaplain

Kirk, Mr. and Mrs. Caffrey Bartholomew, Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Booth, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Young,
Dr. B. B. Martin, Mr.' and Mrs.
Andrew Roberts, Mrs. Juanita
Phillips 'and Osbey McDaniels of
Hollis Price, Miss Martel Trigg Ida Belle, Okla.; Mrs. Mary Syland A. B. Owen, Mr. and Mrs.
Alex Durhas, Mrs. Vivian Tarpley, Mrs. C. S. Jones, Edward

•

alker's
guests
hittaks Marngelcs,
WalkNashVatson
; Nor.
Ohio;
1, Ter.Twieg,
it Lat.
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it' and
Pipes,
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COVINGTON, Va.—For the first
time in history, a Negro minister
has been elected head of the Ministerial association in Covington,
The Rev. M.
Robinson, pasVa.
tor of the First Baptist church in
Covington, was named head of the
group at their December meeting.
Dr. Robinson has been a resident
of Covington and pastor of the
Baptist church for six years. Ile is
a 1938 graduate of Tuskegee Institide . with the bachelor of science
degree in business administration. He also holds a bachelor
sity.

Mr. - Mrs. Hayes, Mt: - Mrs. Sawyer
Entertain With Xmas Open House
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BRIDE APPEARED
Against a background of \tealchn palms and tall basket arrangement of pink and white gladioli and magnolia leaves. t h e
bride appeared in a lovely gown
of white satin overlaid with white
nylon lace, accented across t h
front of the illusion net, bodice
with pearls and sequins. The lou
pointed sleeves extended to the
wrists and the bodice featured
tiny satin buttons from neck to
waist. Her half veil of French illusion extended from her h a Ifcrown headpiece. She carried an
orchid centered bouquet of white
roses.
The lovely rainbow colored
frocks of the four bridesmaids
were of pale yellow, blue, pink
short formal frocks of taffeta covered with nylon net and accented
with alternating rainbow colored
corsages. They wore short white
gloves and matching pumps to
complete their outfits.

Dory Course

1, 110.

SAT., JAN. 5, 1937

Miss Lorretta Ann Williams and
I John E. Harris were united in
marriage Sunday. Dec. 23. at 430
p.m., at Vance Avenue Church of
Christ with Rev. A. J. Colston officiating.
Miss Williams is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Elliott \Villiams
of Greenview Circle. Mr. Harris
is the son of Irs. Eveleyne Harris of Mason, Tenn., and John liarcis, sr., of Chicago, Ill.

Va. Ministers
Select Negro

. GREENSBORO, N. C. — The
largest turnout of dairy farmers
in the history of the A & T college
Dairy Production Short Course is
expected here for the ninth annual
S.ession on February 6-8.

TRI—STATE DEFENDER

Miss Williams
Makes Pledge
To Mr. Harris

CHOIR & fitHIFT
GOWNS
All Colon •nd 4.101
Cemboweeveas
Ros,nnahly P,.red

HOLIDAY GUESTS:—Among
the many out•ortown guests at
the lavish Christmas party giv•
en by Mr. and Mrs Thomas
Mayes and Mr. and Mrs. C. C.

Sawyer, were seated, left to
right tin photo left). Mrs. 0.
D. Curl of Nochadoches, Ten•
as; Mrs. Carrie Haskins Stew
art of Fort Smith, Ark.; stand•
e

ing, left to right, Dr. U. L.,
Mayfield of Fort Worth, Tea•
as, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Branch
of Jackson, Miss., and Miss
Marion M. Speight of Daytona
Beach, Fla. In the candid

0,
100.

scenes at right. She height of
the Christmas party given by
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Hayes and Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Sawyer at the home 'of Mr.
and Mrs. Hayes, 1329 South

Parkway
East, Christmas
night, the photographer caught
some of the guests at the festive affair that attracted scores of socialites and out-oftown guests. (Reese photos)

take a carton home!"
When the gang gathers at your
house, you'll have many a call for
Coke. Make sure the refrigerator has
plenty—ice cold! If not... what're
you waiting for? Your favorite
dealer has your favorite refreshment
In handy cartons. Stock up ...right
Row •..on dchcions Coca-Colt!
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Solid
Stars
Sepia
Finds
Florida
so they say_

, SAT., JAN. 5, 1957

Belafonte, Cab
Among Naturals
Set For Hotels

By AL MONROE
WHEN ANNOUNCEMENT .of ERTY is in California where real
business —ALWAYS
Cordie King's marriage to some- estate is big
one other than Sammy Davis, jr., INTE'RESTNG and inspiring are
was made the "know-alls" irn- the annual XMAS cards sent out by
mediately screamed "knew it was Andy Razaf and wife with the poa publicity stunt all along:' mean- etic LINES BY ANDY as reading
ing no Davis-King hookup was ever matter.— THOSE VERY UNIQUE
actually in the making. — THIS Xmas cards sent out tty Louis
Earl
IS FAR from the truth. — FACT Armstrong, Red Saunders,
IS SAMMY and Cordie were quite Bostic and others were made by
serious when the announcement top organist Lonnie Simmons .—
ZIGGY JOHNSON was te arrive
was made. WHAT HAPPENED
before
was the timing. — CORDIE KING in Chicago from Detroit just
WANTED to hurry the wedding Xmas but was delayed when be
while Sammy sought delay.— HE bad troubles putting on his boxing
WANTED TO be sure the marriage gloves. — HE WEARS the gloves,
would last and felt time — based according to Count Basle to avoid
when
en learning to know each other — having to go into his pocket
as the song goes, was the answer, time comes to reach for the check
VIEWERS
$O INSTEAD OF referring to at any given party.—
what happened as something that 'WITNESSING television program
the hlnever was actually meant to hap- "Studio l" that offered
pen let's just remember it as cots of Joe Louis ,and others are
agreed that show was good. —
something time erased,
•••
HOWEVER MOST viewers were
THERE A R E THOSE WHO critical of THE "SEPIA CHAMPcoat/ad Sammy's management 'ION'S choice of language when
newspaperman
a
to
planted the seed for an imaginary talking
wedding to offset adverse publici- (white) whom he never forgot to
ty for the star's rumored inter- call "mister," even when dealing
racial romances. — Tins CAN the scribe a verbal lashing. —
IF YOU SAW "Hungarian Rehardly be the case. — IN FACT
THERE weren't any Cases against lief" program on TV it must have
Sammy that were accepted as occured to you that the Danny
bonalide. — THERE WERE, of Thomas pickup from Hollywood
tome, rumors of "affairs" that showed him in the same room,
stemmed from a well known gos• same decorations USED TO TELE-I
eip magazine which were never CAST Nat King Cole show night
proved. AT LEAST TO THE setts- before.—ONLY THE ARM CHAIR! Ruby Dee in the role of "Mrs. j baseball star s life story is aired,
faction of the average Davis fan was changed—to another position Jackie Robinson" will be seen on I
minor Watson, Richard Lane and
in the room —SAMMY DAVIS, jr,
sad admirer.—
ABC-TV Thurs. Jan 10. when the others appear in the cast via film.
WHEN LIONEL HAMPTON'S made a big mistake on same pro'gamer as bend leader ends he'll gram referring to next act (which
Miss Dee is a prominent and
have little to worry about on ft- he introduced) as my good friends
popular figure along entertainment
up
mess
to
on
going
then
and
enHAS
GLADYS
—
kick.
nancial
'row. The title role in "Anna Lugmeered enough property purchas- their names. — JUNIOR'S ATcaste" and numerous other Broadkeep "Hemp- in the dough TEMPT to smoothen out the
ee
without working for the rest of blunder only served to make it
w ay shows are already on her
credits sheet. In the film "The
his life — MOST OF THE PROP- more noticeable.
Jackie Robinson Story," however,
NEW YORK — (CBS!— When ; she is seen at her talented best.
; Sammy Davis, Jr., began rehears- 'Picture will hit most screens on
, ABC-TV around 10:00 p.m. It is
' ing for the special TV perform- part of a series of all-star films
ance he did on Jackie Gleason's scheduled for the chain air waves.
show, quite a few problems arose.
The story is based on .1ackie's
One of them was if Sammy entrance into organized baseball
would be able to ad lib, the one'and the many problems he endured
en route to stardom. Pix is factual
thing he does on all shows. It took
with many actual scenes of Jackseveral vice presidents to okay the ie's earlier career at home and at
Davis style,
, UCLA.

fl

to

MIAMI, Fla. — With entertainment shifting to this section of the
U.S. where moneyed folk seeking
warmer clime managements nat..
urally are searching for the top
attractions for their floor shows
in hotels and cafes.
And, as was true last season,
many of the attractions sought are
top Sepia names. Quite a few artists are already on the scene with
others booked for the season. Such
.artists as Cab Calloway, Fats
Domino, Pearl Bailey, Lena Horne,
Dorothy Dandridge, Nat King Cole,
Ivory Joe Hunter. Sammy Davis.,
ir, Duke Ellington, Count Basic,
Erroll Garner, and many more are
being sought for Florida engagements with several either signed or
showing a willingness to sign on
•
the dotted line.
Two reasons stand out for this
turn to Sepia entertainment. One
is fact that most of the guests are
from the East where Sepia and
interracial entertainment is welcomed. Then there is the matter of
box office appeal. It has been proved that gates soar when the top
Sepia stars appear on location.
Such artists as Billy Daniles, the

1

TV Jan. 10

Original Ink Spots, Dorothy Deadridge, Cab Calloway, Sammy Davis, jr., Nat King Cole and others
have combined to set marks at
spots that have stood through
severaLaeasons.
When the plan to hook Sepia
talent was first announced here it
was doubted in some quarters that
such performances would be welcomed. The doubt was soon dispelled. Artists like Jo Baker, Davis, Daniels, Horne, Dandridge,
came into the spots here and patronage increased. With the issue
settled most hotels and cafes have
increased the tempo of Sepia
bookings.
For a number of years California
attracted most of the Sepia stars
S more work
in winter. There
in Califonia and here in Florida
during cold weather than was
available in New 'York and Chicago. But only the West Coast welcomed the Sepia artists. Now with
Florida in the picture. California
gets only part of the attractions.
A'few stay on East coast but majority of the non-Coast travelers
hit the trail for Florida.

41,

COLORADI
Clarke. 210
loll, %Juan
drafted by
Browns,
in the Rue
Year's Day

Sammy Davis
Ad- ibs TV

Pearl Bailey To
Battle Kitt For
Broadway Trade

1

OPERA STAR MURIEL
RAHN, the original "Carmen
Jones" had hoped to join hubby who is touring Africa for
State Department but due to
plans for early tour of college

campuses had to pass up trip.
Her hubby, Dick Campbell, is
one of nation's top concert talent agents and during World
War II was coordinator of
Sepia talent for USO shows.

Churches S lit On Pix
Baby Doll As Immoral

NEW YORK — There will be big 'Regal. She has a few more chores
time rivalry along the main Ito take care of and then moves
Item when Pearl Bailey debuts at into the local hotel which is an
the Waldorf Astorla's Empire upper-bracket accomplishment for ,
room and Earths Kitt will be spot- her. Pearl has earned the rigte I
I
lighting in the Persian room of the I for the Waldorf engagemeet. Her
numerous appearances on TV and
Plaza.
the trio of pictures she starred
The two artists are different in during the past year were sockIn *Sybil but both stand at the sational. Then is it any wonder
top M the ladder in their respectthat the Waldorf decided she was
ive categories. One thins is cer- :ripe
and ready for its famous Emtain. Neither hotel will lack papire rooms As for Kitt, she will
tronage during the engagements
be repeating several top engage—at different spots.
ments she has enjoyed along local
Miss Bailey is currently on the- upstairs row. The rit airy will be
atre tour with remainder of week friendly but terrific neser-the. ,
finding her on stage at Chicago's I less.

DUKE ELLINGTON. right is
shown as he donated check in
addition to playing for benefit
for Or, T. K. Lawless (Terme-

Protestants
Say Ban Kids

Catholics See
Evils in Film

tology Foundation for hospital
in Israel at Chicago's Regal
theatre last Saturday. Dr. Lawless Is accepting the aid.

%NG att" ZAG

NEM' YORK — (RNS) — Dean
James A. Pike of the Protestant
Episcopal Cathedral of St. John
ZICIGY JOHNSON
the Divine said here that some
adults could see the controversial
Rosetta Fuller to the list of
DETROIT — John R playboy
film "Baby Doll" without comand they are
miting sin. The Church should not answering a certain gentleman young grandparents
there in San Diego. A
eupress statements of human prob- who said: "The Bears got rid of a way out
Cooper
lems, he said, but rather should Bobbie Layne but that wouldn't lot of cards from 4.000
have mattered. They would have Jackson, to which I say "Thanks
provide solutions for them.
fellows." Thought for awhile
Dean Pike devoted an entire ser- whipped 'cm anyhow.- "Did you was going to get a chance to
win a battle
mon to a discussion of the film ever see an army
sidelines' bring a show up there through the
which a week earlier had been with the general on the
efforts of Abe Kotzen and many
described by Francis Cardinal
Missed Bob Mitchell's celebra- others, who haven't forgotten that
Spellman. Archbishop of New tion out at the Tireman bar but
you are still men,
York, as immoral and "evil in the holidays will take care of all
Alto man Gene Nero back from
concept- and which he said Rom- misses. Been in training Robert.
Chicago with a message from Bill
not
friend
could
patronize
an Catholics
Letters in the Main: Old
CARROLL BAKER has title
scenes she portrays that brings
'Hillman whom I might say was
"under pain of sin
Ziggy• Just a little message to say my guardian when the Savoy
about the controversy.
role in the picture "Baby
improving
and
fine
The Episcopal clergyman said I am feeling
Doll" and it is some of the
Big Five with Lois Armstrong
he agreed with the cardinal's de- nicely. Thanks for your letter of bussed it down to St. Louis for a
illness
my
during
adverencouragement
brazen
nunciation of "the
very big game at the Coliseum
tising promoting the picture." He and wish you a prosperous year. there. That was way back. Shall
called this advertising a crude dis- Give John White and all my fri- we say '29?
tortion of author Tennessee Wil- ends my best regards. Sincerely,
Goose Tatum and Marques
liams' work and an insult to the "Skipper."
Haynes in town and the 'goose'
public.
of
father
the
is
"SkipperThe
hangs high. Don Raphael torching
Dean Pike said he did not ques- the Mills brothers who moved in after 2 a.m, diners in the Ebony
tion the right of any Church to as bass singer when John. jr. died Room of the Gotham hotel and
promulgate rules of conduct for several years ago. Doing this, he l'eluding your writer by playing
its own members. But he did ques- inspired the boys to 'carry en to "Nancy with the laughing face."
tion, he said the theological cor- attain the glory that they are now Why should that move me? Well,
rectness of Cardinal Spellman's deserving uf.
it's my mother's name and the
HOUSTON. Texas — The Texas Gallian. James Dow, Freddie WilJoseph Melanson, Lela Wil• position and the attempts of "minSeveral regulars and many of name of my new granddaughter,
Southern university players will liams.
will
son, Margaret Hutcherson, Doro- ority groups" to impose their
the employees of Mapp s hat are Nancy Elizabeth.
present unique versions of two
Singer Jodie Drake bringing
thy Hutcherson, Thelma Parrish. on. the community.
planning a special closing out
English Classics for their tall se"The portrayal of sex is evil and
In Everyman the characters will
for Warren La Rue who is message from Peg Leg Beteg
mester major. The two plays "The include Ernest Franklin in the title should be condemned if it is Party
("That's my partner") that was--to
Second Shepherd's Play, a comedy part: Wiley Dunn, Frank Marsh- thrown on the screen simply to stepping down as .mauager.
remind me that it was four, Come
And the man said to' the little now, partner, it's three! Leon lb.
and "Everyman" will be directed all, James Glover, Ralph Brown, excite and entertain," the dean
by Horace James Bond, new Elmer Love, Rol Esther Booty, said. But an honest description of lady as he was leaving: 'I never bey replacing Lillette Harris in the
member of the Texas Southern , Travis Graham, Mack Levies, Johr decadence, he added., constituted forget a face, but in your case, Wal Ha Room. The amazing Lil•
university speech staff and "Ev- Mayfield, Joe J. Cramer, jr.. Max a religious, rather than irreligious. I'll make it an eseeption."
!elle opened with a two week op.
Add the name of Ida and Walter tints ind stayed six months.
eryman" will be directed by 01- Me Renner, Aloysious Jones, Mal- statement,
be
will
lington Smith. The plays
vina Murray. James Bryant. Var•
presented nightly Jan. 11 - 13 in lie O'Neal. oseuh Melanson. Joan
the university auditorium.
Carol Smith. Margaret HutcherThe cast for the Second Shep• , son. Dorothy Hutcherson and RoBy IS
',iris of Summei
oche Otis skiiincr
Morocco ._ herd's play will include Roland lland Gillian
If you plan spending post-holi- 'Winters — Longacre — mostly Wordy, hut amusing — hard to get
days in New York here is a list panned — available.
"Matchmaker" s- Ruth Gordon
"Happy Hunting" — Ethel Mer- - Booth — unanimous raves -of shows to consider:
man
—Majestic — "Miss Broad- ass i)able.
List of current productions, the
NEW YORK — Studio Films re- 'films arc top bands and iodividual in attitude toward booking Sepia
stars, theater, a capsule criticism way- returns — S.R.0 . very hard
"Middle Of The Night" — Edceived the surprise of the year acts and vocalists all well li—s•ti 'and even interracial films in some
to get,
and the ticket availability:
G.
ward
Robinson
—
— Ants
Tri•
during the holidays when distrib- to the rock 'n roll fans and youth- parts o
"Inherit The Mod" — Paul
"Auntie Mame" — Rosalind
Dixie.
umph for Robinson — seats most
utors announced that a (no of its ful hep cats. Jack Goldberg, vice
Russell — Broadhurst — Riotous Muni -- National -- Powerful legal
nights
Goldberg's announcement saielt:
Mx starring Sepians had been SP !president of Studio Films made the
comedy -- S.R.O., very Kard to drama — available.
proved for screens in several Dixie announcement at a press confer• "White motion picture theatres
•
get
"1.'11 Abner" — Edith Adams — "Mr. Wonderful- — Sammy Da
ence during the holidays.
heatres.
Steve Allen will begin his first ing-dancing star of Broadwa
in the heart of the deep South have
"Bells Are Ringing" — Judy St. James — comic strip comes to Os, jr. — Broadway — Davis exThis sudden change o(, policy
The pictures are " Jazz FestiTONIGHT show of 1957 with his imovies and his own NBC-TV shou
cellent, not show — available.
Hollidaj -- Schubert — Life in a life — S R.O.. very hard to get.
taken a bold step toward ,'setes
has
theatres
predict
been
in
Dixie
and
Revue"
Street
"Basin
,al,"
cliches,
telephone answering service— S. "Long Day's Journey Into "The Most Happy Fella" — Rob 'annual list Of New Year's
"Washington Square," and pianist
ed for some time but not until last regation Over one hundred me.
-Rock 'N Roll Revue."
R.O.. very hard to get
Night"— Fredric March, Florence ert Weede — Imperial — fine dra- 1Wednesday, Jan. 2 (NBC-TV. 11:30 vocalist Rita Moss,
The trio of films headline some , week did it show its glittering face. tion picture, theatres there. ,dare
will
He
EST).
m.,
a.
12:30
m.
p
I
"Candide" — Max Adrian — Eldridge — Helen Hayes theater matic musical — very hard to
Ex-heavyweight champion Joe of the nation's top artists, promi- Fact is many directors and din l ing to all-white audiences hare
also welcome yocaist Peggy ConMargo Bock — Voltaire's satire -- Eugene O'Neal's great autoblo- I get.
"My Fair Lady" — Rex Har- nelly and jazz saxophonist Lester Louis will visit "Tonight- on Fri- nent figures along ack 'n roll row itributors predicted that the death hooked Studio Films' four spectate.
set hi musk — seats most nights. graelseal play — S.R O.. hard to
iday, Jan. 4. to introduce vocalist and in cafes like Basin Street and lof Memphis. Tenn., eenson, Rinford
rison — Mark Hettinger — terrific Young as guest performers,
"Dean Yankees" -- Gretchen get
would permit the "light to shine" 'tilers, headlining all-Negro Ogle
On Thursday, Jan 3. Steve ,Solomon Burke, who will sing a ludland.
S.R.O., very hard to
— Mitb Street —theatrical "Major Barbara" — Burgess
in the and bring about a decided change ,of stars, for New Year's week."
I
just
cast
has
the
composed.
new
Among
stars
Louis
song
sing'
Bolger,
Iges
Ray
be
will
guests
CorLaughton,
—Charles
Meredah,
bails run — /Available

NEW YORK — RNS) — Roman
Catholic archbishops over the
country warned their flocks against
-eeing the film. "Baby Doll."
Archbishop Francis P. Keough of
Baltimore forbade Catolles to paionize the movie "under pain of
-emus sin."
Archbishop John F. O'Hara.
C.S.C.. of Philadelphia. banned it
to Catholics as "an occasion of
sin.- Archbishop Albert G. Meyer
On January 6 the choir of Hus- oork in cooperation with the of Milwaukee denounced the conton-Tillotson College of Austin, United Negro College Fund.
troversial film as a "near occaTexas will lead off the 1957 series
The programs, which have been sion of sin.••
of college choir broadcasts pre- broadcast continuously since 1950.
All noted that the National Lesenteed by the ABC Radio Net- originate from New York, Sun- gion of Decency had classed "Baby
days. 10.35 to 11 a.m. over WABC. Doll" as "C" (condemned) and
They are heard at local program- emphasized that persons who took
ming times over some 140 affili- the Legion pledge on Dec. 9 had
ate stations of the ABC- radio net- a "serious obligation in consciwork throughout the United States ence" to stay away from condemnand Canada.
, ed films.
In Albany, N. Y.. a Presbyterian
Following the Huston-Tillotson
choir program of Jan. C. subse- minister joined the diocesan di.
By BAKER E. MORTON
quent January programs will fea- rector of the Legion of DecermY
Tenor saxophonist sSonny Stitt, ture: the choir of Lane College- of in requesting local officials of War•
regarded by some jazz enthusiasts 'Jackson. Tenn. on Jan 13: The ner Brothers, distributors of
as a second Charlie Parker, took 'choir of Wiley College. Marshall. 'Baby Doll:' not to show the film
a healthy swing at Downbeat ma- Texas on .1an. 20: and the choir of in that city.
The Rev. Carlyle Adams. first
gazine's 20th annual Musical Poll Philander Smith College, Little
vice-president of the Protestant
ratings last week and questioned Rock, Ark. on Jan. 27.
1Federation of Churches insAlbany.
its 'nomination of sax player Stan
said he was opposed to showing of
Gett as the top tenor man in the but not th
t " lie said he felt 1 the
movie because he considered
Jazz field.
that Sonny ollins. Hank Ntoberly,
' it would be "harmful to young
Stitt, told this reporter that "in 1 Ben Webster and Lester Young
people.- Ile said he was acting
his opinion there were many tenor I were some of the Tenor sax art- as an "individual"
and not as an
men in jazz rated above Getz."
ists that should have bested Getz ; official representatOe of the
Stitt said that Getz is "Good. in the poll ratings.
I church federation.
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Huston-Tillotson
Choir Opens '57
Broadcast Series

Stitt, Sax
Star, Hits
Mag Choice
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TSU Players To
Offer 'Everyman'

Broadway Bound? Here Are Hits
Available For You To 'Gander'

Steve Allen 'Tonight'
Video Will - Introduce
Hit By Ex-Champ Lours
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Calhoun, Shan& Feted By Durham
Given Keys
To City In
Big Affair
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Blast Funds
Up Spent For
Orange Tilt

CIAA Teams
In NAIA Ratings

MIAMI — (ANP) — The division of funds for publicity purposes
Union, NCC and Morgan tigured of the famed Orange Blossora
\ final tootball statieties
brought more recognition to Jer- in the final tallyme among team Classic, which this year pitted the
u the CIAA's final in- t otal defense leaders. The teams Florida A and al Rattlers against
ry McArthr.
DURHAM, N, C. — Lee Caldividual rushing and offense lead' were 17th, 22nd, and 24th 501014 1 the Tennessee State Tigers for
houn, North Carolina colleste's
. 25 others.
u- lie is 13th in the first 25
what is popularly regarded as the
Olympic hurdles champiun, and
The Panthers' opponents garner- national football mythical chamrushing leaders among all the nathird place Joel Shankle, former
290
and
rushing
yards
1,0/5
ed
McArthur
colleges.
tion's small
pionship of Negro football, has
Duke university star, received the
carried 110 times, g a used 888 passing for a total of 1,365 or stirred up a controversy which
keys to the City of Durham in
game in eight outings. threatens to affect future handling
per
170.8
102.4
or
net,
43,
821
yards,
lost
for
ceremonies historic and precedent
NCC's opponents rushed 928 of the game
in eight contests.
shattering in race relations. The
Morgan State, North Carolina vards on land arid 680 through the
The controversy concerning the
ceremony was the result of weeks
college. and Union university were airlines for a total of 1,592 or annual classic centered on the way
of careful planning by the Durcited anrong team leaders in rush- 1169 in nine tilts.
state funds are meted out for proham Business and Professional
The Morgan Bears permitted motion of the game. The Rattlers
ing defense, passing defense, and
Chain in cooperation with t h •
rushing
yards
opponents
732
their
team total defense le.aders.
as the host team have reporedly
Chamber of Commerce and officMORGAN RATES 1217
and 708 passing for a total of paid out large sums for promo.
ials at Duke and NCC. The ath180.0 in eight games.
or
1,440
NAIA
Eddie
The
hurt's
lists
lion of the game, and this 1,1
letes paraded through the city side
Morgan Bears as 12th in team
drawn stern criticism from the
by side in an open convertible.
rushing defense leadership. NC"
' state capitol.
It was Calhoun's second such reopponents
is
carried
Hurt's
19th.
GOVERNOR INTERVENES
ception. His hometown of Gary.
312 times for 1,075 yards, losing
Last week Gov. LeRoy Collins
Ind., gave him a similar welcome.
343, for a net gain of 732 or 915
personally intervened. He said he
WELCOME AT AIRPORT
In eight games.
le determined not to have state
A crowd of some 500 persons
Opponents of Herman Fiddlers
agencies doing business with cons.
including Durham Mayor E. J.
Eagles claimants with the Morpanics In which government offiCOLORADO E N D Frank
Clemson universiiN in the OrEvans, County Manager Ed Swingan Bears and Delaware Hornets
cials have a "personal financial
Clarke. 210 pounder from Beange Bowl. Clark has hauled
dell, Marcus Carpenter, president
flag,
carCIAA
grid
for the 1956
interest."
loit, Wisconsin, who has been
in seven tosses and scored two
of the Durham Chainber of Comred 318 times for 1,195 ynrds, losHis blast was taken as an In.
drafted by the Clevelan ii
touchdowns this year including
merce and N. B. White, past presing
for
414
a
of
net
928
1021
or
direct slap at the organizing contBrown a, is a big man
a vital scare against Missouri
ident, and W. G. Rhodes, presieight
in
games.
mitt** of the Orange Blossoic
in the Buffs' attack N e w
university. The Missouri score
South Carolina State opened
dent, of the DBPC met the slen• L E E CALHOUN and Joel
Durham turned out In great
classic.
3RD IN PASS DEFENSE
Year's Day as Colorado faces
conference
paved the way for the Buffs
their
home
at
der Gary speedster at the airport, Mantle, Olympic track stars
schedule
numbers to welcome the top
The committee is headed by HolTom Harris' Union Panthers with leo impressive victories over
Bowl engagement.
Top academic and student brass
compare notes after their trihurdlers back their respective
were third in team passing de• Clark and Knoxville, the defend- lis Rhinehart, Miami attorney and
from ;ICC also participated. Unumphant return to Durham,
campuses at North (&retina
member of the State Board of
tense leaders holding opponents ing champion.
certaM weather conditions
North Carolina. The city of
College and Duke University.
Control. Rhinehart is said to be
delay.
to 36.3 passing yardsge per game.
The Clark game was nip and
ed Calhoun's arrival two hours.
West Virginia Tech of Montgom- tuck for the first half with time board chairman of the publicity
An escorted motorcade conveyery la the leader in this 25 team score 40 to 11 in favor of the firm of Bishopric, Greereand
ed Calhoun to Dillard and Main
field. WVT's opponents were held Bulldog!' In the second half, State on, which tints year was paid $24,sts., where he was joined by Shanto 29.1 per game in nine contests scored 50 points to Clark's 36, inak- 000 for athletic publicity by Floekle. Television and newsreel cam Ida A and 111 university. Karl Bishagainst Union's 36.3 in eight tilts. ing the final score 90-67.
eras ground out the start of the
opric, head of the firm, is also a
The CIAA Panthers defended
Leading the way for the Bull. ntember
caravan that paraded through the
of the classic committee.
against 101 passes. Their 1 o e
was
dogs
All•conference
Tedde SPEND nem*
heart of town and culminated at
completed 37 and the Panthers in- Wright who scored 25 points fol.
City Hall.
Eighteen thousands dollars td
tercepted four. Two of the oppon- lowed by freshman John Brown
Durham's mayor, E. J. Evans:
ents' aerials went for TD's. Un- with 13 points. Tate was high for the amount was used to promote
this year's gaine between the Ratbelieved to be the first person of
ion's opposition netted 290 passing Clark with 17 points.
tlers and Tennessee State.
Jewish descent to hold the city's
yards against first place WVT's
In the Knoxville game it was
HOUSTON,
Coach
Texas
Al—
The
team
TSU
1958
set
new
a
Gov Collins criticized the tieup
top office, welcomed the athletes
exander Durley released a list of rushing and total offense record 262. Two scoring passes were again Captain Wright scoring 40 of committee members with the
and called on L T. Walker, Calthrown on WVT.
points, This time his scoring partWONDER HOW MANY Christ- Only two tennis players named in
Texas
Southern
28
athletes
who
for
the
school.
The
previous
high
financial promotion of the game.
houn's coach for remarks.
ner as Marcell Martin who sootmas cards you sent out came the first ten . .Worthy of nohave earned letters for the 1956 was in 1955 when the Tigers rush'
Said he. "Regardless of the good
ed 25 points, South Carolina jump,
back? Our folk do move — like tice: Mildred McDaniel, Tuskegee 11 iYOR CITES
football season. Five of the letter- ed for 2,555 yards as compared
faith,
it is not proper fur any
out
ed
in
front
The
from
the
opening
text of the mayor's re- men were named on the All- to 1956, 2,986 yards rushing. The
the sun. Leave no forwarding, ad-i,Institute and the only member of
governmental board to hro.is pre.
whistle
dominated
and
marks.
play
thruMaybe,
they
owa the 1956 U. S. women's track team
dress Funny.
delivered before nation • Southwestern Conference team
previous high in total offense was
vale contractual relations with
out the game. Half time score was
bills, says our friend down the to win an individual first place, wide radio and television cameras
Lettermen announced. Ends — 3,711 yards in 1955 as compared
any company in which a memSouth Carolina 49 and Knoxville
street a pace. The-n there are placed eighth — all of which was and microphones, follows: "This Hollis Felder, William Glosso m, to 3,959 in 1956 The best defenber of the board has a personal
37, final, South Carolina State 114
those wo send cards dated Dec. "something". . .Well, 1957 finds is an important occasion in the Jefferson Davis, John White, Per- sive record is held by the 1952
financial interest."
Knoxville
i
and
96,
24 and 25 which plainly tell us Sad Sam Jones and second-sack- life of Durham, As we stand here cy O'Neal.
team when 10 opponents w e r e
1
Both Rhinehart and Bishoprie
I Jickie Fitzpatrick, Knoxville's
that they hadn't intended to send er Baker gone from the Cubs and to honor these two outstending and
Tackles— Chester Roy, James 1,565 yards or 156.5 yards p e r SAN JUAN, P. R. — (ANP)— high scoring center was held to have replied to criticism of the
one in the first place) hut since of course off of 61st st where unusual young men, Joel Shankle Thompson,
game.
The
56
ghee
team
up
2,215
James SOrey, Oscar
Juan Pizarro, rookie pitching sen- IC, points by State's "Sleep)" arrangement. Rhinehart denied he
you sent one, they reached over they spent some comfortable hours and Lee Calhoun, I doubt in the Johnson, Lawrence
yards or 221.5 yards per game.
Chandler
sation with Jacksonville of the Green and "Mossa" Washington. has any present affiliation with
and found one and (sometimes in preceding an uncomfortable day history of athletics that any eCorn•
Edward
Smith
1952
AmeriAll
the firm. In a letter sent to the
Guards — William Evans, Billy
Sally League In 1956 and now plythe wrong size envelope) sent it thet followed at the Cubs' Wrig- Munity has ever had the opporcan fiiIIb ack
still holds the
governor and the Board of ConFincher, Arthur Smith and Wilto you AS IF you didn't have sense ley field...There's usually a good tunity to welcome hack to 1 t a .
school's rushing record of 1,256 ing his wares with the Santurce
trol,
Rhinehart stated that since
Crabs
in
the
Puerto
Rican
winter
heart
two
enough to look at the cancellation reason when things happen but we
boys who have woe
1948, when he served as legal colleCenters — James C. Williams, yards in one ceason. Johnny Fel- league, will get a tryout with the
medals
in
Olympic competition.
date. All of which brings us down do not always go to the bottom
der's 1958 Waal of 786 yards is the
ge! for the firm, he has received
Walter Datis, Louis Starling.
Milwaukee Braves this coining
to this: There is a lot of deceit of things. .About Jackie Rehm- 'The interesting fact about these
$1.595 in fees.
Quarterbacks — Alexander Dur- second highest in the history of spring.
In this Christmas business.
the school. Audrey Ford, 1952 and
aom going to the New York Gi• boys is that they were able to ley, Clarence Macon, Harvey
LISTS FEES
Wil•
T
report of hie upgrading
5at:andpa used to tell us (years ants, it was a matter of the reach the maximum of athletic
1955 All-American quarterback
Bishopric also filed a report in
dams.
VIVI year* ago) some things that Brooklyn Dodgers' front office de- achievement by actually helping
still holds the school'e record in from Jacksonville came after Piwhich he listed agency fees of
Halfbacks — Hosea Jackson,
zarro pitched a couple of four-hit
to us then looked or sounded fool- ciding that they wasn't going to , one another. They have competed
touchdown
passe,
with
21
in
1932.
Johnny Felder, Earnest L'a n
NEW YORK — (ANP(—There Is $18,725 of $102.853.90 budgeted by
shout victories against San Juan
ish. But his words help us as pay Mr. Robinson what he richly against one another at Duke and Norris Bobb.
RECORDS MATCH
, and Ponce recently. Pizarro, a na- a feeling among followers of pro Florida A and M for promotion
we reach the autumn of life. Ev- deserved — and that they have on the athletic fields of North
Fullbacka — Lloyd Gardley, WilThose fans who wish to com- tive lefty, is being boosted as an- basketball that college stars, no of two annual football games since
ery now and then he would make never done — plus the fact that Carolina college. Both are of such lis Perkins.
pare Alexander T. Disney's 195) other Luis Arroyo (Pittsburgh). matter how sensational, are doom- 1950. He said that another $6,470
some wisecrack ariout humans if Robinson continued with the high calibre that they were able
was spent for "publicity personAll Conference selections are reeord with Ford's 1955 record He is expected to make the jump ed to failure in the big loop.
and then after a pause he would Brooklyn club naturally he would to assist one another—and each Hollis
Bill Russell, according to these nel", whom he described as pubFelder, end: Johnny Feld- will find them to he nearly iden- to the majors next year.
blurt out, with a chuckle — have to he considered as a future knew in competition against the er,
licists other than those in h I II
halfback; Lloyd Gardley full- tical. In 1956 Ford threw 102 pass- Pizarro flashed such impressive critics, is no exception.
"Shakespeare." Well do we re- coach. The underground has it other that the slighest slip meant back,
According to New York Post firm.
Alexander Durley. quarter- es. completed 43 for 852 yards, 16 form with Jacksonville at the start
member his pet phrase "They'll that Brooklyn put Jackie "on the the difference between victory back and
Although th• Orange Blossom he
James C. Williams, cen- scoring passes and had 9 inter- of the 1956 season, that there was columnist Milton Gross, there is
do it every time." So they will. block" last year and that the Chi- and defeat.
ter.
cepted
talk that the Braves would pro- a feeling around the NBA circuit said to be "boosted to tremendous
WELL THE NEW YEAR gets cago V'hite. Sox would have grab-I think the opportunity of these TWENIY TO RETURN
In 1956 Durley threw 14/4 pass- mote him to the parent club. The that the pros will teach Russell proportions" since the firm took
off with e healthy start. T h e bed him in a split second had it boys to work
Of the 28 lettermen named, 20 es, completed 44 for 823 yards, 14 Braves brass are said to be high a few lessons and that the $21,000 over its publicity, the implications
side by side here in
White Sox cut down the number not been for the Pittsburgh Pir- our
the Colts are paying him will cre- are theat the classic has become a
community had a Treat deal return for the 1957 season. Sen- scoring passes and had 8 inter- in their estimation of him.
of doubleheaders. . Minoso's con- ates who refused to waive him to do with
Juicy melon financially, cut up
their victories in Aus- ior lettermen are Hollis Felder. cepted.
The 20-year-old star finished the ate dissatisfaction among the oldtract is in the mails, calling for Out of the National League. . . tralia,
end; Johnny Felder. back: Lloyd
Harvey Williaos' 1956 3t3.3 Yard season with Jacksonville with a er members of the club, who will each year among certain people.
around 832.000 and Larry Doby is But don't worry. Robinson is set
The classic this year netted a
"These two boys brought honor Gardley, back; Earnest L a n g, punt average matches L. C.,23-6 won-lost record and an earn- be getting less than the rangy,
due for a few thousand more (few for the rest of his life plus the
gross of $66,000. Of this $15,000.—
610" center.
and credit to Durham and also, of back; James Williams, center; Roach's 1952 average of 36:5.
led-run average of 1.17,
meaning one or two or perhaps fact that he will draw a bigger
a
pre-game guarantee — was paid
But
one
William
Mosley, guard- Lawrence
man who doesn't share
course, to the State of North Carthree). . .Althea Gibson. top rank- salary with the Giants than with
either of these views is Celtics to the visiting team.
Chandler, tackle; Harvey W t 1otins and to the nation.
ing woman player in the Amer- the Brooklyn tightwads—and he
llama, quarterback.
Coach Red Auerbach, He admits
FEW KEYS GIVEN
ican Tennis Association (Negro) knew what he was talking about
that Russell will have to get used
"Our City has a way of honoring
,liog been named number three by ofhen he said he would either "play
to playing pro ball, but feels that
and
recognizing
outstanding
I Associated Press in their poll ball in the New York area or he
Bill's quickness and rebounding
achievement and we have it in the
Of 'Woman Athlete of 1956". would quit." One thing ( and you
skill will make him a valuable
form of these little gold keys
Miss Gibson, winner of 20 tennis ran put it in your pipe and smoke
asset to the Beantowners. He sees
These keys are not given too protournaments (not counting the A. it). "Hen a real man." Well, as
Russell teaming Up With Bob COU.
miscuously but we do share them
A.) received 14 votes for first grandpa used to say "No question with
Sy to form the Celtice
one - two
those in our community and
place with Shirley Fry in fourth about it — no question."—Frank
punch.
outside who hove achieved prorni•
place with five. They were thei Young.
Regarding
West Virginia State College's
the probable dissatisnence and outstanding accomplishfaction among the other players, Varsity Swimming Coach
ments. Mike Souchak, Roger Craig
FORT
WORTH,
Texas
Auerbach
—
(ANP)
replied with just t w o Art Burris has lined up an at.
and Dick Groat are among other
—A local fan has takee Richard
words. "That's crazy."
tractive schedule for the Yellow
athletes who have earned these
Butler, president of the Texas
He
feels
that the other players Jacket tankmen that includes aS
keys.
Baseball
realize
league,
to
that
Bill
task
for
is
giving
the
a
teams met last year with the
terrific draw"This key is a symbol of the
ing card, As long as they
affection and esteem the commu- his approval of Shreveport as a
are get- addition of one new-comer, Fairting along fine, he said, they
nity holds for these men and I member of the league under the
won't mont State. The Jackets have
be primarily concerned with
know this day will be an import- pr- sent 1.,:u:s'arit Tim Crow setup
what home meets scheduled with
Russell gets.
ant one in their lives. I hope they waich the critic claims amounts to
Morgan State and Fairmont, as
Next to Cowie, Ruesell Is t
indirec: form of boycott of
will remember this day as a tri•
h e well as Central. Single meetings
Ni
highew
gro
players in the league.
member of the team.
bute paid to them by their friends
with Hampton Institute, and TenA two-time All-American,
Writing • the Fort Worth Starof both races as an indication of
who nessee State ARA have also been
led
the
San
Francisco Dons to two booked. West Virginia State wiil
the high affection we hold f o r 1.1egram'• Letter From the Peostraight college championship
ple columi. Cornelius Mills blastthem."
s, also compete in the WVIC Con•
Russell
was
a member of the U. S. ference Championships to be held
Joseph A Beebee, chairman of tee Butler tor not dropping ShreveOlympic team which won a gold at Fairmont State March
' the DBPC's program committee, Lott from the league because of
8-9.
medal at the XVI Olympiad
spearheaded ,.ommunity arrange, tie recently pavAed Louisiana
Faced with the loss of several
at
MOVING IN — Al Attlee (7),
etteville's Ted Bonner (14) Is
Melbourne.
ments Planners included in addi- 3'ste law banning interracial
outstanding
performers from last
t11111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111
giving Attlee some anxious
tion to Be-'.'bee, John H. Wheel- mingling in sports. Under the law, A & T College plasmaker
1111111111111)1118111111111110 season's team, State is in the
moves Into scoring territory
moments as this photo wan
er, president of the Mechanics and
midst of rebuilding this year.
er team: in the league hayii,g
during the Aggies•Fayetteville
snapped but Al got by him to
Farmer, Bank for the chain. Carl Mgr° members on their roster
Coach Burris was quoted as sayState Teachers g a m e. Fayscore. Aggies won, 67.59.
Sapp for the Chamber of Com- w uld be re301ed to bench them
ing, "Wall) be developing sportsmerce, and Lindsey A. Merritt, as- ltd play sils.,e my otters only
manship this year."
sistant director cf the NCC News %seen plar...ig Shreveport in LouisReturning regulars from last
Bureau for the college.
iana.
NEWARK - (ANP) — Despite year's team include "Sailfish"
Sam Chilton, an all around pen,
his failures in the 1956
Mills eleleis that Butler could
World
Series, Don Newcombe, t h e former, freestylers Ronald Pope.
have subssitute I either Wichita
Joe Woods. and Philip Saunders,
strong man of the Brooklyn
Falls, Corpus Christi Lubbock,
Dodgers mound staff, is still re- breast stroker O'Dell Lee and HenAmarillo or Little Rock f o r
(ANP)—Three penalties blam• Colts rookie halfback (who had
ry
Cray on backstroke.
ceiving the plaudits of the baseShreveport alai thereby resolve
one game to play), was eighth.
New men out for the varsity Inball world for his performance
the issue. He feels that the other ed on infractions by his teamHe gained 602 yards in 79 at•
clude
Ronnie McLeod, Jerry CarBALTIMORE. Md — (ANP)— Texas league team. will not be mates cost 011ie Matson the Naduring the regular '56 season.
tempts for an average of 7.6.
Bobby Boyd, tan fleet baseman encouraged to hire Negro ball Ronal Football League
Voted winner of the National roll, Robert Strong, Robert Lewis,
nothing
The best one-game rushing
for the Baltimore Orioles, has rein- players, knowing they will weak- title, based on
League Most Valuable Player Nero Jones, Robert Crshwell, Wilseason statistics
performance was put on by Tom
jured his throwing arm and may en their squads when 'hey play in released
award and the Cy Young award lie Sanders, Jerry Kirkhart, Bob-last week,
Wilson, rookie halfback for the
undergo a second operation, the Louisiana. This, Mills claims, is an
for outstanding pitching, t Ii e by Arbogast and Ernest Congo,
The blazing Chicago Cardinal
Los Angeles Rams. In the fiOrioles have reported.
big righthander was recently swimmers, with Gary O'Kelly
indirect form of boycott of Negro runner had
three
touchdowns
nal
game of the season against
handling the diving chores.
Boyd, who broke his arm during players.
named the outstanding N • w
runs
65.
—
93
and
the
Green
$e
yards—
Bay
Packers, Wilson
the
Jersey professional athlete by
Tular 1956 season and was
Said Mills:
nulified. Had they counted the
gained
223
yards
23
attempts, (he Newark
in
HONOR GA. COACHES
out the lineup for a coneideranie
"There is nothing that he or yardage would have brought
Athletic Club.
a new NFL record.
his
The coaching staff of Weyer:nee,
period reinjured the arm play- Mr. Peters (Presumanly an official
All three awards were based
total from scrimmage to 1.140,
Wilson also Was taps In reGeorgia's
Center High school were
ing winter ball. He was ordered to of Shreveport) can do about the enough
on
Newcombe'.s
27:7 record last honored last
to surpass the official
turning kickoffs, averaging betweek by Waycross'
report to Dr. Erwin Mayer, the law in Louisiana, but there was
XPiS011.
As
the
major
league's Elks Lodge Utopia
winner, Rick ('stares of the Chitel. than 31 yards on his returns.
650. Head
team's physician, immediately.
winningest
one thing he could have done and cago Bears, who gained 1,126.
pitcher,
Newcombe
Moore and J. C. Caroline, the
coach C. L. Fisher and his assistMadison Square Garden. OthIf Boyd Is unable to make the should have done immediately aftONE DOWN — Notre Dame's
became
the
Bums
biggest
win•
Matson, of course, finished
Chicago Bears halfback w h o
ants T. C, Adams and S. McCleary
er Notre Dame players are
Ose Morelli hits the deck try
lineup on opening day, veteran er the law was passed there. That second with
ner in 25 years. It Was prlmarilY were
924 yards for a 4.8
ploys both ways, were selected
feted for their handling of
John McCarthy (11) and Tom
George XPII will handle the first was to leave Shreveport out of the
lig to stop Bob Brown of
due
to
Newcombe's
effort
that
ge, the same average regon the West pro squad which
their charges in winning the State
Hawkins (221 Notre TO
N. Y. U. from scoring during
base chores. Boyd was traded to Texas League as It definitely does istered by Caceres. Matson carBrooklyn
National
won
the
meets the East team Jan. 13 in
class A title
nipped the Violets. 72-71. (INP
the Orioles by the Chicago White not fit into the modern-day league ried 192 limes, Casares
Notre Dame•NYC game at
League pennant.
the league's; 17th annual P r o
234,
Last year, Morris Brown paid a
Soundphoto)
Sox.
• •
Lenny Moore, the Baltimore
Bowl game at Log Angeles.
1111,111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111:811111 similar tribute to Fisher.
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AnBy ALEXANDER DELOACH on the team were Forward
drew Washington, Eddie Roberson,
back
Hello you'sport fans, I am
Center George Martin, Willie
again to give you more basket Gunn, and Guard George David,
We're
date.
to
up
ball news,
.James Lee, Tom Johnson, Lonly
looking at Booker T. Washington,'Butler. The Wildcats have played
Douglass Red Devils,and The Mel- 13 games so far losing only one
rose Golden Wildcats.
last week to Booker T. WashingAt Booker T. Washington coach ton 67-64 in the LeMoine gym.
Bill Fowlkes lost just three play- The Golden Wildcats will open
ers from the squad. They were against the St. Augustine ThundLarence Franklin, Melvin Borges erbolts on Jan. 3.
and Roosevelt Tennion. With that AT DOUGIASS
team last season they played 40 Now at Douglass, Coach A. D.
games, losing only four which Miller lost four players, they were
gave them the tile of being city center William Kincaid, Guard
champions.
James Yates, Forwards Elbert
The key boys will be back. They Parrish and Jimmy Mitchell.
Gray,
Jelin
Gordon,
incluee L. C.
The Red Devils had 18 games,
Howard Mathis, Rick Maso n, losing nine, winning nine to take
Charles Fobbs, Larry Williams. fourth place. Key boys on the
George Oliver, Cal Holmon and team will be centers Joe Neal and
John Taylor.
Edward James, Forwards — WalThey open January 3, against ter Banklead, Charles Lowe, Robert Mann. Guards — John Mason,
the Manassas Tigers,
At Melrose, the coach lost two 011ie Lowe, Jack Gihson, Elbert
boys. They were Center Charles Ware and Lamar Williams.
Johnson asd 'Forward Charles Lee. The Red Devils will open against
The Golden Wildcats had 22 games the Manassas Tigers on Jan. 3.
Coach A. D. Miller hopes his
last season, losing eight of them
to take third place. The key boys boys go all the way this season.

Helping Hand Industries, Inc.,
presented its annual Christmas
program at Salem Gilfield Baptist
church with the_choral ensemble
and Seminary of Hernando, Miss.
and the Osacue Brownlee vocal
group rendering selections.
The Baptist Industrial chorus Is
under direction of D. DeBroe Wil.
trams. Rev. Charles W. Guy delivered
the message. Following this baskets were distributed to the needy.
The group presented its annual
Children's Christmas party on Friday, Dec. 21 at headquarters, 347
Avery at. About 40 youngsters enjoyed the event.
Helping Hand is presenting the
famed Rust college choir of Holly Springs, Miss, in a recital at
the Salem-Gilfield Baptist church,
Crump and Florida, Sunday, Jan.
27 at 5 p.m.
The choir has just returned from
an extended tour of the mid-West.
Tickets are on sale at the headquarters on Avery and at the Goldsmith ticket office.

GOOSE TATUM

Special Student Tickets
To See Harlem Magicians

Stops*
"

Bobbie Gail Trotter, a daugh- of 1288 White.
Born At John Gaston Hospital:
Carolyn Marie Dunn, a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Roy R.
DECEMBER 22 1956
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Dunn,
Victor Readus, a son, to Mr. Trotter, of 1450 -Joy.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. of 765 Fleet.
and Mrs. Johnnie L. Readus, of
Janie Mae Dickson, a daughter,
Isom, of 289 Essex.
814 Marianna.
DickAdolphus Gary Starstall, a son, to Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Stephanie Denise Norton, a
Crump.
daugbter, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy to Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Star- son, of 131
DECEMBER 27. 1956
stall, of 2050 Swift.
Norton, of 2531 Park.
Wanda Cassandra Chambers, a
Wayne Anthony Freeman, a son,
Sharon Fay Barton, a daughter,
Mrs. Hento. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Barton, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Freeman, of daughter, to Mr. and
ry Chambers, of 1385 N. Stone277 Burdock.
of 3729 Frisco.
Velma Lee Bailey, a daughter, wall.
Freddie Petty, jr., a son, to Mr.
Lois Ann Sims, a daughter, lo
and Mrs. Freddie Petty, of 581 to Mr. and Mrs. William H. Bailey, of 1684 Hollywood.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Sims.
Marble.
James Elbert Faulkner, jr., a 2517 Staten.
Ray Anthony Boyd, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Boyd, of 1632 son, to Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Ralph Davis, a son, to Mr. and
Faulkner, of 727 Decatur.
Gabay.
Mrs. James Davis, of 332 Baltic.
daugha
Sanders,
Belinda Ann
Deborah Al' Lockett, a daughA daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Winston Loc- ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Archie D. Willie E. Jones, of 676 Concord,
ter, to Mr. m.
Georgia.
E.
so
of
Sanders,
kett, of 680
DECEMBER 28, 1956
Brenda Fay Strong, a daughter, DECEMBER 26, 1956
Melvin Anderson, a son, to
to Mr. and Mrs. James L. Strong, Doris Jean Lucas, a daughter,
of '2-4a
to Mr. and Mrs. John D. Lucas, and Mrs. Henry Anderson,
of 614 Mississippi.
Pauline Circle E.
Robbie Ann Jones, a daughter, of 1237 Garfield.
Howard Richardson, a son. to
Jerry Lee Lewis Freeman, a
14 Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Jones,
son, to Mr and Mrs. Sylvester Mr. 'and Mrs. Johnny Richardson,
of 769 Provine,
of 716 Simmons
Carolyn Denise Pointer, a Freeman, of 3921 Eizer.
Patricia Leachman, a daughter.
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie' Richard Rogers, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rogers, of to Mr. and Mrs. Julius Leachman,
T. Pointer, of 1879 Boyle.
of 1822 N. Parkway 00
John Terrell Jackson, jr., a son, 503 Tillman.
Henrietta Lowe, a daughter, to
Annette Taylor, a daughter, to
to Mr. and Mrs. John T. JackMr. and Mrs. James Taylor, of Mr. and Mrs. Earl T. Lowe, of,
son, of 372 Butler.
4788 Tulane
Henry Lee Barton, a son, to Mr. 247 So. Wellington.
A daughter. to Mr and Mrs.
James Earl Ward, a son; to
and Mrs. Samuel Barton, of 3884
Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Ward, of James Toil, of 2952 Hale.
Holman,
Marcia Denise Brown, a daughDorothy Marie Gibbs, a daugh- 304 N. Dunlap.
Robert Lee Bnwens, jr.,a son, ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ike T. Brown,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gibbs,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Bow-, of 910 N. Main.
Of 71 W. DeSoto.
Benjamin O'Neal Parrett, a son,
Rowena Delia Dixon, a daugh- ens, of 225 Ingle.
Chandra Renee Wright, a daugh- to Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Parter, to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Dixon,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. David Si. rett, of 845 Speed.
of 1001 Lane,
Richard Earl Campbell, a son,
Beverly Gail Lee, a daughter, to Wright, of 185 Overton.
Larcella Amoros Robinson, a to Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Campbell,
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Lee, of
son, to Mr. and Mrs. larcello of 213 Hurdle.
1910 Person.
Earl Wayne Homphrey. a son,
Robert John Colbert, jr., a son, Robinson, of 965 Red Row.
Frank James Stewart, a son, to to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie J. Humphto Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. ColMr. and Mrs. George Stewart. of rey, of 1227 Capital.
bert, of 1645 So. Orleans.
Hobert Lee Collins. a sote
Timothy Tyrone Carr, a son, to 4568 Knight Rd.
Jacqueline Marie Hawkins, a , Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Collins,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Carr, of
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie of 1588 Oriole.
3028 Tillman.
Glenda Ann Livingston, a daughGregory Shanell Booth, a son, to E. Hawkins, of 636 N. Second.
Debra Louise Blakley, a daugh- ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Booth, of
ter, to Mr and Mrs. Edwin Blak- Livingston, of 772 Hazelwood.
1336 Brown.
Anthony Isom, a son, to Mr. and
Edwin Ricaldo Reed, a son, to ley, of 1529 Merlin.
Lal'anya Delice Huffman, a Mrs. Gilbert Isom, of 129 MajuMr. and Mrs. Edwin Reed, of 1320
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. How- ha.
Brown.
Miranda Grant, a daueliter.
Greta Denise Webber, a daugh- ard Huffman, of 1610 Davis.
Brenda Renee Smith, a daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grant, of
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben R. WebSmith,
Vance.
570
Willie
ter, to Mr. and Mrs.
ber, of 3071 Ford.

ed at 75 cents for regular $1.25
tickets.
Tatum, clown prince of basketball and Haynes, world's greatest
dribbler, will be making their
second appearance here with their
own aggregation. Last year the
Magicians played to near packed
houses at both performances. To'
turn has averaged some 50 points
per game the current tour while
Haynes has netted some 28 points
per game.
The Magicians played 179 games
last season and finished with an
unblemished record, while drawin a nationwide
, The special student tickets for ing 750,000 fans
tour which openthe Negro night game are now on tour. The current
in Canada folsale at Goldsmith's Central Ticket ed last September
comoffice on a first come first serve lowed with 25 games will
coronation ball, which climaxschool, maintains a high scholbasis, Brescia said. They are pric- prise a schedule of 250 games. ' "HER MAJE ST Y," Miss
ed the day's festivities, in the
astic average in the school,
Eleanor Jeanette Tinnon (seat.
DECEMBER 24, 1.956
by
school auditorium. Lee Thomesteem
high
in
held
as
is
and
Court,
royal
her
with
next
ed)
his
Fullilove said that on
Lou Norris Echols, a daughter,
as, head of the Science departShe
students.
and
faculty
the
Homecoming
over
reigned
she
shot
another
route
round of the
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Echols,
ment, at Batesville High school
Batesville
"Miss
crowned
High
was
Batesville
at
festivities,
spot
the
near
bus
the
was fired at
of 2376 Cable.
is sponsor of the senior class.
Hi," by Charles Hobbs, capschool, Batesville, Miss., on
where the first shooting took
Lallorris Richmond, a son, to
Thomas is not pictured,
Batesville
Mr.
High
the
of
tain
Tinnon,
Miss
30.
Nov.
Friday,
place.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Richschool football team, at the
a senior at Batesville High
The two shootings raised t h e
mond, of 860 LeMoyne Mall.
The following persons died: MRS. CREAS1E COLEMAN, at
total number of attacks on buses
Brenda Fay Tipton, a daughter, MRS. KNOX CONWELL, at John John Gaston hospital, Dec. 28; MR.
he royal court was splendidly en- to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Tipton, of Gaston, Dec, 30; CLARENCE GEORGE DAY, at his residence,
' to four, including two Thursday
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — (INS) night shootings.
tertained by representatives from 328 N. Manassas.
FITZGERALD, Dec. 22; WILL Rossville, Tenn.; MRS. MILLIE
...Montgomery buses were rolling
each class in the school. Music
Cynthia Ann Williams, a daugh- MATHIS, at his residence, 725 So. GOLDSBY, at the residence of Mr.
again Saturday morning on schedwas furnished by the school band. ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Johii Wil- Wellington, Dec. 24; MRS PAUL- Robert Burnett, Dec. 27; MRS.
ule as the city commission went
Victor Starland served as narra- liams, of WI Mississippi.
INE NITER, at her residence,' nERSCHELL JONES, at E. IL
Into emergency session following
tor.
Melba Danette Tompkins, a 2413 Zanone; LEROY PORTER, Crump Memorial hospital, Dec ;
a Friday night shooting of a NeLucky winners of the raffle held daughter, to Mr and Mrs. Mar- at John Gaston hospital, DEC. 23; WILLIE JONES, at Kennedy
United States District Judge Wil- his client."
gro woman.
BALTIMORE, NIcl. — (ANP)—
on this occasion were Charlie War- vin Tompkins, of 1644 Pecan.
LITTLE MILTON VICE, at John crans hospital, pst week; BELINham H. Atwell of Dallas, Texas, The refusal of Judge Atwell to
baseman
first
tan
Boyd,
Bobby
off
ren, who won a television set. and , George Leroy Sellers, a son, to Gaston hospital, Dec. 23; MRS. DA PETTY, at John Gaston hosThe buses had been taken
is "not fit to sit on the bench," permit the attorney to reply "to
who
825.
Willie
the streets in Montgomery Friday for the Baltimore Orioles, has reinwon
Patton,
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Sellers, of E. M M. WRIGHT, Dec. 23; MRS. pital, Dec. 25; FRANK 11. PLUM.
New York Supreme Court Judge his verbal assaults was cowardly
tight by police commissioner jured his throwing arm and may
The Eureka club held its Christ- 635 Hastings.
EMMA HARRIS, at residence, 917 KETT, at his residence 1038 Woodin the extreme," the resolution asMeier Steinbrink said here,
the
of
mas
at
home
party
Mr.
Clyde Sellers "in the interest of undergo a second operation, the
Leon Boatner, jr., 'a son, to Mr. S. 13th St., West Memphis, Ark., lawn, Dec. 27; LEROY PORTER,
Judge Steinbrink served as serted. The report of the cornand Mrs. Joseph Suggs. The Mem- and Mrs. Leon Boatner, of 2864 Dec. 23; L. T. KNOWLES, at last week; DANIEL SMITH, Dec.
.public safety" after a pregnant Orioles have reported.
chairman of a special committee mittee was sent to the U. S. Subers and their guests enjoyed ex- Hale.
Boyd, who broke his arm during
Negro woman was shot in both
the McLemore Clinic, Dec. 22; 24: ISSAC WAINWRIGHT at John
1.1reoklyn Bar Association preme Court with a request to
the
of
legs, through the side of a bus. the regular 1956 season and was which censured Judge Atwell for Chief Justice William Howard Taft changing gifts, playing games and
Joyce Lynn Hubbard, a daugh- GOLDIE MILLER, at John Gas- Gaston hospital, Dec. 25.
Rosa Jordan, 22, mother of three out of the lineup for a considerable prejudicial remarks made from that Judge Atwell "may never a delicious repast. Secret Pals ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie C. ton hospital, Dec. 22 ALBERT
ehildren, was "doing fairly well" period, reinjured the arm play- the bench at the conclusion of a anain be assigned to sit in the were revealed and names were Hubbard, of 476 N. Fifth.
CRAWFORD, at his residence, Araccording to hospital officials. The ing winter ball. He was ordered to trial here in 1928.
Beverly Lynn Rubin, a daugh- lington, Tenn., last week; MRS.
District Court of the United States drawn for this year. Mrs. E. P.
Shannon is president.
bullet, believed by police to be a !report to Dr. Erwin Mayer, the
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. ADDIE DOSS, at her residence.
The New York jurist recalled for the Eastern District of New
S..
.32 or .38 caliber slug was sched- team's physician, immediately.
Rubin, of 704 N. Fourth.
5892 Rust Road, Dec. 21; MRS.
York."
the
of
atfindings
that
committee
uled to be removed from her leg I If Boyd is unable to make the
The members of the Ministers'
Beverly Joyce Bynum, a daugh- CHARLOTTE GROVER, last
Serving with Judge Steinbrink on
Claude Newsom, jr. and hi
Judge'
er
Atwell
caustically
crllineup on opening day, veteran
Wives club and their husbands en- ter, to Mr. and Mrs. William E. week; MRS. MARY HENLEY, at brother, Ernek B. Newsom, ar
Saturday.
the United States Supreme the committee were Attorneys
ticized
first
the
handle
Bus Driver W. H. Fullilove was George Kell will
her residence, 336 Bledsoe Alley, home from their respective col
Court Dec. 19 when he handed Robert H. Hilson, a former prehi- joyed a Christmas party at the Bynum, of 35 E. McLemore,
unaware that anything had hap- I base chores. Boyd was traded to down a ruling that the Dallas, I dent of the Brooklyn Bar Asso- home of Rev. and Mrs. R. B
Carl Eugene Perkins, a son, to Dec. 22; MRS. ETTA KUYKIN- leges for the holiday season. The
White
Bland, recently. The devotional Mr. and Mrs. George Perkins, of DOLL, last week; Mrs. MORIAH are at home with their mother
pened until some passengers , the Orioles by the Chicago
Texas, school board could not be ,ciation, 'and Edward J.. Connel.
leader, Mrs. C. E. Allen, conduct- 228 N. Dunlap.
shouted the miman had been hit. I Sox.
LOFTIES, Dec. 25; DAVID LOU- Mrs. Catherine Newsom, of 5
compelled "at the present time"! Y. a trustee of the association.
ed
a very impressive devotional
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus IS JORDAN, at his residence, 1883 Huron and their grandmother
to desegregate its schools. The FORREST CITY MADISON stk
service
in
keeping
with
s
'
e
m
o
h
seathe
niace
Alabama.
no
like
Blair H. DRIVE, Dec. 22; MRS. Mrs. Annie L. Houston.
D. Rhines, of 575
86-year-old Texas assailed the Su-' "There.
son. The hostess served a very
Darryl Vinson Williams, a son, MARY LIZZIE MACK, at her respromo Court's anti segregation mr me noiioays was the chant
Claude, a 1953 graduate of
WASHINGTON AND
collee., tasty chicken dinner. Mrs. R. J. to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Wil- idence, 1256 Charles Bryant, Dec.
ruling as based "on no law," of the large number of
nassas High, is a senior at We.
Christmas is president.
familv:s:his
students
at
who
.tcl
Keltner.
MURRAY,
their
FRED
RAY
23;
1923
of
liams.
but rather on what the Court renessee State university. Ernes
Mrs. R. J. Christmas returned
Jerome Woods, a son, to Mr. residence in New York City, Dec. graduated from Manassas High
garded as "more authoritative, ion at Christmas time.
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Wise,
They
Misses
at
of
Janelle
DORA
Woods,
L.
PHILLIPS,
MRS.
were:
from
24;
recently
Charles
Mrs.
and
By C. WILSON HARDER
Dundee,
i
M
s,
s
modern psychological knowledge."
Vhaness Whitaker, Flora Cobb where she attended the bedside of Boston.
her residence 86 Lucy Ave Dec. 1955 and now attends Johnson
STILL "ANTI-NEGRO"
Inez Woods, Hazel Warren, Annie her sister, Mrs. Sallie Bobo.
MRS. BEATRICE TOLES, at Smith university in Charlotte,
23, 1956
25,
DECEMBER
Judge Atwell "should have disk and Edna Flint, Cornelia
An argument often used to ad- realistic reappraisal of federal
Mrs. Elna Shannon spent t h e
Rayniond Aldridge, a son,1 to Crump Memorial hospital; Dec. ed.
qualified himself" in the Dallas
vance monopoly business opera- tax structures.
ams, Gracie Carpenter, W I 1 a holidays in St. Louis, Mo.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Aldridge, 25; REV. W. H. ANDERSON, at
tions in this country is that huge
case, Judge Steinbrink said today.
Choyce Mabel Sykes, Jacquelyn
Kennedy Veterans hospital, Dec.
Miss Vhaness Whitaker was the of 997 Mitchell,
It Is quite possible that many
business is better for nation than
1 "because he showed himself to
modernize
could
plants
Woodard,
small
Lola
and
Lula
Williams,
can
it
bridesmaid at the marriag,e of
G. B. Holman, jr., a son, to 26; ROBERT BLAKELY, at 1489
small business because
anti-Negro
back
be
in
I
1928.
don't Hazel Pye, Laurette Dean, and Miss
make the multi-million dollar with automation for an investMildred Jean Burnett to Ver- Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Holman, of Silver, Dec. 25; MRS. LESLIE
believe he's ever changed his atti- Mary Lofton, Archie and Dejusinvestments required for new ment of 925,000, for example.
non Webb in Marianna, recently. 584 Brown Mall,
CAKE, at Vanderbilt hospital,
tude and he now puts himself tire Coleman,
tools known as automation. Pre- This would be a capital investAbel Sykes, Em- Mrs. Web?' is the daughter of Mr
Mary Debit Bowen, a daugh- Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 23; LEROY
sumably, automation lowers con- ment, and could only be written
above the law as interpreted by a manuel Twillie, Gene
WASHINGTON — The scat
Washington, and Ms. E. C. Burnett. John Le- ter, to Mr and Mrs. Charles H. DOTSON, at Kennedy Veterans
off for tax purposes over a long
sumer prices.
unanimous Supreme Court bench. Alexander
Cooper, Adell Patton, wellyn was best man
•• *
period of depreciation.
Weaver.
26; MRS. ANNIE Department announced this wee
Dec.
hospital,
268
of
Bowen,
lIe believes
that the U. S. officially recognize
•••
Of course
Kenneth West, Eddie Anderson, ORANGE MOUND is GERILEE
Tony Strong, a daughter, to Mr. LEE JACKSON, Dec. 20; MRS.
men, not of laws."
since the aut
If the manufacturer needed all
Charles Stewart, Bobby Stewart, The Orange Mound Junior Civ- and Mrs. James H. Strong, of 704 INEZ MACON, on Highway 51 the new government of Haiti whic
for
taxes,
after
The Brooklyn censure of Judge
Industry went
his cash, left
.
J. C. Starks, Lemuel Pitts ond he club was organized recently in I Ayers.
North, Dec. 24; MRS. LENA DON. came into power when ex-Presi
working capital, and few small
list° •utoma
Atwell stemmed from abusive rePaul Magloire fled the rosinClifton Walker.
wLLIE
her residence,
the Orange Mound Area under the
dOs
a
H
E
0
firms have any cash reserves,
lion, car price
marks
he
made
in court to an
try.
Most of these young people at- leadership of he )range Mound
have increased,
a loan must be secured.
Dec.
isshefsortomejomin
ge
aw
Any
attorney representing a case be•• *
rather than
tended an Alumni Welcome Home Civic and Welfare Club of which
The American Embassy at Port
ANDERSON, Oakland, Cali f.,
ages
The
come.
w
n
o
s
r
e
p
l
y
busiand
him
his
fore
any
does
refirm
the
Now If
decreased. S
•
party given in their honor by the Prof. Cecil D. Goodlow is
Dec. 26; LUCY BRADLEY, in au-Prince informed the Haitian
inclusive.
Presi- hers are 16 to
ness at all, it is In a tax bra, ket,
mark that "white and colored penperhaps Doer
Seven Hearts club at Christ dent.
Whitehaven, Tenn., Dec. 25; JER- Foreign Minister on Christmas eve
where in effect, to pay off a
is a fallac
pie cannot live together." The
church school cottage last week. The officers of the Orange GAVE PARTY
OME BRAZAN, jr., enroute to day that full U. S. diplomatic rec.925,000 loan, It must make an
there, too, but
w. r de r
,
Texan
belittled
the
parin
attorney
the
Christmas
a
had
club
The
enjoyed dancing to the mu- Mound Junior Civic club
there Is an even greater fallacy. extra $50,000 at least.
e tt. Friday nigrt Dec 21 1956 John Gaston hospital, Dec. 28; ognition is now being extendlit_
, presence of his client and threat- 'They
5 ••
e
w
•• •
sic of famous named bands and elected as follows: Eddie Wad- ;
ened to jail him when he prOtestIn other words, out of each
the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
A leading expert on automa•
renewing oldat
acquaintances. Miss dell, president Robert Haley. vicetaxes ed
tion, Henry F. Dever. president of additional dollar earned,
st. An en•
cents
Elizabeth Frierson is president.
50
president; Miss Valerie Shield, Whitson on Hamilton
the Scientific Apparatus Makers have a lien on at least
"MY
PART OF COUNTRY"
joyable time was had by memsmall
Some others who came home for secretary; Miss Gwendolyn G
Association, believes automation of it. So undoubtedly, manyinto a
Because
the
attorney had ques- the holidays are: Roy Weatherall
or, asst. secretary; Eddie B. Ro- bers and their guests.
should play its most important firms hesitate to enter
tioned the validity of the testithey
Many worthwhile projects a r e
from Wisconsin, J. C. Williams berson, treasurer; and Kenneth
role helping nation's more than program where in effect
Full line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
they
91
every
for
92
mony
of
the
earn
arresting
must
officer,
.
300,000 small manufacturers emplanned for the year 1957, one beand John Clark of the Air Forces, Sawyer, business manager;
Prescriptions
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry
Judge Atwell berated him and citploying less than 1000 people to invest in improvements.
* ••
stationed in North Carolina.
The advisors of the club are ing visiting chilnren at various
FREE delivery, no limitpicked up and delivered
ed
what
would
stay competitve.
down
in
happen
must
January
In
Congress
So
Theodore Whitaker and h
3 Samuel Bradley, Robert Crawford hospitals and cheering them with
• ••
ed amount.
Texas. "Now, in my part of the
Is it
books, games, etc.
He says contrary to popular again face tills problem.
American
country," he said "had you made daughter, Patricia, of Berkeley, and Mrs. Josephine Winbush. The
opinion production advantages in- better to encourage
Was, Pippin, deng.ist
Vie Corns. eviPM,
their inCalif. Mr. and Mrs. Waverly Stew- newly organized club has about
planning
The
is
club
and
expand
to
business
small
such
.
an
accusation against an of
herent In automated processes
national econficer of the law, he would have art. Jr.: and Mr. and Mrs. Eu- 25 members. The club meets each stallation services in the near fudo not necessarily require huge thus build a strong to take away
omy, or is It better
investments.
smashed your face before you got gene Williams, jr., of Omaha, Neb. Tuesday night at the residence of lure. We will inform the public
the earnings needed to expand to
•••
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
out of the courtroom. Or, if he Mr. and Mrs. Edward Koonce, jr , Mr. Samuel Bradley, of 2471 Za• more about that later.
He cite! many c.oncrete exam- finance all manner of fancy ratMiss Lillie B. Perkins, reporter.
had sufficient control over him- land family of Calif., Mr. and Mrs none from 7:30 until 9 o'clock.
tle dazzle foreign aid schemes.
ples of this fact.
of
Texas.
Cecil
Savage
Dallas,
S..
•• •
self, he would have waited until
• ••
Undoubtedly. several AmerA Georgia brick firm *pent
he got outside and then suffered
9500C to Install controls to auto- ican small bus:ness plants could
The beautiful and popular Miss
the consesuences."
matically handle its kiln with have been fully automated by
Geraldine Crawford was crowned
BAR CONDEMNATION
production boosted lir,. A Day- the U. S. tax money represented
The Bar Association committee Queen of Lincoln High school re.
ton firm Installed automatic tem- in the gunpowder that Angloperature vmtrols on molding French forces blasted away at
condemned these remarks as "en- cently. Her Royal Highness wore
presses at a cost or 91000 each, the Egyptians.
tirely unjustified and unwarranted 2 lovely white net cocktail length
•••
and reduced reject. by 31P1.. Mr.
Would not this money have . and clearly in violation of every gown and carried white carnaDever gays in some plants autoproduce more
dictate of common courtesy and tions. Her maroon and gold train
mation might run ag much ag been better used to to produce
Day - Nite 8. Sunday
decency." Further the commit- was borne by little Sylvia Inc
$100.000, but that is still a long American jobsofthan
GROUND 31.000
men,
peasant
bodies
torn
tee's resolution charged, the re- Cobb, with little Melvin TYrivis as
way from the several million
E-Z TERMS ON PIX
life
whose
women and children
BUILDING
STERICK
attendants
were
queen's
The
Page.
figure commonly used.
marks "were intemperate. vitustreams soaked into the arid,
• ••
'WHICI WINS 11W1 Y OU
perative a n d malicious. were Misses Maxine Brooks. Barbara
TUBES AND REPAIR
S.3 once again sharp focus is sandy soils of Egypt. This could
PRMRINTIAL
Of
deliberately made and were ralcu- Flint, Bernice Jackson, Charlene
brought on most pressing eco- be a terrible weight on the ronSfIlY/Cf
lated and designed to humiliate , White. Pearline Williams. Filth's
BILLS
nomic problem cf the times; a science ef the U. S. Congress.
sin ammo.
Natimal rissmiiss ig Ise
the said F. R. Serri, Esq. be tore lChalmers, and Maxine Howard

Al! Negro students in Memphis
and Shelby County schools will be
able to see the fabulous Goose Tatum and Marques Haynes' basketball attraction carded for the
auditorium on Sunday, Jan. 13, at
a special student rate. Maly Breasts, promoter of the game annous
ted today.
Tatum and Haynes' famed Harlem Magicians will oppose the
New York 013,ropians in two performances with the first Pt 2:30
p.m. for wnite fans and the night
engagement for Negro patrons at

Woman Shot
On Ala. Bus

These Passed On

\

Boyd Undergoes
•
Second Operation

Brooklyn Jurist Says
Texas Judge 'Not Fit'

1

Newsoms Home

"SMALL BUSINESS"

U.S. Recognizes New
Government In Haiti
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COMO DRUG STORE

1014 Mississippi Blvd.

CITYWIDE
T V SERVICE
Phone 61. 8-1252

Ph. WH. 2-1721

JERRY'S SUNDRY

CITY FINANCE

Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

554 SCOTT

PH. 4-943
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SLS:
By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

BROOKLYN, N. Y. — With
The Christmas season has about dinner was a very tasty one.
many cities world over igniting a
• ••
reached its peak as the year of
fever over rock 'n roll it remains
1957 approaches or rather will have
Many former Jacksonians wert
for this city to keep calm and
arrived when you read the bit of here to enjoy the holidays with
show its appreciation for the style.
happenings in the dear ole Jack- ,their families. Among them were
son. How about those New Year's the Waldo Berrys, guests of Prof.
Over the holidays Also Freed
resolutions? Have you broken C. N. Berry and family and the
brought his famed Rock 'n Roll
them already? It's nice to make Roy Joneses, nee Frankie Graham
starrer back to the Paramount
them anyway and maybe some day guests of both Mr. and Mrs. Jones'
theatre for a sensational run and
they will be kept.
the place was packed day and
parents.
The Christmas spirit was all in
night. This city, unlike many
The whole E. A. Cage family
the hearts and minds of the Lane was together once mere with
others has not chosen to do the
college faculty when members Mrs 'Bernice Tyler and Mrs. Mar.
'ostrich' by hiding its head when
and their wives and husbands tha Mitchell coming from Detroit,
rock 'n roll is discussed and breakwere elaborately entertained be Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Lionell Cage
ing down doors to attend the conthe president and his wife. the C. and their brand new son from
certs whenever the chance comes.
A. Kirkendolls, in their home on Chicago and two daughters in
last Thursday evening with a Jackson, Mrs Vera Brooks and
hill course turkey dinner at 6 p.m. Mrs. Cyril Porter, Also in the
huge tree which just about Cage home for the holidays were
7
.1ached the ceiling was the cen- James Porter, Cyril'e husband
ter of the Christmas decorations. from Cleveland and William Cage
Alter dinner was served t h e of Chicago, brother to Mr. Cage.
group joined in singing the ever It was indeed a happy reunion
Tile flooring can have the same,
beauttiul Christmas carols with 0. for the Cages with their five chilroom framing effect as carpeting.
W. Hewitt at the piano. The fac- dren and three grandchildren.
For example, you can cover the
•••
ulty chorus also rendered several
body of the floor in white, specknumbers. Then the excitement of
Guests in the home of Mr. and
led tile Stop about two feet from
the exchange of gifts took place Mrs. J. F. Hughes on Brookhaven
the wall all around the room. Use
with everybody surprised over dr. are Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hughes
a thin strip (if black tile In end
who his gift was from which was of French Lick, Ind., parents of
your "carpet" area, then finish
made possible by 'mine drawing. Mr. Hughes and Mrs. Moore • f DUKE ELLINGTON pliesed San- autographed a number of his and Dr. Charles Embelton. la• for the Dr. T. K. lawless Der• formance (hr Doke starred on
the floor to the walls in blails.
ter
seated,
in
Duke,
This
Note
the meninx Duke appear. maiology fund tor Tir.te m.
since his opening at Blue
The faculty gift to the president Sparta, Tenn , mother of M r s
ta to crippled sersicemen this albums. With the
speckled tiles, The room is stilt
and faintly consisted of beautiful Hughes Friends of Mrs Hughes week when he visited Vets hoe' are dise Jockey Montague, Roh• rd at Patkav hallrom %herr Ise mai ked the fourth benefit per. cafe.
framed.
Kelley
F.
William
performed
a
on
Love.
program
benefit
assorted colored bed linens. it was are happy to know she is recover
E.
pit-al on Hubbard street and ert
Tile in alternating colors al‘
indeed a wonderful cet-together il mg nicely from a recent °pit, a can he used to separate the difbefore school closed the following lion.
"areas" in one room, If you
ferent
day for the holidays.
Mrs, Lucille Jordan Churcher of
have a living-dining area, instead
Also on Thursday evening mem- Cleteland, Ohio is guest in the
of individual parlor and eating
bers of the Critericn Bridge club home of her parents, Mr. ana
rooms. you can mark off the
gathered for their regular meet- Mrs. James Jordan on Conger at.
areas by muse, perhaps, plain white
ing at the lovely home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Whitsett on
speckled tile for the living area
Lula Bell Martin on Hays ave., S. Liberty St. are proud to have
and Mack and white checks for
who is the president. Here again as their guGsts, daughter and husSAN FRANCISCO — The motel ried farther; in addition to the
the dining area.
• you could feel the spirit of Christ. band, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stewwood
have
can
you
colors
lacquer
the.
ing looks more :lie somethine
S as yoe entered. A beautiful ard (if Chicago.
bleached walnut,
in
finishes
grain
awaken
you
birds sing about when
WASHINGTON—Whal with wasristmas tree with chimes made
SPICED PEACH
Christmas conies but 01113` a
Even the platinum walnut, natural birch
sailing upon us, borax is a yulethe centerpiece for the dining, sear but it's an extra fine time in a coterie! bedroom.
mahogany, or use the wood
CRANBERRY RING
and
better.
little
a
sounds
tide necessity according to the Na•
room table with other Christniss for families to get together and, alarm clock
or
white
a
with
alone
finish
grain
(tonal Institute of Drycleaning.
Time was when you got color in- blonde mikarta top.
I can (t pound 04 ounces) Poadli
decorations throughout the house. enjoy the festivities of he season.
The institute said that a little
halves
to your bedroom by slapoine it on
Cocktails and cheese straws pre- BREAKFAST AT THE
The pieces are sturdy, Inexpenhousehold borax can work wonders 1 teaspoon whole cloves
the walls hanging it from the winCeded the full course turkey-din- MCKISSACKS
three
sive — the desk-vanity, with
party
Christmas
a
slop
you
if
bed
the
over
it
draping
1 3-inch cinnamon stick
ner which was served the memVery fashionable lounging attire dows and
side drawers and a small drawer
drink — hard or soft — on your 1-4 cup Heinz Distilled White, Ap
bers before bridge began. It was was observed at ladies gathered in the form of a gay spread.
approximateis
top
desk
under the
best suit or hostess gown.
ple Cider or Salad Vinegar
also time to receive gifts from at the home of Mrs. Rosetta MeThis contrasted with the neutral ly $84 — and have a feeling Of
Dr. Joseph R. Wiebush, Insti- 1 package (3 ounces) lemon flaw.
secret pal too, and gee, it was Kissack on Pine st. on last Wed- tones of the furniture.
lightness that comes as much from
tute research director, gave this
ored gelatine
fun to find out who it was. I don't nesday morning. The occasion was
But now it's emart to do it just the design as from the use of
advice to Christmas party-goers: 1 cup fresh cranberries
think any one person envied the for breakfast which was served in reverse — have neutral walls color.
at
"Brown stains are common
1-2 medium orange, unpeeleti,
other- because all the girls were by the hostess, Mrs. McKissack, and window hangings and your
The chests are three and sixthe holiday season when the spill.
seeded
just beautiful.
assisted by Miss Mable Golden. furniture in say tones of yellow. drawer; the ettair, a swivel type
beer,
juices,
fruit
cocktails,
of
ing
Drain peaches. Measure syrup,
ANNUAL CAROL SONGFEST BY Others present were Mrs. Frank- pink, turquoise. coral, charcoal or that works equally well before a
or wins reaches its add enough water to make 2 cups.
drinks
soft
AS YOU LIKE IT CLUB
te Jones, visiting from Milwau- white — or any combination of desk or vanity.
annual peak.
Stir in spices and vinegar; simmer
gayer gathering we've never kee, Wis.; Mesdames Mary Lou them. This bolds true not only for
The headboards are either panel
In an emergence, apply gener- 10 minutes. Add peaches; simmee
seen than the seeds of merrymak- Womack, Clarice Gibbs, Dorothy the bed headboard. chests and
or bookcase types and come as
ously over the affected area a 5 minutes. Remove peaches; place
ere on Christmas eve "whooping McKinney. Bobbie Lou Pettis. Vi- chairs but for the desk-vanity as
low as 519 50. There is also a
mild solution of borax. To get cut side up in 1-quart ring mold.
It up" at the carol singing to vian Bell, Vera Brooks and Missnight stand and l6-by-t'a inch
this 'mild solution' just dissolve Strain syrup; add to gelatine; stir
Use sick. again by the As You Like es Juanita Peoples, Jessie L e c
design
as
important
as
tops
is
rubber
Color
stools that have foam
as much powdered borax as you until diesolved. Pour 1-2 of mixft club. This is an annual activits Brooks, Genevive Brooks, Mary E. — in fact, is used as an integral upholstered in plastic to match
can in about a half a glass of ture over peaches; chill until firm,
by this group and much peepara• Taylor and your scribe. The table part of the design — in the line
exactly the color of the lasepti r
water. The boric acid moat people
Meanwhile, put cranberries and
lion is given.
was very attractively arrangtd of bedroom furniture shown by on the furniture.
have in their medicine cabinet will orange through fine blade of food
They met at the home of the and the breakfast was equally as the Vista Furniture co. of Ana
The furnishines are excellent foi
also do the trick."
chopper, add to remaining peach
S. H. Bonds on Middleton st , tasty. After eating many stayed beim, Calif., at the Western Mer the rooms of growing children
Dr. Wiebush, however, describes syrup; cool. Poor over firm peach
IA was bedecked with Christ- for card games which lasted into chandise Mart in San Francisco
girl would love the lush pink, whit.
his borax treatment as "a pre- layer; chill until firm. Unmold on
is decorations from the front the early afternoon.
ventative and not a cure." Ile lettuce. Serve mayonnaise in cup
The furniture combines wood the yellow might fit fine in thi•
porch through the entire house.
Mrs. Essie M. Perry, who at'
advises that on the morning after in center of ring. Makee
and mikarta — the wood lac, room of the young man of the
servClub members and guests feast- tended the National Convention of metal
will
you take your garment to a dry. ings.
quered in any of the four colors house. And it is furniture that
ed on hot coffee, hot ham, biscuits Delta Sigma Theta sorority in Decleaner and explain to loins what
or white, the legs metal grow with them.
black
or
and Christmas cookies as they troit, Mich. during the Christmas
It has the ability to stand ahuse
happened.
either in black or white and !lie
prepared to go out cheering the holidays spent Christmas d a y
Wide-mouth glass jars with Rohl
white and washable . . . no and for the growing youngster, it
top
W.
sick. The beautifully decorated
with her daughter and family. the
summit
covers make good storage facilienough
to
design
good
has
headaches
perfume
more spilled
clig,
ave.
Lansin
in
Cannadys
Clinton
It. Bell home on Hays
ties for small pieces of cheese that
or cosmetic mess to mar your his maturing standards.
maxed the tour where more re- Mich
ordinarily would dry out if stored
1)rawer pulls are brass for an
dresser top.
freshments were again served.
Miss Marie Merriwether spent
uncovered.
Combinations can even be car- accent note.
•
3 few days in Jackson before goChristmas day found your scribe ing to Atlanta, Ga., to attend the
ability. The short length is Re
RANCH MINK of natural (lark
Sind family as dinner guests of Bottle of Alpha Kappa Alpha sr,
easy to wear and to drive in,
limes fashions this elegant but
nty aunt and uncle, Mr. aid Mrs. rarity. She was guest in the home
and yet is warm and cuddly for
practical short coat for the disJohn Culberson at Atwood. Tenn. of her mother, Mrs. Lucille Mer•
criminating woman who (vim
the bleakest winter weather.
I must say the traditional season riwet her.
TOASTERS . LAMPS
hines rich beauty with service.
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Colorful Boudoir Makes
Getting Up More Pleasant

Winter Furs In Colors
Are Pretty, Wearcble
Fam-U Dietician Visits
The perfect simulation of colors
on furs has become a definite
asset to the designer and the manufacturer, They are given an incalled sodamaster, and learned centive to originate more new and
that sodarnaster was the answer interesting styles for fur fashions
year after year. That is the reato his problem.
Me machine has two faucets son why the fur dyer of today is
One can give three carbonated looked upon as a skilled craftsdrinks and the other can give two man.
The fur farmers have achieved
non-carbonated or still drinks. The
faucet for still drinks is equipped great success in the color mutawith a monitor mixer. As a result tion of various species of mink,
of Mr. Partridge's trip to Wash- foxes, and other furs.
ington, soon students eating in the' Oyster white retains its poem
university commons can soon have larity in variations with gray or
3,576 drinks in five flavors every beige undertones. Grays in lighter
tones with a strong blue cast, are
eight hours.
Sapphire
gaining prominence.
gray is a favorite in beaver, and
Sen. Kennedy Names Negro sheared raccoon is in demand in
ROXBURY, Mass. — A Rex;
bury woman has been named by
II, 'S. Sen. John F. Kennedy to
be a member of the secretarial
staff in his Boston office.
Mrs. Virginia Tabb Battle, an
alumna of Boston Clerical school
and Boston university, received
the appointment.
Grownups and youngsters are
alike in their enthusiasm for the
heart - and - body - warming effect of a hot chocolate drink on
a chilly winter day. Now. you can
serve this old-fashioned favorite
with new-fashioned ease when yu
pour instant chocolate flavored
mix right from the package into
the hot milk
The delicious beverage is a
nourishing pick-up during hectic
holiday preparations, but don't forget how good it can taste as a
party refreshment. too. Team the
hot chocolate — served from your
very loveliest pot, of course —
with party-pretty coconut snowballs, and you're ready for guests.
HOT CHOCOLATE
Add ./2 to 2-3 cup instant choco•
late flavored mix to 1 quart milk
and stir. Makes 5 or 6 delicious
cups.
SNOWBALLS
delicious beverage is a nourishing pickup during hectic holiday
Carefully separate 1 ten-inch
preparations. Team the hot angel food cake into balls about
chocolate with party . pretty 2 inches in diameter, using fork
coconut snowballs, a n if watch or fingers. Dip balls in Seven Mm how happy guests react to this site Frosting; then roll in I can
(31,1 oz.) tender-thin naked coco
holiday treat. — (ANP).
nut. Makes 12 snowballs.

D. C. Restaurant Confab
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — People
go to Washington, I). C., for any
number of things, but H. R. Partridge, director of food services,
Florida A and M university, went
to our nation's capital trying to
find a way to make punch.
Partridge did find a new way
ind the students of Fain-U can
now have five different flavored
drinks daily as they pass 'through
the line in the dining hall.
This is how it all happened.
The Fam-U dietician wasn't
satisfied with the method of mixing syrup with water and adding
ice for punch to serve his pupils
in the university commons. So he
went to Washington, D. C., to attend the East-South regional restaurant, exposition held at the
Sheraton-Park Hotel.
While there he met Howard
, district representative for
rm that makes a dispenser

0

IRE
'eeting
lotions
limit.
n

Brooklyn Is
Hot Bed For
RocieN Roll

dr-1.04110

2-1721

HOT CHot (11tH'. DRINK is a
cold weather favorite of grown p and youngsters alike. This
WAkidashioned favorite can now he
served with new-fashioned ease
when instant ehocolab., flavored
mix is poured right trent the
package into the hot milk. The

Hot Chocolate
ls Favorite
elf Younasters

AENEMMENINL
IRONS REPAIRED

Eggs, Potatoes, Corn
Top Plentiful Listing

a sofi bluish gray.
Black shows signs of taking s
new dominant position in dyed
furs, with strong demand for
black-dyed Southwest African Per-,
sian lamb, black beaver, black! Eggs, potatoes, and canned teases was record-large, and with
Brazilian otter, black Alaska fur sweet corn top the U. S. Depart- . a carryover of nearly two Million
silent of Agriculture's January list cases, made the total supply at
seal.
Blues in soft medium tones with of plentiful foods for Memphis and the beginning of the new marketa new radiance are most likely Leo W. Smith of the department's ing season nearly 38 million casto succeed among the many novel the (lid South area, according to es,
shades which are bidding for the food distribution division.
Other foods on USDA's .Tanuary
USDA reports January egg pro- plentiful list for the Southeast in.
fashion highlight. Capri and Star
Januof
that
duction
exceed
may
Sapphire are registering strongly
elude beef, pork, turkeys, broilin beaver and there is demand for ary 1956 by three to four percent, ers, onions, canned purple plums,
the
October
nation's
during
and
racsheared
and
nutria
dried prunes, dates, milk and oththem in
poultry flocks set a record for the er dairy products, ocean perch
coon.
Browns are important in all month with an output of 4,818 mil- fillets, rice and pecans.
shades in a variety of furs. Ma• lion eggs. Also, the number of Smith reports Mid-South food
tara and Safari Alaska fur seal layers on hand in early Novem- stores will be well supplied with
rate high in the fashion picture. ber — 329 million — was 10 mil- broilers and turkeys during JanBeiges continue to hold their own lion more than a year earlier, uary. Broiler marketing is expectin the over-all picture with cara- Smith stated.
ed to continue at a high level,
mel tones, suntan and rosh beiges 187 MILLION
with the volume topping the JanFall
The
crop,
potato
estimated
popular favorites.
uary 1956 volume by 10 percent.
more
at
million
167
than
hunaredfamof
variety
High shades in a
Storage stocks of Turkeys most
ilies make good this year's boast weight, is the largest fall crop
likely will continue higher than
since
of
The
pack
1950.
season's
furs,
in
year
colorful
most
of
canned corn of almost 36 million usual. On Nov. 1, storage stocks

Check Drawers
Of New Chest
Carefully
There's more than storage space
to consider in buying a new chest
of drawers.
Gertrude Hoffman, home furnishings specialist at the University of Wisconsin, advises that the
way the drawers are made should
he a top consideration in choosing
a chest. She said:
"I..00k for dovetailing in both
the front and back of the drawers
The sides and front should have
grooves to hold the drawer bottom
in firmly. There should he a dust.
proof panel between the drawers
—cardboard doesn't wear well
enough for use there."
Also important, said Miss Hoffman is to be sure drawers slide
easily. The way to tell whether
they do is to look for a center
slide glued to the bottom of the
drawer. This fits over the renter
part of the frame underneath the
drawer and assures easy moving.

VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
Rob a protective cream on your hands

befereyou dos paint mbar a nartieetee
es dirty chore. After the work IR finished,
wash it MT immediately with mart and
Water• removing both erase aod gnus...

hit an all-time record of 197 million pounds.
PLENTY PORK
Ample supplier-of high quality
beef are expected in January, with
an increase in the marketing of!
choice grade cattle. Total cattle
marketings though will decline
saesonally as fewer grass fed cattle will be cpming to market.
Although supplies of hogs coming to market will be smaller in
January than a year ago, they
will he seasonally large, assuring
will be seasonally large, assuring
a continued plentiful supply of
pork and pork products.

ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM SON
CLEANERS
up

APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - 1A. 7-2631
2268 Pork Ave.-FA. 3-8507
hos Parking
Op..' Nights

vimmummir
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
Open

2586 POPLAR
9 P.M. • FA 4-5557
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'Medics Fearful OfSurgery
ForMontgomeryBus Victim

5, 1957

MONTGOMERY, Ala. — (INS) — Doctors have refused to operate on a pregnant Negro mother, shot on the
recently integrated Montgomery bus lines Friday for fear
they might cause a premature birth.
Mrs. Rosa Jordan, 22, eight months pregnant, was

have to state that he would enforce
segregation in Birmingham regardless of what the federal goyernment says or does, and arrest
all participants and conspirators
in integration attempts.

reported resting comfortably in a
Montgomery Negro hospital with
a bullet still deeply imbedded in
her leg. She was shot by a street
sniper while seated in the traditional Negro section of the bus.
The mother of three, presently
separated front her husband. was
wounded in both legs when a bullet punched through the aluminum
section of the north-bound Montgomery bus, tearing through one
leg and lodging itself into the
other.
FOUR INCIDENTS
Friday night's bus shooting
brought to four the total number of
incidents caused by someone taking pot-shots at a Montgomery

bus, The expectant mother was
the sniper's first victim.
I City police said they were cornpletely baffled by the trigger happy gunman, and could suggest no
motive for the shootings. They
said they would not be able to
determine the caliber bullet fired
Friday night until the pellet was
removed from the expectant
mother's leg.
Bus driver W. H. Fullilove,
whose bus was fired on again later
in the evening — with no casualties the second time — said he
didn't know he was being fired at
ren senior high school. Downground," Supreme Court
until he heard the passengers
'WE SHOULD DEDICATE
ey,
so
Photo
Warren
Calif.
e
h
t
shows
Earl
Justice
Chief
shout and saw Mrs. Jordan writhourselves and our schoels to
Racial tensi.m has increased '
Mrs. Jordan's leg but doctors
SHOT IN THE LEG while riddeclared in dedication cereChief Justice with his wife and
ing agonizingly on the floor of his
equal opportunity for all, rein the :iouth following the
are holding off an operation-Birmingham, Ala.,
in
bus
a
ing
Wardaughters.
INP
Earl
new
monies
the
at
vehicle.
gardless of race or hackshooting up of a bus on which
fearing tha eight-mouth pregMrs. Rosa Jordan is comfortEarlier Saturday, hospital auMrs. Jordan was riding. INP
nant woman would give birth
by a 'arse at locat hospital.
ed
was
Jordan
thorities said Mrs.
Souudphoto
to her baby prematurelv.
The bullet is still imbedded in
"in pain and restless," but Saturday evening her condition had r
apparently improved.
In Tallahassee, Fla., "threatening and abusive" telephone calls
by segregation advocates were reported to have been received by
Negro leaders of the Tallahassee
ST LOUIS — (INS) — More bus integration movement.
one: "Are you a member of the and shake of the head .. Then than 1500 college and university
The Negroes said they hadn't reBy DEI.ORES CALVIN
lighters called in, and their dut- the lire-ra% aged areas.
NAACP?" ... and the answer Mike dove right in — -Do SARI representatives will meet in St. ported any of the calls to police
By FOREST KIMLER
Southern California's long overs NEW YORK — (CNS) — Why after a second or two of silence, agree with their work? Ibu don't
ies were limited to mopping-up
were,
they
believed
they
because
Fire
—
(INS)
—
Calif.
the
for
6
NIALIBU,
Jan.
Louis beginning
due rainy season could' turn the
operations.
"cranks."
Ethel Waters Is .Not a Member of was a shy "no" but with room agree with their work." he ask- 51st
Natiodal in the main, the work of
the
of
convention
fighters announced victory SunAuthorities in neighboring Ven- denuded hillsides and canyons into
NAACP . . . Ever since the Nat left for argument . . . Therefore, ed. To this, Miss Waters smiled 'Collegiate Athletic Association.
They said they had been receiving
Cole episode in Alabama, many Mike seemingly unbelieving of the sweetly again and said nothing. The American 'Football Coaches calls since Thursday night after a day over the worst series of brusn tura county announced control of another hellish nightmare f w r
Stars who lia‘e not openly voic- ,"no" he had heard, rephrased his' like went on — "They are trying Association will hold its 34th an- planned bus ride demonstration fires in southern California his- an 840-acre fire that blackened their thousands of residents.
Piru canyon areas.
The lack of normal winter rains
was called off.
ed their opinion on race relations, question and began again . . .1to help the Negro —" by now the Dual meeting simultaneously.
tory.
or showed their feelings through i "You aren't a member of t h e tension was rising and an answer Plans for the implementation of Rev. J. Alex Rollins said his Assistant Los Angeles county However, the threat of more de- fall was cited 23 a major factor
struction loomed dangerously over in the fires' incredible speed.
strong support of various organta- NAACP — as organization try- from the great blues singer was : President Eisenhower's youth fit- life had been threatened by a
W. Percey said
caller who warned him against Fire Chief Roland
twos sort of skirted around the I log to find equality for the colored imperiative.
and
considered.
Iness
she
men
be
will
ordered
program
has
he
that
issue by managing or trying to .people" . Again the answer was "I do my own thinking,"
riding the buses, lie said, howThe NCAA recently appointed a
out of the Santa MonBy Walt Disrvey
manage for it not to come up
a hesitant "no" — and a smile 'finally stated, "'and Ethel isn't-ite- nine-man committee to formulate ever, that he boarded a bus the equipment
MERRY MENAGERIE
ica mountain area, where three
Therefore we were quite surprised
terested. I'm just not interested" specific ways and means whereby following day.
40,000
blackened
fires
wind-lashed
Rev. K. S. Dupont said he had
at a television interview on Mike
then she went on to elaborate the colleges may take the leadervaluable watersheu and
Wallace's "Night Beat" when
been threatened with a house acres of
that she feels what she has attain- ship in this program.
caused damage estimated at more
bombing.
Ethel Waters got into an awkward
ed in life, no white person has dethan 100 million dollars.
Proposed changes in NCAA leg- Some leaders said their
moment and for all her smiles,
prived her of — "I don't miss what
es
concerning recruiting and phones had been ringing phonalmost
I The five-day holocaust in t h e
the uneasiness was never settled.
you have," she said, "because I .
is expected to re- constantly since Thursday. They Zuma (Western Malibu), Hume
The question was a point blank
don't desire it, and don't want it.,, financial aid
ceive top billing. Many of the na- said the calls continued through- (eastern Malibu) and Lake SherBIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (INS)
tion's top athletic conferences out the night and often the phone wood areas took one life and left
— Five Negro boys, ranging in
have come under fire for their would ring, and the caller would at least 87 homes in ashes.
age from 10 to 14, were arrested
present aid to athletes programs. hang up when they answered.
DISASTER AREA
Sunday night for shooting up a
A report of the 1956 NCAA teleThere was little if any activity
•
The fires struck with such force
Birmingham 'Transit bus.
vision committee also w i 1 I be Saturday with business generally
at Malibu that President EisenThe shooting took place at about Circular
made. The committee's report in- below normal and no reports of bower declared it a major disastsix last night in a Negro neighboreludes recommendations for tele- Negroes riding in front seats, but er area and authorized an inihood in Tarrant City, which ad- i
casting of intercollegiate football leaders said they would be riding tial $100,000 in federal aid to the
joins Birmingham. Nobody was s
games during the 1957 season. A up front on Monday.
hurt — four windows were hit —
stricken.
NEW YORK — If you want to special report also will be made
Also in Tallahassee, Federal
not broken.
The announcement of victory
try something really sensational concerning the NCAA's national
Judge Dozier Devane issued an
The boys, who said they used get a five-foot circular chair.
as scores of victims from
came
officials
city
television committee,
injunction forbidding
areas returned to
AKRON, Ohio — The first Negro air rifles, told police they were This luxurious innovation (crefrom interfering with the bus com- fire-ravaged
playing."
"juat
their homes or made plans to reated by a New York firm) was
to be appointed a member of the
pany's decision to end segregated
•
•
•
•
build.
staff of a proseuting attorney in I Police Chief Jack Warren said displayed recently in an all-white
seating.
Summit county is 40-year-old Ala- the incident was the sixth of its fabric as an interesting addition
ISSLSS/PP1
Negroes, though defiant of an I Many of the victims are expect.
Roulkind (someone firing at a bus) in to a penthouse apartment.
bama born, Atty. Joseph D.
earlier city warning that anyone eel to appear Wednesday before
bee and the son of a retired Pres- three days. He said Negroes and The chair, which is completely
disobeying the city's segregation the government's Small Business
12-27
whites were seated in a segregated round, has low, sloping semi-cirbyterian minister.
laws would be arrested, made no administration which will o p e n.
C)19)6
The local attorney was named fashion when the shooting occur- cular back. Dotted with colorful
move to board the buses Satur- temporary offices in Santa MoniWalt Disney Froductiona
i cushions.
ca City hall to pave the way for
to this post by John Ballard, prose- red.
Weld Rights Reservel
Ditributed by Ksng Features Syne/salty
day.
cutor-elect who with Roulhac and
At Birmingham, Ala., where 22 emergewncy loans.
EVANSVILLE, Ind. — (INS) —
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by a hit-and.run ski
other members of his staff will
bopped
"Very odd accident ... got
The Mississippi 'State basketball Negroes were arrested for attempt- MOPPING-UP
take over the office on Jan. 7.
jumper:"
team bolted the annual Evansville ing to ride buses on a sit-as-you- The' fire scene was manned by
IA resident of Akron since 1948, I
Invitational basketball tournament please basis, no attempt was made only a fraction of the 2,000 tire
•
RoWhac has been active in both
on the final night because the at bus integration,
work,
religious
a
being
and
civic
Negro leaders have announced
opposing team has a Negro centrustee and the treasurer of the St
that "there are enough test cases"
ter.
Centenary Methodist church.
the integration battle in
Mystery surrounded the whole to win
BATON
Ta.
— M. L.
ROUGE,
O'Neil Peoples. senior, Monre's'
A graduate of Lincoln university Harvey. dean of students at roe; Richard Perkitcs. senior, incident inasmuch as the players courts.
the
holds
he
Pennsylvania,
SET
TEST
In
Southern universit)r, announced
Cot ington: and Annie M. Piper, and coach of the Southeast ConLa., Negro loadM. A., and LLB degrees from the
ference team, played a game Fri- In Baton Rouge,
this week, who have been listed
junior, Ravv
University of Pennsylvania. Rotaers have announced they will join
unDenver
against
night
day
"Who's
in
Among
Who
Students"
Lemar Proctor, senior, Baton I
hac taught at Lincoln university
Birmingham and Tallahassee Nein American Universities and Col., Rouge; Lerov C. Roquemore, iversity which has two Negro
and Fort Valley State college. Fort
groes in going "all the way" to
players.
leges.
senior, Columbia; Everlena RussValley. Ga.. before serving in the
break the racial harrier on the
InEvansville
the
of
Officials
Named are:
ell, junior, West Monroe; Earnie
armed forces, lie began the praccity's buses. Plans were made to
that
reported
ter&
vitational
"the
Ray
PineClyde
Rennet. junior.
Scott senior, Shreveport: Dudtice of law in Akron in 1049.
institute a test case by the Rev.
ilk; Wilson B5 rd Ill. senior, ley LeVaughn Tademy. senior, was ordered not to play but where T. J. Jamison, Negro Baptist
Roulhac is married and has an
order
the
by
and
given
was
whom
New
junior,
Orleans;
Tolbert,
Carriere,
John
Earl
T.
Leesville;
11-year old daughter. He is a memminister and integration movement
ber of the Akron and American senior, New Orleans: Purvis c.
Opelousas, costelle B. Walker. is a mystery."
leader.
Mississippi played and beat
Bar Associations, the John Fulton Carter, senior. Bastrop: Evange- senior, Baton Rouge; Walter
At Mobile, Ala., Negroes conWhile, senior, Nian,f ield; Clar- Denver in one of two first-round tinued riding on a segregated basPost of the American Legion. Phi line A. Davi.. senior. New orBela Sigma fraternity. the Akron leans; Thomas Donatto, senior, enc.. Wilridge, senior, Rayne: games. Following the victory, Mis- is despite the city bus line's anChapter of the Frontiers of Ameri- Opelousas: Joseph E. Hines III.
Doroth.v Ruth tailson, senior, sissippi State players shook hands nounced policy of not enforcing
ca., Inc., and serves as a mem- senior, Alexandria; Artie R. McCrow lev : and Johnnie Lee Wil- with the losers including the Ne- segregated seating.
groes.
ber of he legal redress committee Clellan. junior. Minden; C. Aid).
liams..,enior, Derry.
Asa (Ace) Carter. executive
of the Akron NAACP.
The scheduled game between secretary of the Alabama White
t1111111111111111111111114111t111111110111111111111111111i111111ele11111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Mississippi State and Evansville
Citizens' council said in a meeting
had to be eallet off, and the fans held Friday the council was pre•
money back.
were given '
paring to band together to form a
'The Mississippi state team, from white voting bloc in an attempt to
Oxford, Miss., left town with elect officials who would follow
nobody knowing exactly what hap- their platform.
Carter said the official would
pened.
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STERLING SALT

brings out the best in food!,

African Church
Gels Autonomy

MADAM BELL

FREETOWN. Sierra Leona —
(ANS) — Anglican churches in
West Africa have been granted
aetoriumy by the Church of England and will now constitute a full
Provincial Synod with three Houses of Bishops. Clergy and Laity.
The Province of West _Africa
was inaugurated here i0•1951. with
the consent of Dr. Geoffrey Francis Fisher. Archbishop of Canterbury. At hat time Die diocesan
bishops of five West African dioceses. holding tnission from Inc
See of Canterbury. united in the
Province of West Africa.
Dr. Fisher said then that he
would retain .certain powers over
the province until it became a full
provincial synod. "Thereafter.- he
said. "the province will he entirely responsible for its future ordering
The Most Rev, J, L. C. for
Stead. Bishop of Sierra Leone, is
Archbishop of West Africa.

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS

This is her new office. I am the REAL
MADAM BELL that stayed at the Mississippi
State Line for years. Look for a little long
white house and two big Aluminum hetialF
trailers and you will find MADAM BELL
there at ALL TIMES.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have you lost faith
in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health?
Are you discouraged? If any of these are your problems.
come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She will read
life to you just as she would read an open hook. Tell you
why your job or busines4 is not a success. If you have failed
in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51. North of the way to Covington.
Tennessee just four miles above Millington, oniPAWIth below
Colony Night Club. Other-wise (flown at Turf (Alb. Took for
sign on left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis in
Tipton County. Look for MAD% 51 BELL HAND sIGNI. 20 min
utes drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door,
S Greyhound buses pass dally to and from Memphis, ask your
bus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can
take the Millington bus and get off at the Post Office in Mil
lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAM
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the address.

York City.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW I..;AY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
AFTER TRUDGING for four
days across country through
snow and mud, thews three
young Hungarians reached the
border of Austria near Auden.

They are among thousands of
Hungarians who have fled
their homeland to throw
off the Russian yoke. INP

Hears II a.m, to 5 p.m.
Readings Daily. Open on Sunday
I den't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
In look for the right sign and the right name.
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Japanese Ordained
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. — (RNS)
—Rev. Peter Kayama, the first
Japanese to be ordained an East.
ern Orthodox priest in the United
States, is presently a special student at St Vladimir's Orthodox
Theological Seminary in N e w
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Mm-M-M1 DELICIOUS! HAMBURGER

or any other dish—tastes its best when properly
cooked and seasoned with Sterling Salt. Sterling
Salt's pure, snow-white "sparks of flavor" dissolve
quickly, completely, adding extra zest and sparkle
to the rich, natural flavors of food. Get Sterling Salt
at your grocer's today. Plain, or Iodized for your
family's health protection. Guaranteed damp proof,
or double your money back.
STE RUNO SALT— in the box with the premium
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